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introduction

A man is a man,
also primates,

and a

woman

mammals,

a

woman, but both

are

and

vertebrates, chordates

metazoans. Those are not merely words invented by

They

professors to beguile the public.

way of
may be, is

are a

saying that man, whatever additional he

an animal. He has something
imals.

The microbes

in

common with

in the ditch, the ants

an-

all

on the lawn,

are relatives of man, and his development cannot be
fully

understood without reference

to

How

them.

he

rose from a rare, not especially impressive animal to
his present status of

dominance

Emergence of Man, the

book

is

The

series of

the subject of

The

books of which

this

is

a part.

story

is

a tortured, twisting one.

must

It

ac-

count for the strange fact that man, and not the lordly

when man's furry ancestors first
survived to command the earth. And
ends with modern man living on a

dinosaurs that ruled
scurried about,

—

before the tale

planet that he has already modified, not always for
the better, and has the
trace the origins of ideals

power
and

to destroy

rituals,

—

it

must

prayer and can-

nibalism, tools and war, gods and empire, trade and

farming, and

man. But

it

all

the facets of

life

that

make man hu-

begins with his biological background,

treated in this volume.

Charles Darwin's

human evolution is as old as
On the Origin of Species, which

was published

1859

The concept

of

in

—even older

But today knowledge about the
lution

is

accumulating

at

new understanding comes

scientific techniques.

croscope, for instance,

With an electron mi-

a virus

so

small that

existence had to be indirectly inferred

show up

way.

of evo-

an unprecedented and ever-

increasing rate. Part of the

from new

in a timid

mechanisms

as clearly as the

windows

is

made

its

to

of a building

across the street. Each such
clearly

how man came

forms of

life in

new view

to arise

more

reveals

from the simplest

in

every inhabitable part of the earth. Though the

sects provided

none

of

man's heritage, their group

ing offers illuminating parallels to his

the primeval waters.

made

Great advances have also been

in dating

own

inliv-

societies.

Similar parallels can be found in the tightly struc-

fig-

tured group living of such animals as wolves and

ures given for the age of fossils or the remains of an-

baboons. But none of these low-level societies of

methods. Until well into the present century most

cient

man were

hardly better than guesses.

But

mammals,

interesting as they are,

show

signs of pro-

recently estimates have been replaced by accurate

gressing to a higher level. This feat, which literally

measurements. One method, which uses the radio-

changed the face of the

earth,

was accomplished by

who were

active decay of carbon, provides a reliable time scale

smallish, erect-walking primates

nearly 40,000 years into the past for objects contain-

ancestors of man. Their hunting groups, which at

ing carbon, such as campfire charcoal.

For dates

were presumably as simple as wolf packs, gradually

ranging into millions of years, a method

known

became more

potassium-argon dating

is

a guide to the age of rocks

bones, that

as

developed speech for quick and accurate communication.

may be embedded

in

objects,

such as

— living animals that resemble man's direct anthese distant cousins of

man

are tree

shrews: primitive animals not very different from the

built shelters

themselves from inclement weather and ac-

quired clothing that enabled them to live comfortably
in cold climates.

From

this point

onward, the history of

ly that of his technical

man is large-

advances and social achieve-

almost simultaneous development of agriculture and

first

is

bone connections uncannily
legs.

On

like the

much

limbs

bones

like these

Today even animals

distant from

cient behavior

is

animal behavior.

He was

not,

man can reveal
much about an-

deduced from studies of modern

Man

is

a social animal, for

however, the

first to

exam-

find strength in

numbers. Several types of insects did so many million years ago,

and the

result

world of the social insects
termites

—whose

was

— ants,

the wonderful

bees,

animal husbandry.

When

the

first

wasps and

"civilized" colonies can be found

farmers had ac-

quired domesticated plants and animals, they turned

unproductive land into cultivated

vertebrates crawled up on the land.

insights into his past. In particular,

ple.

wood, stone or bone. They

descended from ancestors that had inside their

human arms and

the

and fashion

use

ments. Perhaps the greatest achievement was the

mammals. Another

fleshy fins

of

to protect

of

fire

to

the coelacanth, a rare

earliest
fish

They learned how

weapons

them.

—

Among

descendants

and many

One of the most fruitful of the new ways to learn
human antecedents is to observe as this book

cestors.

first

being increasingly used as

about

does

tightly organized. Their

the direct

fields

and pastures.

Human population increased enormously and pushed
into areas inhabited thinly

appeared,

lages

grew

bigger,

protection and temples for
ies;

then empires. In not

years

by wandering hunters.
acquired

local gods.

much more

walls

Then came

Vil-

for
cit-

than 1.3 million

— a short time on the evolutionary scale— from

the appearance of the
called

first

creature that could be

human, man had changed from

wandering hunter

to

a scarce

and

undisputed lord of his planet.

—The Editors

Chapter One: The Paragon of Animals

After 3.5 billion years.

Homo

sapiens sapiens, thinking man, emerges before the energy-giving sun to become the dominant species.

The house lights have dimmed. The
void. The rustling of programs and

stage
the

is

black

a

murmur

of

gossip subsides. Silence. Gradually a figure appears;
ghostly, transparent at

first,

man

It is

— the hero of

Shakespeare
could:

"What

in reason!

ing

how

this story.

a piece of

work

man!

is

How

infinite in faculty! in form, in

express and admirable! in action

an angel!

apprehension

in

ty of the world! the

how

all

men

is

to pose

of us, at one time or another,
yet, to

me, what

is this

have sought

man and has been anmany ways as there have been

of itself

Men

are

to nail

—and

these are but a

few of

which men through the ages

down what

it

these things, of course

all

is

to

be human.

— and more. From

a purely materialistic point of view, for instance, a

man

— any

man

— represents

semblage of molecules ever

the
to

most complex

differs

cial

groups

an individual

from other organisms only

But collective

man

— that

— represents

a

is,

as-

appear on earth, pos-

sibly in the universe. In this respect

man

is

an especially good moment

scriptions of the

to

the

trace

new phase

man

in

degree.

organized in so-

quantum leap beyond

other organisms. For the moment, at least, he

is

era

seeing a

is

human

state

the

in

were made by prophets,

philosophers and poets. Theirs were per-

artists,

sonal views, colored by personal, subjective biases.

We

imal, a tool-using animal, a social animal, a creature

the aphorisms with

tury

study of man. In the past the most meaningful de-

—

aware

3.4 billion years before

himself existed. This last third of the 20th Cen-

in his

modern man is Homo sapiens sapiens
a Latin label that means only "intelligent man."
More informatively he has been called a political anis

ap-

first

paragon of animals!" Yet

classification,

that

life

story, for this

In the technical jargon of biological

it.

moment when

beau-

as old as

in nearly as

and strangely

full of surprising twists,

man

quintessence of dust?"

The question

to seize the con-

like a god! the

have asked ourselves, "And

swered

complex,

long, beginning at the

peared on earth more than

like

but equally able

answer Shakespeare's question. The story

mov-

how

liftoff,

To understand how man came
trols is to

noble

very next words the poet could not resist asking
the question that

even before

it

to steer for the stars.

is

him as only Shakespeare

glorifies

how

dark-

of the spaceship Earth, perhaps in danger

of wrecking

then more and more sub-

stantial, solid, radiant at last, shining out of the

ness.

command

do not lack for such descriptions today, but

at

same time we are gaining another perspective
upon man, an objective view seen through the lens
the

of

modern

science.

The

fixed image; instead,

of exquisite details,

it

lens does not present

a

builds an expanding mosaic

less

perhaps, but no

poetic,

less awe-inspiring than Shakespeare's description.

New
ample,

fossil
is

evidence of man's ancestors, for ex-

turning up at an unprecedented rate in re-

gions such as eastern Africa, allowing us to trace
the steps

human

by which humans arose from less-than-

forebears. In 1859,

when

Charles Darwin pro-

pounded the landmark theory

that underlies

our

present understanding of man's evolution, scientists

knew

of exactly

two

fossils that

were relevant

to

the search for man's origins: one of an extinct ape, an-

other of the early type of

Homo

sapiens called Ne-

anderthal man. Hardly more than a century after

Lake Ru-

all

Darwin's book appeared, expeditions

in the

in

dolf area of East Africa unearthed

more than 150

Life Before
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Man

near-human bones

in a single five-year period.

Lothagam jaw,

of these bones, the so-called
lion years

old,

a

is 5.5

enables

mil-

themselves essentially unchanged.

date that pushes the record of

man's certain ancestry more than

a million years fur-

ther back than any previous find.

The paleontologists' hunt

members

One

At the very

DNA
the

is

yielding

of existing species to reproduce

new

modern biochemistry,
One of
the process by which,

of

frontiers

secrets to researchers.

most exciting of them

is

has been

over millions of years, mutations gradually create

aided by knowledge and insights drawn from other

subtle differences in the structures of proteins, the

sciences.

Atomic

for

fossils

physicists, studying the rates of ra-

dioactive decay in various natural substances, have

new and more

given paleontologists

accurate meth-

ods for pinpointing the stages in the evolution of
Scientists can

life.

canic

now

determine the age of vol-

amount

time has passed since the rock formed and

potassium started to change. In a similar way,

steady rate and thus can be used to measure the evolutionary separation between

man and

other species.

In the blood substance called hemoglobin, for ex-

that once

were

alive,

the ancestors of

man and

horse parted company as

distinct species a long, long time ago.

By

man and
Obviously, man is

hibit only 12 differences, while those of

chimpanzee have none

the transmutation of a radioactive form of carbon

close to the apes, less close to monkeys,

to another substance.

close to horses. But scientists already

Equally valuable have been the contributions of

finally

ture
is

until

decipher the genetic code

all

in

and

plants;

Through

two contrasting mechanisms

and

working out

sibility of

which minute variations

DNA instructions may originate new species of an-

imals

exciting in the

would indicate the time

living organisms.

of evolution: mutation, in

is

— the complex struc-

DNA, instructions for the building of new cells and
new organisms are formulated and passed along.
And having cracked DNA's code, scientists can begin at last to understand

What

at

1966 did biochemists

and functions of a substance called DNA, which

present in virtually

genetic

precisely accurate duplication of

invariance,

DNA

the

instructions

without variation, generation after generation, that

contrast,

the hemoglobin proteins of man and monkey ex-

such as wood and bone, can be dated by measuring

modern biochemistry. Not

sci-

than 42 differences from those of a man; clearly,

how

much

somewhat younger materials

Some

argon gas within the

argon found indicates

the

its

living things.

ample, the proteins of a horse exhibit no fewer

rock;

of

all

believe these differences accumulate at a

entists

transformation of

rocks by measuring the

radioactive potassium into

basic building materials of

cies of animals first

clock

is

still

older techniques that
or the differences

still

less

knew that.
new knowledge is the pos-

a sort of protein clock that
at

which

all

existing spe-

emerged. Though the protein

tentative and experimental,

the hope of a dating

Other clues

all.

it

offers

method supplementary to the
depend on fossils, radioactivity

between layers of rock.

to the past are

coming from studies

of

a very different kind involving a host of living an-

imals.

new

The science

discipline, but

of animal behavior
it is

is

a flourishing one,

a relatively

and

sic materials are peculiarly accessible to the

its

ba-

layman.

Consider, for example, Jane van Lawick-Goodall's de-

The Paragon

among chimpanzees

scription of the greeting rituals

on

a reservation

near Lake Tanganyika, in Africa:

"When two chimpanzees

greet each other after a sep-

until

makes ever

shown by two humans

Without

panzees
hands,

may bow

same

or crouch to the ground, hold

embrace, touch, or pat each other on

kiss,

most any part

of the body. ...

A male may

chuck a

show one

Observations

or

explain the basis for
ularly

social

in

ther

significant.

can be organized.

complicated
ing of

game and

wolves shed

and

fe-

because he

partic-

how

and why. Studies

not enough.

it,

mind would be

the

dominates the animal kingdom not only
blessed with a big brain but because of

is

like

no

are

tree

something of

how

tuna or the regal bearing of a horse, what

puny body? The answer

man's

is

to that rhetorical question,

as a careful examination of man's physical adapta-

less

tions will illustrate,

life

man, have evolved

As

often taken for granted. Beside the sleek grace of a

fur-

based on the cooperative hunt-

is:

everything.

Among the physical traits that
all men on the one hand from all
the other, there are three of

together separate

other animals on

overwhelming

signifi-

individuals

cance: a skeleton built for walking upright; eyes

on humans, but their hunting

capable of sharp, three-dimensional vision in color;

the sharing of the

little light

Man

useless.

is

suggest

also

family
tell

And wolves,

life styles

and abets

that supports

al-

of these gestures."

acted,

Even insects

is

jungle cat, the streamlined strength of an 1,800-pound

in

some human behavior,

man may have
from the human

mind

van Lawick-Goodall's help

actions,

ancestral

that the

is

a special combination of physical characteristics that

more

like Jane

ware

clearer

remarkable combination of organic hard-

a

many

male or an infant under the chin. Humans,
cultures,

Chim-

context.
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we can answer a simpler question:
"What makes man different from other creatures?"
His mind, to be sure. But what our new knowledge

man?"

aration, their behavior often looks amazingly like that
in the

Animals

of

kill.

strategies, their hierarchical social structure, their di-

and hands that provide both a powerful grip and nim-

visions of labor and their territorial jealousies help

ble manipulations. Controlling

equipment

explain similar patterns in early man.

the brain

is

and making use of

— a physical organ

itself,

this

but

one that introduces the capacity for rational thought

From

studies like these, a

new view

man's ancestry has been emerging.

man and
places man

of

It

of

and, with the body,

in

human

perspective in a vast span of millennia amid a vast

crowd
he

is,

of creatures,

and

it

shows something

as Shakespeare said, the "paragon

imals." But before
distant times, before
lions, let us

we
we

why
an-

makes possible

man's distinctive

attributes, uniquely

act with one another.

It is

that other

most

speech.

abilities,

combined

in

man,

inter-

impossible to say that one

led to the next, or that one

is

necessarily

more im-

turn to distant places and

portant than the others. They developed together,

each reinforcing the others and making possible im-

look at the finished product, the hero of

our concern must be more

We

These

all

bring on stage the cast of mil-

the epic, isolated on a dark stage. For the

speare's.

of

among

of

limited

than

moment
Shake-

cannot completely answer "What

is

provements

in

them. Nevertheless,

stands out simply because
right walking.

It is

a

it is

one attribute

so conspicuous: up-

remarkably effective method of

locomotion, and no animal can use

it

as

man

does.

Man versus Runners, Jumpers, Walkers
The four animals
all

at right are

equipped for effective

lo-

comotion over the level land
they normally inhabit.

each moves in a quite
ent way.
trich

Yet

differ-

The long-legged

can run

at a

os-

speed of 50

miles an hour; the kangaroo

X

can hop in 40-foot bounds;
the pig's rocking gait,

which

he shares with other quadrupedal mammals, covers long
distances with

little effort.

Man, upright on two

legs,

cannot match the specialized
gaits of ostrich,
pig.

takes a stride his right foot pushes off from the toe and the

left

foot bears the full

body weight

kangaroo and

make use

can run

of

He

three advantageously:
at 15 miles

an hour

for several minutes

and can

attain a

maximum speed

of

more than 20 miles an hour
over short distances; he can

broad-jump 29

feet

and walk

50 miles or more in a day

—to

say nothing of swimming

riv-

ers

man

a

But his unique anatomy

enables him to
all

When

and climbing mountains.

In addition, his upright

ment

frees his

move-

^

Ostriches step out using alternate legs and balance on big

feet, as

men

do, but they stand

on their

toes,

and

hands for tasks

that give locomotion another

dimension of usefulness.

The kangaroo crouches, straightens both powerful hind

Lifting

one leg

at a

time

when walking

— right hind foot,

legs

— like

a

mousetrap snapping

—

to take off,

right fore foot, left hind foot, left fore foot

then

— the pig

The Paragon of Animals

while the right leg moves ahead to land on the heel; then the

:heir

left

foot thrusts

off.

In order to run fast, he stays on his toes, like an ostrich

anfdes are high above the ground; the stepping motion thus employs a very long "lever," which makes for a long stride— and high speed

wings the Jegs up and ahead while

ocks from side

to side to

avoid

it

soars in a long two-Jegged jump.

A man

making

a standing

broad jump uses a somewhat similar action.

^^^^

falling,

keeping

its

body weight over

the tripod defined

fv

w

by three legs while the fourth

is

commencing

a step

13

Man
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Let us begin, then, with the act of walking. For
its

apparent simplicity,

ized as flying

man

is

is

an adaptation as special-

it is

swimming

to a bat or

to a seal. True,

not the only animal able to stand on

and

legs alone; birds, bears

all

a

number

hind

its

of man's pri-

to

be a surprisingly complex feat of acrobatics.

on primates, "man would

British authority

on his face;

in fact

on the edge of catastrophe."

exception of a few flightless birds, such as the os-

actually a balancing act in

on two

the only animal that depends exclusively

locomotion

legs for

or crossing a continent,
lessly strolling,

Using his two

pound

of

at

high speeds or aim-

with arms burdened or swinging

man

legs, a

He can

run a deer.

—whether crossing a room

moving

pound

carry heavier loads,

Canadian voyageurs

who

for

— the French-

body weight, than a donkey

transported Indian trade

goods through the North

Woods

back-

routinely

Human

walking

which the muscles

is

of the

hips and back are alternately contracted

feet, legs,

and relaxed according

synchronized orders from

to

the brain and spinal cord.
all

It is

free.

has the endurance to out-

fall flat

with each step he takes, he tee-

ters

man is

turns out

"Without split-second timing," says John Napier, a

mate cousins are bipedal on occasion. But with the

trich,

human walking

legged animals get about,

uniquely human, this "heel-and-toe-and-

away-we-go"
fresh eyes,

cycle,

it is

and

to those

who can

see

tation of

with

strangely beautiful. Uniquely human,

because no other creature on earth can do
beautiful in

it

its

sheer efficiency, in

its

it.

And

superb adap-

bone and muscle, brain and nerve,

to the

problem of moving about on two legs rather

packed 180 pounds of bales over nine-mile portages,

tricky

and a legendary hero among them named La Bonga

than four. The adaptation was achieved at consid-

said to have portaged 450 pounds.
tally

impassable

to a

J.

B. S.

Only

a

tree.

is

is to-

eagle's

walk

erect

with

to

of a horse turns

out to be limited indeed.

Like horses,
ble, stride, jog

men have
and

why

a variety of gaits; they

sprint.

Among them

all,

am-

though,

is at once the most useful and the
most peculiarly human way of getting from one place

Developed on the African savanna, where

man's early ancestors often covered

many

miles in

trouble, for one thing,

common

partly from upright posture.

so important to

is it

is

man

that he stand

and walk on two legs? Part of the answer has

do with man's head, another with his hands. The

advantages for the head are often overlooked, yet
simply raising the head high above the ground has

had crucial

the simple stride

to another.

But

mile,

movement

Back

among men, and comes

When compared

and powerful scheme of human loco-

motion, even the regal

erable cost.

man, the British

Haldane noted, can swim a

20 miles and then climb a
the versatile

terrain

man; he can reach an

aerie or a pearl oyster's bed.
scientist

No

and the

results.

taller a

man

running through
air time

The head

tall

and again

is

where the eyes

are,

A

dog

stands the more he sees.
grass

is

forced to leap into the

to find his bearings, but

even on a

smooth surface, where no obstacles obstruct
the advantage of height

two

feet

above ground

is

vision,

enormous. Eyes that are

level can detect objects

two

the course of a day's hunting, the stride has taken

miles away; eyes five feet above the ground can see

man

a mile farther.

to

every corner of the earth.

complishment.

When compared

It is

no minor ac-

with the

way

four-

The advantage

of height

is

especially important be-

The Paragon

cause vision

man's

five

is

by

most

far the

directly useful of

major senses.

some 90 per cent

Scientists estimate that

of

all

the

feet higher

information stored in the brain arrived there through
the agency of the eyes. Not surprisingly, man's eyes
are attuned precisely to his needs. For general seeing

A hawk

they are unsurpassed by any in the world.

may
ily

more sharply but cannot move

see

and generally moves

its

head

dragonfly can follow faster

most completely behind

its

its

follow

to

eyes eas-

A

man

a

horse can see

head but has

A

prey.

its

movement than

but cannot focus a sharp image.

al-

difficulty

seeing objects straight ahead at close range. Most im-

among higher animals only man and

portant,

his

nearest primate relatives have the special combination of full stereoscopic

And

different images.

dog does because

and color

vision.

Man's eyes,

But

if

his eyes are raised at least three

above the ground.

man

stands up partly in order to see, and

stays up partly because he sees so well, the freedom
that his posture gives to his

more

competitors

in

upright posture and bipedal move-

ment, have never really mastered the

on

their

hind

legs,

and they lack man's

homes with

forest

a

their arms, but they

this

image his color vision enables him

to pick

out details by hue as well as by form and brightness.

Taken

together, color

and depth perception bring

man enormous advantages
the majority of

over most other animals,

which are color-blind and have

a rel-

atively poor capacity to judge visual distances or

focus in fine detail upon

hunting dog sees
is

little

when

it

particular objects.

more than what

a black-and-white

might show and his distance focus
is

a rabbit in the field, the

less

it

moves

— one

What

a

looks out over an open field

dog

reason

is

is

movie

limited. If there

unlikely to spot

why

it

un-

rabbits and similar

free use of

bunch of bananas or an

infant in

must always be ready

to assist

their balance with the help

knuckle on the

of a

On the other hand, man, who learned
how to walk in open country, has thrown

ground.

very

early

cau-

people

Within

walking

art of

the arms. For a brief while they can get about in their

tion to the winds. Babies

as a single three-dimensional image in the brain.

arms has proved even

Chimpanzees, among man's closest

decisive.

can focus together on an object so that

perceived

may

with never

two

rely
a

hands are

that

is

With 25
it

things.

not needed for support can take

joints

and 58

tasks,

and

man

has prosdifferent

represents one of the most advanced

mechanisms ever produced by nature. Imagine a single tool that can meet the demands of so many
different tasks: to grip a stick, to play a concerto, to

wring out a towel,

— something

we

tend to forget

—

to

feel.

For,

our prime organ of touch. In the dark or around

his feet to the horizon in a

few seconds by

fo-

in

addition to the ability to perform tasks, the hand

ners,

cusing sharply and selectively upon a succession of

and

to hold a pencil, to gesture

A human
from

it

distinctly

has become the instrument by which

motions,

fours; old

and use

free to grab

on more responsible and more creative

pered.

all

thought of support from anything but

legs: their

The hand

may crawl on

on canes; but most men go about

prey freeze to conceal themselves from their enemies.
hunter, on the other hand, can scan a scene

15

he sees more images than any

placed at the front of his head rather than the sides,
it is

of Animals

it

substitutes for sight. In a way, the

an advantage over the eye, because

and

a

it

is

is

cor-

hand has
a sensory

manipulative organ combined into one.

It

can

Four Views of the World
The photographs

at right

show how

differently a

man, a dog, a horse and a

bee see the

same

sunlit grove.

each has

lining

up photo-

horizontal visual field

been assembled by
graphs specially

(The

of

made

to

represent

animal vision).
sees the smallest part of the

Man
g rove

—but in that section he sees the
human visual system
among some 10 million

most. The

distin-

guishes

grada-

tions of color;

it

brightest

pain;

it

it

spring scene appears to man's 180° vision in

can discern and the

object

it

-#7gp

can see without

b

focuses to see sharply either

And man's

vision has one

quality the pictures here cannot

more

wm^..^*'

Sri --

;/"*5S*

The

dog's coior-bJind eyes perceive a broader and in one

way sharper field-nearby

leaves are

JSm'r.H

m&,

s.*.,

*.

nfc

tmimrn
A horse's

wide-set eyes cover ever ything

;

:

Jes:
in a 360°

^b^ee^z^!^nmaThy

h

...

\

<•*

A

>-

show:

the sense of depth provided through
his broad, stereoscopic field of view.

9H

the green

between the dim-

the nearest ferns or the most distant
tree.

full color,

also can adjust to the

10-billion-fold range

mest thing

A

view that

is

interrupted only by a narrow area directly behind the head.

the thousands of lens-tipped cones of

its

compound

Though

the horse does

eyes. Its vision spans a circle-minus parts blocke.

The Paragon

of
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Dogs, descended from twilight hunt-

'••#

;

on scent, see

ers that relied mainly

-

rf£%

only shades of gray, and even these
are indistinct at a distance.

The horse's wrap-around
sion

_

alerts

direction;

its

field of vi-

enemies

to

it

whole world

every

in
in

is

sharp

focus from a distance of four or five
feet to the horizon

—but

it is

colorless.

The bee makes do with a different
kind of vision, using compound eyes

leaves sharp at center but blurred on the trees at far Je/t and far right.

comprising thousands of tiny immo-

on

bile lenses clustered

its

lens receives a pinpoint

ever

is

head. Each

view of what-

in its direct line of sight,

the combined impressions
lenses

make up

and

of these

a blurry pattern.

A bee

also sees only certain colors: yellow

and green (seen

as

one

green, blue, violet and
let

distinct

from

far left to far right.

not perceive color,

by

its

body

(far left

it

But the dog

is

far rightj

— but

is

man

is

ultravio-

unable to detect.

shortsighted, and background trees are biurred.

distinguishes fine shadings of gray such as those between the open clearing

and

shades that

color), blue-

some

sharp only cJose up (sixth picture from

left),

(/eft)

and the dense undergrowth

(centerj.

where hundreds of lenses bear on the same

object.
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Man

explore the environment by means of touch, and then

immediately do something about what

on

can, for instance, feel around

it

detects.

It

a forest floor for

nuts and roots, seize them on contact and pop them
into the

mouth;

at the

same time

that

your eyes are

reading these words, your hand can finger the corner
of the page in preparation for turning

A
full

marvelous tool the hand

value

nipulate
stage

exploited only

is

still

benefit

when

it

other tools. This capacity

to

ma-

a second-

With an

upright walking.

of

is

erect

is

tools, to

make

human thumb

the

the precision grip required to play a flute can be

easily.

make such music may be
and brain seem

hand

to

some

that carries out

words

of

it is

touch

to the

thumb. Infants and children begin with the power

It is

and progress

grip

to the precision grip.

a child holds a spoon: first in its

and

later

between the

tips of the

fingers (the precision grip).
that

some

if

(the

in

the grip

which

thumb and

grip),

first

two

importance

their children hold their spoons,

were symbolic

having an ape

power

significant, perhaps,

civilized peoples place great

on the way
as

It is

fist

how

of the difference

at the table or

between

having one of their

own

Many
man.

primates, in fact, share the

It is

the

But neither a

enough or

power

grip with

way to get firm hold of a tree branch.
monkey nor an ape has a thumb long

flexible

.

.

.

enough

to

be completely oppos-

On

at.

perched

it

the disin the

is,

like a flower

in the

of the

an ape's brain does not

is

and

a difference,

it

differ

is crucial.

gray layer, called the cortex, the outer

layer of the largest part of the brain.

The

cortex, sci-

now know, plays the major role in reasoned
behavior, memory and abstract thought — and also suentists

move-

pervises the delicate and accurate muscular

ments that control the precision
quite thin, but
of the

human

it

grip.

The cortex

is

represents 80 per cent of the volume

brain;

if

spread out

about the size of a newspaper page.

head only by being compressed

maturing offspring.

look

to

stalk." (The stalk is the spinal

brain.) In appearance,

too greatly. But there

of

much

which may be considered an extension

cord,

held between the tips of the fingers and the opposed

Think

and

one observer, a "pinkish-gray mass, moist

on top of a slender

and the palm of the hand. In the precision grip

not

is

John Napier's terminology. In the power grip an obfingers

critical

the

and as the hand grew

brain,

secting table, with the skull removed,

and rubbery

between the undersurface of the

most

of the

It is

skillful so did the brain.

them: the "power grip" and the "precision grip" in

ject is held

to

related to the grip. For tools

have developed together.

The human brain

are not the only

have two distinct ways of holding and using

that

mind required

related to upright walking, then the

more

and get food more

handle

to

ry a suitcase, to play a flute.

can use tools; with tools he can defend himself betanimals that employ tools, but they are the only ones

makes pos-

movements necessary

complex orders of the

ter

that

clothing, to write with a pencil, to car-

posture, man's hands are free; with hands free, he

Humans

tips of all the

required for the delicate yet strong

It is

sible nearly all the

If

be, yet its

employed

is

other fingers, as
precision grip.

it.

may

itself

comfortably to the

able, able to reach

it

would be

It fits

inside the

flat,

like a

crumpled rag

— the famous "convolutions" of the brain are

in fact

mainly the folds and overlaps of the cerebral cortex

— and
all

its

compression bespeaks the fact that

but outgrown

its

allotted space.

Somehow,

it

has

this in-

The Paragon

made man's

crease in the size of the cortex has
the uniquely

human

William Howells:
a larger brain

clearly

done

thing

"We

.

.

is.

it

.

Says anthropologist

do not

makes us more

the brain that remain to be solved

plenty

in

what way
But

has

it

mysteries about

—and there

are, in

— the main secrets and the main importance of

man's huge cortex are

The cortex
also,

know

intelligent.

many

so." If there are

brain

is

now well

understood.
it is

significantly, the association

center of man's brain. That

is,

it

is

the part of the

brain where sense impressions and memories are

stored

—

to

be called forth and acted upon as circum-

stances suggest. There

is

no fixed pattern

in

these associations need be made, as there

which

is in

an-

imal brains, and no predetermined result of their
calling forth.

Among

animals,

tion are nearly automatic,

many

may

patterns of ac-

performed by instinct or

through previous conditioning. In man, for the most

contact

Most higher animals can
has anything like

his capacity to
to

mental phenomenon that only

man

is

capable of be-

cause only he has the large cortex that
in order to

achieve

is

necessary

The great brain gap between man and other an-

when

both parties

a

man's hand pokes the out-

spread tentacles of a sea anemone. The anemone will
instantly retract

action
the

is

its

tentacles into

its

body; the

re-

automatic, since what passes for a brain in

anemone

is

programmed

for only

one pattern of

action: in response to touch the tentacle retracts.

reasoned behavior

is

And man

examine

processes of his

No

involved. In response to the

all

completely alone in

is

of his options in advance,

—

own mind

in short, to think. Per-

haps even more important, when he thinks, he knows
he

thinking.

is

While conscious thinking

is

badges of human superiority,

most puzzling.

We

one of the proudest

it

remains one of the

cannot yet explain the operation

of the brain cells the

way we can

and muscles

in

analyze the move-

walking and grasping.

has been made. Thinking depends on as-

and memory

the

in

cortex.

thoughts are registered in the nerve

somewhat
the form

as they are in a

Ideas

cells, or

and

neurons,

man-made computer,

of electrical patterns,

and shuffled about by

it.

imals can be visualized by looking at what happens
to

—

look inward upon himself and to observe the

sociation

as reasoned behavior, a

also react to a given stim-

ways but not a single animal
the number or diversity of man's

potential responses.

new patterns,

known

his action

pleasing or discomforting, whether he

is

start

is

and

touched the anemone on purpose or accidentally.

of bones

again consciously. This use of the brain

or he

—

But a

what

hand back,

depend on many things whether he thinks
anemones are dangerous or harmless, whether the

ment

results in

19

not. His brain considers options,

re-

performed consciously, or

pull his

will

frained from consciously, or replaced by completely

part, these patterns are

man may

contact, the

ulus in a variety of

not only the seat of intelligence;

and perhaps more

same

of Animals

in

and they are retrieved

electrical actions. This

much

is

quite clearly established, since thinking produces

measurable

electric currents in the brain

and many

experiments demonstrate the effect of electric stimulation in such processes as

memory. Electroshock

therapy of a schizophrenia victim, for example, can
erase

some

of the patient's recent

memory while

from the more
The brain evidently has two memories,
computer does, one for storing considerable in-

ing unaffected recollections that date
distant past.
as a

leav-

A Handy Way

In the "tree" sign,

one hand holds

the opposite forearm upright by

for the inarticulate

the elbow,

Chimps to Talk

is

fluttered

and the free hand
back and forth.

Only man can actually speak. But though chimpanzees,
man's closest

cannot learn

relatives,

to talk,

they can be

man by using the American
examples shown here, chimps use

taught to communicate with

Sign Language. In the

the symbols (translated in drawings adapted from the

American Sign Language) mostly

to express the desire

for food, affection or attention. But they are also able to

deal with such other matters as "key," "tree" and "hat."

To make

meaning "hat" is made by
piacing the hand on top of
the head and then making a
repeated patting motion.

The

sign

curled and the hand

down

formation more or less permanently, another for
temporarily recording current data.

The

brain's similarities to a

computer are remark-

able, but they are only coarse similarities;

a brain with a

computer

aircraft carrier with a

is

much

may

comparing

human

cells,

brain

and each

be thought of as a switching point

for the electrochemical signals of mental activity.
largest

modern computer, by contrast, contains
The circuitry within

million switching points.

brain

is

obviously

many thousands

and more complex than

that of the

The

is

drawn

the side of the cheek.

computer yet devised. As Warren McCulloch, an
American student of the brain, has put it, "The brain
is like

a

computing machine, but there

is

no com-

puting machine like the brain."

comparing an

like

bark canoe. The

contains an estimated 10 billion nerve
of these cells

the gesture that stands for

"fruit," the fingers are loosely

first

If
is

the brain

also

havior

is

more than

more than
itself

animals.

He

a

a thinking

did

not

computing machine,

it

machine. Reasoned be-

make man

the

paragon of

rose to dominance as his extraordinary

brain interacted with his superior body to

make

pos-

1.5

sible crucial physical achievements. The ceiling of

the

the Sistine Chapel

of times larger

most complicated

was painted by

a precision grip

and color-sensitive eyes controlled by Michelangelo's
brain. Neither his bodily

machinery nor his creativ-

The Paragon

—

chimps can
for "key"
be (aught to unlock doors is a
knuckle twisted in the palm or
a forefinger jabbed against it.

By pointing

The

sign symbolizing "touch" has
been adapted for chimps, which
will stroke the back of a hand

A chimp

when they want

"hear" or "listen."

The symbol

ity

to

—

on

talk,

although

is

perhaps best shown

all

animals communicate

with their fellows. Bees dance to direct the
food; wolves
ritories

warn

off intruders

with scent; one bird

by marking

call

swarm

to

their ter-

announces danger,

another invites love-making. (Chimpanzees can be
taught to use
ing

—

all

human

sign language.) Besides employ-

of these primitive

puts

ear to

its

forefinger

make

the sign

methods of communication

odors, bodily movements, simple sounds

—

humans

huge repertory of sounds that

also use language, a

can be combined

by man's most important innovation: language. Only

humans can

its

that translates either

be tickled.

human body

to the corner of its

also used to signify "look."

significance of this combination of hu-

brain and

21

chimpanzee can signal
"see." The same gesture is

were needed, working together.

man

Animals

eye, a

alone could have produced this masterpiece; both

The great

of

facts

and

ideas.

as units to express very

The

complex

prairie dog's quick, high-pitched

barks can send up a vague alarm (page 142); they cannot specify: "Five

men armed

with shotguns are

approaching from the west and will be upon us in
half an hour."

Such communications obviously depend on the
brain, for

some lower animals equal man

formance without mastering language.

and parrots can mimic
can even be taught

words or more

a

in vocal per-

Myna

birds

man's voice perfectly; they

to repeat

sentences of several

— but they cannot really

talk,

because

Life Before
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Man

their brains are incapable of abstract thought.

They

cannot, therefore, combine elements from two
ferent sentences, learned

by

dif-

and use these

rote,

elements to construct a third sentence.

Language
that

so clearly dependent on brainpower

is

equal dependence on the body

its

The

looked.

body

the

of

role

often over-

is

most

is

clearly

demonstrated in the case of chimpanzees. They seem

ing up his cultural evolution.

The foundations

of

human civilization could be laid. From the beginning,
the members of man's hunting and gathering bands
made good use of their ability to communicate verbally with one another

—

to

plan a hunt, pass on

information or agree upon a rendezvous. But the
greatest benefit

man

gained through language came

through the ability to learn from the accumu-

later,

— other people

and other

to

have brains that are adequate for abstract thought.

lated experience of others

A

chimp, for example, can stack several boxes on

groups. Before the birth of language, man's experi-

top of one another to reach a bunch of bananas, a simact

ple

requiring the imaginative combination of

superficially unrelated elements.

a

wide range

of sounds.

It

also can produce

It

ought to be able to

talk.

Since the turn of the century scientists have been trying to teach chimpanzees to speak.

has been able
to get a

to do, after

chimp

to say

The best anyone

years of patient tutelage,

been traced;

it is

not simply brain size

but another aspect of the anatomy.
nation of the chimpanzee

among

A

showed

close examiit

lacked,

other things, the pharynx that enables

humans

to articulate

that

vowel sounds. The work of

the University of

Nevada has shown

scientists at

that

died, his experience died with him.

chimpan-

many

generations,

first

through recited lore and

How important this gift of language has proved
men

American Sign Language,

the deaf.

Man

— the symbols of

originally designed for

remains the only creature that has de-

veloped both the physical structures and the powerful, specialized brain

Learning

to talk

needed

was

lutionary achievements.

man

to

produce speech.

the last of man's major evo-

And with

the gift of speech,

acquired an immensely powerful tool for speed-

can

men who lived
human life has been

are hardly distinguishable from

30,000 years ago. But socially,

transformed by the accumulation of the experience
of millions

upon millions

of

human

sands upon thousands of years. This

lives

over thou-

new world

based on words. From a species surviving
ical

man

savanna,

in a trop-

From an estimated population of 10 million as
mankind has multiplied

to 3.6 billion today,

to

is all

has come to occupy the entire

recently as 10,000 years ago,

the

leg-

be seen in a quick glance around. Physically, modern

globe.

visual rather than auditory symbols

gift of lan-

ends, later through the written word.

—but not spoken

They can "speak" with

By the

man

a

preserved and kept accessible over the course of

zees are indeed able to construct simple sentences
sentences.

when

guage the shared experience of mankind could be

is

"mama," "papa" and one or

two other infant words. Only recently has the reason
for this failure

ence was pitifully brief and transitory;

and threatens by

very success

its

exhaust the resources of the earth before the next

century
This

is

is

well advanced.

man

among the
planet. The foot

as he stands today, unique

animals and alone in

command

of his

that evolved

from a branch-gripping prehensile ap-

pendage

limb capable of carrying a

to a

and erect over a

rolling grassland

man

steady

now, encased

in a

The Paragon

of

Animals
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him slogging through freezing city slush.
The hand that first wielded a stick as a weapon and

We are mammals, warm-blooded creatures that suck-

into a cutting edge today fashions

therefore share a certain basic skeletal structure with

boot, takes

chipped

later

flint

make

tools that

tools that

make more

tools that

make

rocketships that reach the planets. The eye that used
to spot a

wounded

now

giraffe,

hiding in a copse across a

And

le their

young;

we

are animals with backbones and

such diverse animals as
imals,

we

fish

are dependent

and

birds.

And like all an-

upon oxygen

liberated

by

the plant life of the globe.

learned to analyze the migrations of game, to rec-

Where should we begin the search for the origins
of man? With the very first life on earth, in the prim-

ognize dozens of different animal spoors, to distin-

itive sea

plain,

guish

scans this page.

among hundreds

It

waging of

game

that

now

of chess, the writing

a war.

to

Cape Kennedy, from the

to a room-sized computer. Yet
less than three million years

history of

to

many

We human

stone tools

was completed

— an instant

approach

in

in the long

to the

problem

by which body and brain

beings are primates, sharing

characteristics with the

living cells first

monkeys and

the apes.

reproduced them-

There was no hint then, of course, that more

than three billion years later similar

the

complex

happened.

cells,

cellular structure of our bodies.

we

Yet

in
it

it.

Dazzled, as Shakespeare was, by our
beauty,

multiplied

would manifest themselves

We are here to prove

own

finished

are apt to overlook the importance of our

we are to gain any real understanding
we must learn to recognize the ageold elements from which we have emerged, and how
and why they go together as they do. That story, as
the next chapter shows, began when life began.
origins. Yet

fruitful

retrace the steps

evolved.

it

first

life.

Perhaps the most

selves.

where

a billion-billion-fold,

seems an impossible journey from the African

savanna

is

same mind

of varieties of plants,

dictates the playing of a

of a book, the

the

if

about ourselves,
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It is

A

man

3.5 billion years before

appear on earth.

will

dissolve and bubble in the waters of puddles and

A

seas.

ripples of iridescence,

marked only by occasional
rolls over two thirds of the

The remainder

consists of a single gigantic

such an environment none of the higher forms of

restless

planet.

deep blue

continent,

sea,

brownish rock

all

glinting here

and there

with patches of bright minerals. For the most part
the rock lies

flat

and naked, but

low mountain ranges

in

some areas chains

up and extend

pitiless

ical to life,

that

would

instant.
this

stream of ultraviolet radiation, inim-

pours

in

upon the planet from the

sun. In
life

later populate the earth could survive

Yet to a space visitor on

an

this hostile planet,

very hostility would be a promise of

life to

come.

for a

For the poisons and turmoil of the primordial earth,

thousand miles or more; elsewhere, ragged trenches

oddly enough, are a prerequisite for the appearance

gape across the stony plain.

of

The forbidding surface is in a continual torment.
Almost everywhere volcanic cones and fissures spout

forming the earth to bring forth the world that

of

rise

tropical

rain

and humid,

is

marked by

local fogs, clouds,

and lightning storms. Wind and waves scour and

plow

the land. Pale lakes, left

by the

rains, turn

brown

way

to be-

with eroded fragments of rock, on their

coming

soil.

A visitor from

space would hear a never-

ending babble of sounds: the rustle of moving
the roar of storms, the
fled grindings

wash

of

waves and

tides,

and

muf-

and explosions as the earth's crust

warms with the cycle of
What he would not hear or see

cools and

upon

air

the planet.

The opaque sea

is

any sign of

empty

land shows no trace of green. There

is

of

life;

the

self,

physical constituents

accumulating
in the
It

will

warm

in the

men

of

life

have been

life is

about to emerge.

remain in the sea for more than two

years, constantly changing in

functions.

From

and function

it-

atmosphere and the waters. Now,

primal sea, true

billion

forms and sizes and

its

the beginning, the changes in form

will progress inexorably

from the sim-

ple and primitive to the mysterious complexity of

man, following an axiom

laid

down by

the

how narrow and

utilize

the geneticist
to

spread out

every opportunity for living, no matter

and

constraining

it

may seem

to us."

no breathable

atmosphere, which consists main-

oxygen

ly of

water vapor, hydrogen and two poisonous gases,

ammonia and methane. These same

each stage trans-

For a billion years, since the birth of the planet

life

free

in the

in three stages,

Theodosius Dobzhansky: "Life tends

night and day.
is

come

will

will live in.

dust and vapor or gush crimson rivers of lava that

soon harden into blackness. The climate, uniformly

life. It

active chemicals

The opportunity

for life that existed on the torment-

ed earth 3.5 billion years ago could hardly have been

more narrow

— but

it

did exist.

Within the compounds forming the poisonous mixarmy

ture of the earth's original environment

upside-down

cream cones, stromatolites,
produced by the activity of blue-green algae trapping and
binding sediment in Jayers, stand on a Precambrian sea floor
around one billion years ago, in this artist's reconstruction.
Stromatolites like these grew as tall as 50 feet, but their
odd shapes were determined by a still-inexplicable process.
Like an

of

were the

ice

elements carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen

—the

basic ingredients of the organic substances

making up

all

living things. In a

modern laboratory

the four chemicals that filled the earth's early atmo-

RELATIVE DURATIONS OF GEOLOGIC ERAS

Geologic Time Chart

PERIOD

EPOCH

Quaternary

Pleistocene

DATE

BIOLOGICAL FEATURES

10,000 to 2 million

First true

Homo
Tertiary

Cretaceous

Pliocene

2 to 10 million

Miocene

10 to 25 million

Oligocene

25

Eocene

40 to 60 million

Paleocene

60 to 70 million

70

to

to

40 million

135 million

man:

erectus

First

manlike apes

First

monkeys and apes

First primates:

prosimians

First flowering plants

Last dinosaurs

Jurassic

135 to 180 million

First birds

Triassic

180 to 225 million

First

mammals

First

dinosaurs

First

coniferous trees

Permian

225 to 270 million

Carboniferous

270 to 350 million

First reptiles
First insects

Devonian

350

to

400 million

First forests
First
First

Silurian

400

to

440 million

amphibians
bony fish

First land plants

First fish with

Ordovician

440

to

500 million

First vertebrates:

Armored
Cambrian

500

to

600 million

jaws

fish

without jaws

Invertebrate fossils:
First shell-bearing

600

to

4,500+ million

First living things:

Algae, bacteria

animals
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sphere and seas

methane

—

—water,

can be

made

to

hydrogen, ammonia and
rearrange their constituent

elements to produce the organic materials of

life.

The

is

merely heated and exposed

to

The mixture
some form of energy

—

electricity or radiation.

is

an experiment that

experiment

is

a surprisingly simple one.

It

must have taken place countless times during the
earth's first billion years.
there, in the

The materials

the energy. There

was

traviolet

it

were

electricity, in the lightning that

ripped through the sky; there

was

for

atmosphere and the water, and so was

waves

that

was

radiation, in the ul-

poured from the sun; and there

heat, in the fiery volcanoes that erupted in every

Gradually, the primitive earth's energy and
materials must have generated the stuff of which
is

no

acids,

life

which are the building blocks of proteins

and also of DNA, the carrier of hereditary patterns
for all living things.
in these materials;

the primitive sea a
in the sea that the

ing point

some

The sea, particularly, became rich
modern researchers have called
kind of organic soup. And it was

next step took place, at a great turn-

3.5 billion years ago. Until this point,

raw materials for life had accumulated, but there
was yet no life. Then, the great forces of natural energy made some of the available materials join
together into new and still more complex substances. Some of these substances had an astonishing
capacity. They could reproduce themselves. From the
raw materials around them, they could assemble substances just like themselves and proliferate. They
the

were the

first living

We know

little

organisms on earth.

about these

oxygen

free

first

organisms. They

must have been microscopic and may have resem-

fungi.

They could
was no

to breathe; instead, they got the

down

to sustain themselves by breaking
rials of the

still

employed by many

bacteria and fungi. But since these
fed

energy

the mate-

organic soup through the chemical action

called fermentation, a process

upon the organic materials

first

living things

which they had

in

been born, they would eventually have exhausted the

was

organic soup of the sea. This
sent the earth's original

life

a fatal flaw that

forms down an evolu-

tionary dead end; in the course of time,
ecologist Barry

Commoner

puts

it,

own

its

"Life

the

as

would have

survival."

Then, about three billion years ago, there came a

raw

— notably the organic compounds called ami-

and

viruses, bacteria

not have lived by breathing oxygen, for there

destroyed the condition for

part of the earth's crust.

made

modern

bled
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second turning point,

A

a

second opportunity for

major waste product of fermentation

oxide

— the bubbles

drink like

came

is

life.

carbon

di-

of gas that enliven a fermented

beer or champagne. This waste product be-

the

point

starting

for

new forms

of

life

containing the substance chlorophyll. Chlorophyll

made

possible the process called photosynthesis; that

is,

converted carbon dioxide, water and sunlight

it

into sugar,

which then became food

containing forms of

life.

for chlorophyll-

These forms, freed from

dependence upon the ready-made molecules

of the

organic soup, flourished mightily, slowly evolving
into all the varied

What was more

members

of the plant kingdom.

important, they in turn produced a

third opportunity for life

on the earth.

Photosynthesis, like fermentation, has a characteristic

waste product.

It is

oxygen, which over a period

of a billion years seeped through the waters in

the

first

plants grew.

The oxygen was

lethal to

which

many

of the early fermenting organisms, but took another

Life Before
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billion years to

then

kind

Man

accumulate

it opened the way
of life. Somewhat

atmosphere, and

in the

for a different,
less

more

efficient

than a billion years ago,

left

massive records of their existence. The micro-

scopic blue-green algae, the

first

plants to evolve,

trapped bits of sediment and, layer by layer, built up

certain microscopic forms began to sustain them-

huge structures called stromatolites, which

selves by combining oxygen with living material

in smaller versions along the Florida coast.

— from plants or from other forms

ancient stromatolites resembled nothing

like themselves.

These oxygen-breathing animals, the
tors of

man, soon swarmed

plants and

earliest ances-

in the sea, feeding

upon

upon one another. From minute one-celled

blobs they developed in a fairly short time into highly specialized creatures.

Some were mobile and

could

propel themselves through the water with tiny, whiplike

tails;

others

floated

passively

or

anchored

upside-down

ice

cream cones

— except

still

exist

Some very
so much as
that

these

cones towered as high as 50 feet and were 30 feet

wide

at the base.

above the

One

billion years

ago they loomed

silent floor of the sea in greenish

white

sand-and-algae "forests" that stretched for

many

hundreds of miles without a break.

The remains of stromatolites, however, are among
few relics of this ancient time. Most plants and

themselves to undersea slopes. Eventually they be-

the

came sponges, jellyfish, worms and coral.
In a few rare cases, these ancient forms

animals living then had soft bodies, without the
of life

have

bones, shells and stems that form fossils. Only with

dawn of another era would the fossil record
come abundant and comparatively easy to read.
the

A

cross section of the sea 550 million years ago, during the

Middle Cambrian, teems with

life.

At

left

foreground, a

lobsterlike trilobite called albertella crawls past algae

and

sponges toward clamlike tritoechia. To their right, an annelid
worm inches into a stand of eocrinoids, ancestors of the
sea lily. Jellyfish float behind them. In the far right corner, a
furry annelid digs into the bottom. Behind it are lingula
shellfish, mollusklike hyolithids swimming over sponges, and
on the shore, stromatolites similar to those on page 24.

There are three such broad eras

be-

in the history of

A Devious Line to Man

life

on earth: the Paleozoic (Greek for ancient

life],

times, which, except in rare cases, left nothing but

and Cenozoic (recent

life).

stromatolites.

Mesozoic (middle

Each era

is

ochs (chart, page

drawn

which the

life)

divided into periods, and some into ep-

leozoic Era, the
is
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26).

With

the earliest part of the Pa-

Cambrian Period,

a sort of baseline

in the history of the earth

—a

baseline at

fossil record of living things begins.

The Cambrian Period has

left

us an especially rich

trove of fossils, in sharp contrast to the Precambrian

it

t

\-

'

Y

The

setting

had changed

little

Precambrian world. The earth's climate was
ical

and without seasons; the

salty sea

still

from the
still

trop-

cradled a

single continent of barren rocks. But the cast of char-

acters

was enormous and

its

members teemed

in

every part of the Cambrian sea.

Of them

all,

the most

about were the lobsterlike

numerous
trilobites,

that

we know

which make up

Life Before
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no
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less than 60 per cent of all

Cambrian

fossils.

Hard-

starfish

and sea urchins, are
times. Others

still

familiar to us in

shelled,

multilegged, these segmented animals as-

modern

sumed

bewildering diversity of forms. Some had

but disturbingly different in size or appearance. There

a

a

dozen eyes, some none; some had huge heads, while
others

seemed

to

have none. Almost

the largest of them, the giant of

its

were small;

all

time,

measured

about 18 inches from blunt head to stubby
are

now

extinct.

ising types of

because

they

All

tail.

But there were other and more prom-

marine

life

as well.

Some

were soft-bodied,

left

no

fossils

worms and

like

was, for example, the

would seem vaguely
first

true giant of the sea, the

nautiloid, a mollusk related to a squid
tiloid

was protected by

sometimes grew

familiar

—but the nau-

a gigantic hard shell that

to a length of 15 feet. Still other an-

imals were insignificant within the Ordovician sea,

but they represented potent omens of the shape of
things to come. Foremost

among them were

a

few

sponges; however, they gave rise to

modern descen-

strange, small fish; they

were marked by hard

shells like those

sess backbones, the vertebrate structure that today

dants. Others
of clams

and

forms much

The calm

snails;

and

like those of

of the

still

modern shrimp.

Cambrian ended

lands,

new

Seaweeds

known.

as a

period,

floods

— the greatest
inundated the

it

opportunities for

life

constantly arose.

of every description coated the sea floor

with a velvety green cover;

the

tides

streamed

through thick forests of slimy fronds; enormous

swam

or floated near the surface, in the

veloped

life

is-

wash

of

the cycle of sunlight and darkness, destyles different

from those

in the

deeper

waters of subdued light and even temperatures. In
the cold depths of the sea there

adapted to

terrific

were creatures

that

pressures and also glowed in the

dark; on the sea floor, others crept about in the soft
detritus that drifted

Some Ordovician

down from

all

vician, fish

above.

organisms, such as corals, clams,

first

animals to pos-

the higher animals, including

began

to

man.

which followed the Ordo-

appear in greater numbers, but

they were not particularly impressive. These early

The

(error of the sea in the Silurian Period, 410 million years
ago, a six-foot water scorpion called a eurypterid (belowj

paddles with

toward

lands of algae grew upon the surface. Organisms that

waves and

supports

In the Silurian Period,

new

In seas that

the Ordovician, brought with
the world has ever

others had casings and

were the

tail

and hind limbs as

it

stretches

its

front claws

prey, a school of armor-plated but jawless fish
called birkenia fright, above). The fleeing fish swing upward,
their tails' lower lobes helping them dart to the surface.
its

—

seldom grew to more than
They had no jaws, only toothless
mouths with which they sucked up nutrients from
the bottom mud, and instead of true paired fins they
called ostracoderms,

fish,

a foot in length.

grew simple

The ostracoderms' skin thickened
suit of heavy, bony armor, and they needed

it

badly.

Relatively harmless creatures such as trilobites and

were on the decline; powerful and vicious

predators were on the

Most dangerous

rise.

of

all

were the eurypterids, or water scorpions, believed
be ancestors of modern land scorpions.

modern scorpion
tor,

is

dlelike

was

to

eight-inch
its

ances-

the largest animal of the

— as long as six

feet,

with a strong pad-

lengthy claws somewhat like those of a

tail,

lobster (a six-foot lobster, that

is!)

and sawlike mouth

armor of the

parts that could rip open the heaviest
tle

An

fearsome enough. But

the eurypterid,

Silurian world

jawless

At

fish.

first

when

glance,

it

lit-

pitted against such a monster.

prevailed. For one

They not only survived, they
were vertebrates, able

thing, they

ger of the future

— one

important. For the

toward the

appeared another harbin-

equally minute but equally

began

time, plants

first

to spread

to

was about
and come to land.

to leave its

last, life

Scientists

know

little

nursery in the waters

about these early land plants;

the very evidence for their existence

is

meager, and

they seem at best to have been no more than modest
shrublike affairs. But the scientists do

two harbingers

a curious way, the
ing the

know

are related. Dur-

Devonian Period, which followed the

the destinies of the

first

jawed

fish

that, in

and the

Silurian,
first

land

plants proved to be intertwined. Descendants of the

plants

would become the world's first forests; cerwould become animals

tain descendants of the fish

that lived in these forests.

seems almost

impossible that the feeble fish could ever have sur-

vived

arrival of this superior fish
Silurian, there

out in herby growths on the shores of the seas. At

flaps of tissue.

into a protective

nautiloids

With the
end of the

swim

faster

and

This

new

turning point in the history of

on earth

life

was accompanied by great upheavals in the earth itself. As the Silurian Period drew to its close and the
Devonian opened, the crust

of the earth

crumpled

re-

than the invertebrate water scorpi-

peatedly and buckled. Slowly, the land was lifted

ons that preyed upon them. For another, they were

upward; here and there new mountain ranges were

made

formed. Correspondingly, the waters of the earth

more

efficiently

themselves

them

still

more

cruising the
tle

future;

in the

course of an evolution that

efficient

and

bottom and sucking up the muck, had

among

their

few survivors

relative called the lamprey,
its

new

jaw, proliferated.

was almost

It

kind of

is

lit-

an unarmored

which feeds by fastening

sucker mouth to a living

lurian Period a

it

effective. Jawless fishes,

fish.

fish,

was only

a

But

late in the Si-

armed with
few inches

a biting

long, but

certainly a predator, and the harbinger

of the next 50 million years of fish evolution.

— and

particularly

the

waters

of

inland

seas

advanced and receded several times. Behind the receding waters were left thick layers of black mud,
had been accumulating
over a period of millions of years and that now were

rich in organic materials that

becoming exposed

to air

and sun.

Never before had the world offered such an opportunity for life, an opportunity as promising and
potentially fruitful as that of the primeval sea. In the

Man
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Devonian Period that opportunity was seized and ex-

On

ploited.

the shores of estuaries and lakes, in tidal

marshlands, wherever the rich
plants began to spring up. At

mud had been

first,

their foothold

left,

transporting water and nutrients to

stems and leaves, they developed systems of tubes
to circulate

ebb of the waters that had nourished them. Repro-

water and nutrients

the protection of water

was

also

chancy. These early plants formed no seeds but had

on spores,

to rely

on land.

A

a rather

series of

clumsy adaptation

complex steps

only in water or on very wet land

—

to life

—

all

is

required to pro-

taking place

duce new plants from spores. In the presence of

parts of their

moisture and sap. At the same time,

types of root systems probed the

plants

all

more

firmly

Eventually,

the

— and, incidentally, anchoring the

and permanently.
problem

of

reproduction

probably began to retain their spores
In later plants the sacs

became

which sheltered the female egg

in special sacs.

part of the seeds,

and contained

cells

embryo plants

stores of foods to nurture
tilization.

gametophytes grow and produce male and female

only the beginnings of this development,

cells are mobile,

and

along a film of water to a female
will take place

— but only

if

if

cell,

one swims
fertilization

fertilization occurs

nutrients are available can a

new

where

generation of spore-

the

Though

moment

to life within the sea,

light

and abundant moisture

where

is like

laden waters washed every inch of a plant contin-

ents;

once

on dry land was hard for plants

had

to

it

represents

master one of

No

longer

would they need to rely upon lucky combinations of

seed

life

which plants began

the basic techniques of living on the land.

nutrient-

uously,

at

after fer-

the Devonian Period witnessed

to turn spores into ga-

metophytes and gametophytes into new plants.

bearing plants be born.

Compared

was

solved too. Before the Devonian ended, some plants

diate plant forms that are called gametophytes; these

male

new

hunting for

soil,

moisture, the spores break open to develop interme-

cells; the

and

because bigger plants have the special problem of

Seaweeds took hold on soil periodically
washed by water, then somehow survived the final

away from

high;

was

slender.

duction

grow big and

the plants began to

light,

—

at first.

A

a small plant, a partial replica of its parit

is

fertilized

by male pollen

that does not require water

—

it

— a process

has a good chance of

But land

life

offered less

developing to maturity. The seed-bearing plants were

water,

provided more sunlight, the driving force of

successful from the start; their descendants, such co-

it

its

advantages too.

If it

the photosynthetic process that sustains
plants.

things

all

green

Early Devonian plants were small leafless

— inefficient

in their

use of sunlight

— the

an-

cestors of horsetails, leafless shrubs and ferns. But
later

ones grew true leaves, providing a wider sur-

face to absorb

more sunlight

to begin with, then

— simple slender leaves

broad true leaves as the simple

ones fused with branches. Because
larger than

its

a plant taller

and

near neighbors could catch more sun-

nifers as spruces,

third of

To be

all

and pines,

now make up

fully a

the world's forests.

sure, a

forest of today.

of green

firs

Devonian forest looked

The plants grew

in

little like

a

unbroken waves

upon green; no other color appeared. There

were yet no flowers, no pigments

that

changed colors

with the seasons (and no seasons to trigger such a
change). These plants were

still

relatively primitive

organisms, simple in structure and green throughout

A Devious

their lives. But

if

their structures

were simple,

outward forms were diverse and often

known

bizarre.

their

Along

Age

never more than a foot or two high. Above reared

and

club mosses the size of full-grown trees

covered

archaeosigillaria,

The

leaves.

with

green

common

growing ferns

They were towering
which reached
which soared

needlelike

in a

were not the low-

modern American

forest.

plants, such as aneurophyton,

a height of 25 feet,

and archaeopteris,

to 50.

modern

one.

In fact, the
life

today;

if

It

of Fishes, and with

— equally

offered a rich habitat for animal

life.

Devonian forest offered opportunities for

vonian surpassed

—

swam

example,

other

Some

jawless

And

the

power

of their biting, rending jaws,

of

its

day and part of a group that probably became

the ancestors of the fish

these
rays,

new

fish

we know

today.

were the

which form

large sharks, skates

a class of

be the bony class of

to

called ray-finned fish, characterized

maneuverable

anted, abounding in vegetable food.

The

first

arrivals could hardly

fins.

No

more

by

stiff,

so-

slightly

vertebrates exceed these ray-

finned fish in range and diversity.
in

have been more

fish dis-

and most important among them were the

land became a fertile haven for any animal that would

— unten-

modern

tinguished by skeletons of cartilage rather than bone.

Suddenly, in the space of a few million years, the

there for the taking

fish pros-

they developed into the 30-foot dinichthys, the giant

fish,

was

jawed

pered mightily. Gradually shedding their armor and

while the sea teemed with competitive forms of

It

for

fish,

end of the period as

in the sea at the

But the rulers of the sea were

it.

Not all of
showed ex-

of the time.

life

dreds of millions of years the land had been barren

venture upon

of

De-

fish of the

of the humblest

they had at the beginning.

Among

life.

development

the

in

traordinary staying power.

and sting

and now. For hun-

all

them survived, but some

ever the term virgin forest was appropriate,
there, not here

generally called the

is

forms with great survival value, the

that far surpassed anything existing on earth

was then and

33

good reason. In sheer variety

important

increasing the

one respect a Devonian forest did resemble a

In

it

like

giants of this forest looked like ferns and

are often called tree ferns, but they

new

— mosses

Man

Despite the fantastic burgeoning of land plants during the Devonian, this period

as colpodexylon,

the ground snaked the plant

Line to

different types than

all

together, their forms ranging

Today they

exist

other vertebrates put

from abyssal monsters

modest. They were probably such animals as spiders

twinkling with lights to bottom-feeding catfish, in-

and scorpions, remote descendants of the great scor-

trepid

pions that had ruled the Silurian seas. They breathed
air

through tubelike structures called tracheae and

never developed true lungs

— and because their meth-

salmon and leaping

sailfish.

was not they

that

carried the processes of evolution along toward

man

But

in spite of their success,

it

but two other types of Devonian

fish

then numerous

od of breathing becomes ineffective as size increases,

but

they could never grow very large. Not until the end

land were the lungfish, which developed primitive

make

lungs to ensure a supply of vital oxygen in the chang-

of the
its
it

Devonian did

way

a single vertebrate animal

out onto the land.

When

the

first

turned out to be a slightly remodeled

one did

fish.

so,

now

mostly extinct. The

ing environment of the

worked well

in

first to

attempt

life

on

Devonian Period. The lungs

two special circumstances

— when the
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supply of oxygen in water diminished, as

it

did

when

typical

amphibian way of

life,

a

form

seas receded and left shallow stagnant pools, and

emplified today by frogs and toads.

when

Devonian Period,

the water dried up entirely and the fish

survive in mud. (Lungfish in Africa and South
ica

still

to

Amer-

use their lungs to survive at such times.) But

lungs alone were not enough for

ond group of

fish,

crossopterygians,

—

had

fins that

life

on land.

bearing the jaw-breaking

came up with

they adapted to

A

sec-

name

of

the missing element

locomotion on land. These

lobe-finned fish not only learned to breathe air but
also

came

muscular lower

to use their

from a dried-out pool

to

one that

fins to travel

still

held water.

Gradually, the fins improved as devices for moving on land; the fish

first

flopped, then floundered,

then waddled. Gradually, too, the crossopterygians

came
ly,

to live out of

water longer and longer.

style.

This animal hatched from an egg laid in the

water and for a while lived as a

ygen from water with
stage ended,
its tail

and

its sides, it

of

And finalnew life

they led to an organism with a distinctive

its life

water

its

gills

its gills.

body and

fish,

absorbing ox-

But when

life style

this tadpole

swiftly changed;

of existence ex-

By

the end of the

developed amphibians had

fully

made their way onto the land.
The succeeding period, the Carboniferous, was
good time for amphibians

be

to

alive.

a

These were

years of relatively gentle changes in the global crust,
the land

was

generally

flat,

the sea shallow.

A

slight

sinking or uplifting of land, a slight advance or retreat of

water could inundate or drain far reaches of

the continents.

It

was

a

damp world made for creawhich were at home either

tures like the amphibians,
in the

water or on land. But

and newer forms of

As

it

also suited

some other

life.

the seas advanced and receded, vast areas of

the earth stayed marshy, and in these areas the land

plants that had

come ashore

in

Devonian times

root-

ed and prospered and spread into the greatest forests
of all time. Ferns, club

mosses and horsetails flung

out their spores, conifers scattered seeds, and in the

unchanging,

warm

climate such plants rose a hun-

disappeared, legs began to form on

climbed out of the water,

breathing the open air and

to start the

it
it

spent the rest
laid its eggs in

next generation. This cycle

is

the

i*«^a^

The denizens

Devonian Jake

and
At extreme
left and at right, onshore, two members of the advanced
genus eusthenopteron show their ability both to swim and to
wriggle across land seeking water during droughts, fust to the
right of the larger eusthenopteron, moving slowly along
the bottom, are primitive armor-plated, brownish bothriolepis
which had jaws, and farther right, two of the more primitive
jawless spade-shaped fish called escuminaspis. Another
of a late

illustrate early

late stages of fish evolution 360 million years ago.

early jawless fish, endeiolepis, is shown at far right
near the shore. The large fish in the center is the predator
plourdosteus, whose snapping jaw could open wide enough
to seize relatively large fish. It pursues a more advanced type,
the speckled Jungfish fleurantia, to the right of which are
other fast swimmers, two of the striped fish called cheiroiepis.

m
etrfV*
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dred feet or more into the steamy

and then dropping leaves the

air, first

sprouting

entire year round.

When

the great pulpy trunks finally toppled into the brackish

swamps,

soon decomposed into

their materials

thick, sludgy layers of peat, to

be compressed over

the millennia into the coal that provides fuel to
er the

pow-

modern world.

still

live,

many

as

To
ing

the hardy cockroach,

but grudging

respect

cestors, part of the

main

first insects.

They seized the

cialization

in

modern man owes nothfor its durability. The

line of evolution.

These

first

and numbers

—because they
— on

other and

water than on land

There were creatures

like today's

dragon-

except that their bodies were 15 inches long and

they had wingspreads of 30 inches. But the most suc-

was

— as

cessful of the crawlers

and

the 20th Century A.D.

— the

cockroach. In that an-

cient time the earth's surface

swarmed with no fewer

flyers

it still is

in

than 800 species of cockroach, including an enormous

one with a body four inches long, and their descen-

K%

in the

marshy woods

of the

Carboniferous Period, feeding on insects, on one an-

broad opportunity for living offered by the great ex-

flies,

knows,

amphibians, however, must be honored as family an-

pansion of greenery, proliferating with astonishing
diversity.

a householder

almost every part of the world.

four-footed creatures reached their high point of spe-

Into the Carboniferous forests exploded a great

horde of the world's

dants

selves at

home

still more agile in
They had made them-

were

fish.

in inland rivers

and

dle

easily

Practically

from one stream or pond
all

had

to

and

lakes,

droughts were no problem, for they could

local

now wad-

to

another.

moisten their skins regularly,
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The amphibian

closed the Paleozoic Era of "ancient life" 225 million

larvae released from these submerged jelly-coated

years ago, the reptiles had overcome the amphibians.

all still

eggs

still

laid their eggs in water.

lived as fish while they awaited their meta-

morphoses

into

adults with functional lungs

and

limbs, ready to test life on land.

At some time during one
the sea

was

From

when

receding, one species of amphibian laid

this species later

could resist exposure a

amount

came
little

of drying out.

a strain

longer. In

whose eggs

new

gener-

ations selective breeding favored those that laid eggs

with tougher, more protective shells and

still

need for a watery environment. Eventually,

a

of

membranes developed

less

system

inside the shell, guarding

and serving the embryo, now wombed

in its private,

minuscule realm of water and food and completing
its

development within the

The creature
until

it

was no

that broke out of such an egg

metamorphosed
it

a miniature replica of

into an air-breathing, walk-

was born ready for land life,
its parents. The newborn in-

fant could run at once after the insects that
instinctively relished.

with more

efficient

it

Such animals were the

already
reptiles,

backbones, straighter and more

mobile legs and better brains than any amphibian.

By

to

the end of the next period, the Permian,

which

The amphibians and

insects of the Carboniferous Period,
325 miJJion years ago, must have had many confrontations

one shown here. At left, a 30-inch amphibian,
dendrerpeton, cocks a beady eye at a potential meal the
flying insect stenodictya (above), sailing through the air
on five-inch wings. The cockroach at right has a Jess
impressive wingspan and flying performance, but nonetheless
boasts an outstanding record of survival: as its appearance
suggests, it is an ancestor of today's household pest.
like the

—

and small plant

flesh eaters to prey

They not only

eaters,

upon the plant

diversified but also spread out

dominate almost every niche of the land. In Ant-

arctica paleontologists exploring ice-free

peaks between 1969 and 1971 found

mountain

fossils of

two of

these reptiles, lystrosaurus and thrinaxodon, about

400 miles from the present South Pole. The discovery

has a double significance.

Because the two

what is now South
two regions so widely sep-

reptiles apparently also lived in

Africa, their presence in

arated reinforces the belief that at the end of the
Paleozoic, South Africa and Antarctica were

united as part of the earth's supercontinent.

abundance and diversity of

egg.

longer a fishlike tadpole that had to stay underwater

ing creature. Instead

reptiles included large

eaters.

of the long periods

eggs that survived a certain

The

and large and small

timony

their fossil

still

And

remains

to their success as organisms.

Because of their very success, the reptiles of
time,

the

is tes-

when

this

the era of "middle life," the Mesozoic,

was opening, pose one

of the major mysteries of

mod-

ern paleontology. These reptiles were intensively

studied during the 1960s,

when

rich fossil deposits in

South Africa were analyzed. But they are only
being

fitted into the

complex history of

job of accounting for

life

now

— and the

them has produced some

prising results. For one thing, these reptiles

sur-

were
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—

And

more mammallike and therefore, in certain respects, more advanced
than still later Mesozoic
reptiles that were to drive the mammallike reptiles
from the face of the earth. Some of their mammalian

cess heat from their bodies with fair efficiency.

characteristics, such as the structures of their jaws,

vance upon the low-slung waddle of amphibians.

teeth and palates, can be demonstrated in their fossil

Thecodonts walked and ran

—

skeletons. Other

up

mammalian

the

skeletal

mammallike

now

reptiles, like

example,

for

similarities;

paleontologists are

do not show

but they are presumed to par-

in fossil remains,

allel

qualities

many

mammallike

had given

rise to true

now dominates
Why,

now

more

mammallike

reptiles

that a

it.

Permian Period the climate was
conferred a distinct advantage.

may

method

of con-

be a handicap to

During the

late

fairly cold; a physi-

ological system for keeping the hlood

reptiles

themselves

less agreement. Part of the

to

On

and body warm
the other hand,

period of the Mesozoic Era, the Trias-

warmed

as one authority describes

it,

which

"inefficient posture add-

furtive

reptiles,

warm

faced by widespread

grew smaller and

climate,

toward the end of the Triassic Period.

Small size made them elusive and also reduced the

body temperature proved

the climate

in

The mammallike

agree that be-

the form of life that

the very reptiles that originated

sic,

efficiently

pillars.

ed to the problem of temperature control."

mammals,

may be

heat-conserving

mammallike reptiles
ward straddling legs;

competition in a

answer, paradoxically,

first

possible a further ad-

on fastBy comparison, the
labored over the land with awk-

moving, nearly vertical

reptiles finally died out, they

is

during the

made

they carried their bodies suspended in a "permanent

disappear? Here there

trolling

reptiles, a feature that

push-up position,"

ei-

the earth.

then, did the

limbs were straighter than those of the mammallike

modern mammals, had

blood warm. Paleontologists

fore the

had an additional advantage. Their

of the opinion that these

ther fur or layers of fat under their skins to help keep
their

the thecodonts

up, reducing the value of

insulation

—and

the

mammallike

not have had the other half of the

mammals:
method of cooling the blood and body in warm
weather or after heavy exertion. Conceivably, their
insulation cooked them inside their skins.
But there were other reptiles around during the
Triassic
among them the thecodonts, which had no

ill

effects of excess heat;

surface

is

bulk, a small animal

more

because

greater in proportion to
is

its

its

heat-radiating

heat-generating

able to get rid of

easily than a big one.

most of these mammallike

By

body heat

the end of the Triassic

reptiles scurried about,

no

bigger than rats, living on plants, insects and, as rare
treats, other

small reptiles. Perhaps they were noc-

turnal in habit; perhaps they lived in burrows or

made

their

homes

in

hollow trees and rocky

fissures,

where their enemies could not easily reach them. But
these almost-mammals, born before their time, were
doomed. Not a single fossil of a mammallike reptile

temperature-control system possessed by
a

—

insulating layers of fat or fur

and could radiate ex-

The mammallike reptiie trochosaurus braces to fend off
competition before sinking its saber teeth into its prey, the
fellow reptile jonkeria at its feet. The most successful
land animals during the middle Permian Period, the
mamma/like reptiles survived over a span of 100 million years
[from 300 to 200 million years ago). They were highly
varied: j'onkeria was a 12-foot plant eater with relatively short
teeth; trochosaurus, an eight-foot fang-equipped meat eater.

A Devious Line to Man
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has been found that can be dated later than the early
Jurassic.

And

yet,

although these species eventually

died out, they gave rise to other species
including

man

—which

himself

By

the time the

mammallike

of

Mesozoic

to outlive the

new
took

and the following period, the Cretaceous.

rassic

reptiles died out, de-

book

is

life

life.

On

The dithe whole story

devoted to

nosaurs alone, however, do not

reptiles of the Ju-

were

most successful and spectacular

—ultimately

the next chapter of this

tell

the land and in the air and sea,

forms constantly emerged. The

first

They were probably about the
vens and already had feathers, beaks and
flight.

fully efficient

it.

birds

size of ra-

wonder-

a

system of temperature control. In the

scendants of their archenemies, the thecodonts, had

sea a mollusk, placenticeras, a relative of today's

taken over the earth. The thecodonts proved to be a

ant squid with a shell five feet across, could

fountainhead of other forms of

life.

On

the one

hand

they produced such outlandish reptiles as flying monsters,
still

and such persistent ones as crocodiles, which

walk the earth and swim

other, they

in its waters.

were the ancestors of

The most extraordinary
the mightiest reptiles of

all

On

modern

of their descendants

all

time

and outfight almost any
took the

final step

fish.

toward

its

And on

gi-

outswim

land, plant life

modern forms.

Since Paleozoic times plants had reproduced them-

the

selves by scattering spores or dropping seeds. But

birds.

even a seed plant, the more advanced of the two

were

— the ones that made

types,

depended upon the wind

from one part of the plant

to

male pollen

to carry

female egg

cells in an-

the Jurassic and Cretaceous Periods of the Mesozoic

other part of the plant and thus fertilize the seeds.

Era a true Age of Reptiles. They were the dinosaurs.

was a scheme of propagation more certain than

The

story of the dinosaurs

ing in itself that

it

is

so rich and fascinat-

deserves separate treatment;

all

of

4l*;.j*

spores but

still

It

subject to vagaries of wind. Quite sud-

denly, during the Cretaceous Period, a

new

type of

plant appeared

—a plant

in

which pollen and egg

were brought close together within

where

was

fertilization

a single structure,

easily accomplished

by the

gentle swaying of a petal or the brushing of an insect.

The structure was

a flower,

and the flowering

plants have changed the face of the earth.

The

earliest flowers

were probably

and

to

compete against one another with daz-

and rich scents

zling colors

to attract pollinating

During the Age of Dinosaurs such modern

insects.

sects as crickets

and grasshoppers

flitted

it

laurels, sassafras

was

on

its

weighed as much as 500

other aquatic reptile

of a

modern

the evolutionary

biggest denizens and in the air they far

outclassed the fledgling birds.

would

ugliest

is

now

dinosaurs dominated the land during the Cretaceous

—

—

tyJosaurus, flips its taii its main swimming organ as it
steers through the water. Above the sea, glide two of
the flying reptiles called pteranodon
the largest airborne

—

creatures of

ail

time, with

swoop down and scoop

wingspans of 27

feet

any

that of

— ready to

fish into their gaping, toothless beaks.

giraffe.

feet long,

its

like that

and

A full-grown elas-

for food

was

which soared over the waters

air. It

had

a

wingspan of

that has ever

as

much

its

Though

head somewhat
it

essentially a glider,
it

as 27

long pointed beak and a crest of bone extendlike the crest

may have been

able to flap

big leathery wings a bit to help itself take

that

a fly-

Kansas. Pteranodon was probably the

backward from

was

had
neck

its

and almost half that

and certainly the largest creature

taken to the
feet, a

ing

Period, 100 million years ago, their cousin reptiles ruled in the
sea and the air. At left, the savage 25-foot-]ong lizard,

body was

Its

consist of the long sinuous neck.

of a blue jay.

When

600 pounds. An-

flippers,

Competing with elasmosaurus

what

time, a

turtle; its legs, originally reptilian,

been transformed into powerful

length

could

it

its

and turtle-shaped, though not armored

flat

of

to

was elasmosaurus.

ing reptile, pteranodon,

innovations of the Mesozoic. They invaded the sea
to take

a predator so savage that

was longer than

and palms.

all

was

It

and eat the bulldog tarpon of

mosaurus might be 50

certain reptilian cousins of the dino-

saurs that were the strangest of

sharp teeth.
easily kill

in-

and the last of the dinosaurs themselves trod
upon dogwood and magnolia, and brushed under the
But

and had huge hinged jaws equipped with needle-

the

among

flowers,

blossoms of

reptiles flourished in vast shallow in-

land oceans. One, tylosaurus, grew to a length of 30
feet

fish that

scentless,

colored a simple green, yellow or white. But they

soon began

The seagoing

cells

and

fossil

off, it

remains indicate

sometimes crash-landed into the

sea.

Yet

it

sur-

vived for 30 million years, and paleontologists are
puzzled by
cial

its

longevity. Did pteranodon have spe-

adaptations for

flight that

have not yet been
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found
ers

Man

had no

feath-

pecially dinosaurs in great

may have had

a kind

variety,

in the fossil record? Certainly,

—but, unlike other

of hair or even fur.

reptiles,

Some

it

fossils of its cousins

traces of a fibrous material on the

tacular Soviet find,

shows

1966,

a

covering,

show

and one spec-

skin,

which turned up

furry

it

Kazakhstan

in

especially

in

dense

around the region of the chest. Pteranodon may, then,
have moved a certain evolutionary distance toward
system comparable

a temperature-control

a bat or a bird. But for the

million-year-old glider

moment,

keeping

is

its

setting but an entirely

new

mammals

played by

all

which

cast, a cast in

the dinosaurs do not appear at
are supernumeraries, and

to reveal the

other reptiles

all,

the leading parts are

of sorts barely hinted at in the

preceding acts."

Those "mammals of sorts" appeared early

in the

Mesozoic, only a few million years after the arrival

at least, the 100-

of the dinosaurs. For the next 130 million years they

secret.

must have

Like the land-living dinosaurs, the
flying reptiles

to that of

same

numbers and bewildering

and rose again immediately

swimming and

were creatures peculiar

to the

Meso-

diversified

tribes that burst

toward the varied mammalian

upon the world

Cenozoic Era. The

earliest of

at the

dawn

of the

them were probably an-

zoic Era. Like the dinosaurs, too, they disappeared

cestors of the present-day platypus and spiny ant-

with bewildering abruptness at the end of the Cre-

eater

period of that era. The

other

taceous Period, the

final

—primitive

types called monotremes that, like

mammals, had

fur

and nursed

their

young with

reasons for their disappearance are

still

unclear. (For

milk, but, like reptiles, laid eggs instead of bearing liv-

one intriguing hypothesis, see page

88.)

But there are

ing young.

A

second, more advanced group

was

several mysteries here, at the dividing line between

probably the marsupials, ancestors of the kangaroo

the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Eras. For one thing, the

and the koala bear, which bore

earth's supercontinent

had been gradually breaking

apart throughout the Mesozoic and by the end of the
era the pieces had

shown on maps

become

today.

the separated land masses

And

not only did the dino-

undergo a "second gestation"
under the mother's

belly.

seem

with theatrical swiftness as geologic time goes,

no pouch for their young.

mammals

for the

appeared, and the scene was

a host

now

set

slow evolution of man.

No one

has described this multiple mystery better

more graphically than noted paleontologist George
Gaylord Simpson: "The most puzzling event in the
or

history of
zoic,
if

Age

life

all

is

the change from the

of Reptiles, to the

Age

of

Mammals.

MesoIt is

as

were rung down suddenly on a stage
the leading roles were taken by reptiles, es-

the curtain

where

on earth

young. But their
that they

to

had

in a fur-lined

to

pouch

However, almost simulta-

neously with the marsupials, true placental

saurs and other reptiles disappear at this time, but

of

live

young were so small and immature

mammals

have appeared, laying no eggs and needing

The "probably's" in the preceding paragraph tell
their own story: The Mesozoic years remain tantalizingly

obscure to researchers. Until very recently

only a few isolated teeth and jaws of Mesozoic

mals had been found; indeed, the

would have

it,

the

most part

total collection

fitted nicely into a single

entists could only

put

assume

mammals
as migrants

of the

that, as

mam-

shoe box. Sci-

one of them has

Cenozoic "came for the

from some region not yet stud-

A Devious Line to Man

— the

ied

where they had been evolving even before the

plants

last

stand of the dinosaurs."

fruits that

It

now

looks as though that assumption

During the

late

is

correct.

1950s and the 1960s, from discover-

a picture

ing of the thin thread of

that carried the earliest

mammals through

life

the long

Age

has been form-

of Reptiles. In Le-

sotho, South Africa, for example, nearly complete
fossil skeletons of early

and 1966. (The 1966

mammals were found in 1962
is shown on page 58.] Both

find

from the Mesozoic's

finds date

earliest period, the

Triassic, about 180 million years ago.
less

than seven inches long

Both are small

— and both resemble

a

modern shrew. The creatures were probably egg layers,
like monotremes, but they were certainly
mammals and therefore, presumably, more intelligent, efficient

and adaptable than the

Additional finds like these
to the

Why

feed

mammals throughout

Perhaps the dinosaurs were simply too

and too savage for them

to

the earth.

strong

big, too

cope with.

such diverse regions as China, South Africa,

ies in

England and North America,

—

and grasses, the vegetables and

cereals

now
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may

mammals

bring the answer

begin at once to take

over the world? Somewhere, during the 110 million

for sure

is

that these

mousy

not. All

creatures held

we know
their own

until the dinosaurs died out. Perhaps, like their an-

cestors the

mammallike

reptiles,

they were slow to

develop an effective mechanism for getting

world waiting

relatives left a

earliest time of the

Epoch

Age

of

to

and

their fantastic

be taken over. In the

Mammals,

the Paleocene

of the Cenozoic Era, the only reptilian sur-

vivors were such minor types as crocodiles, lizards,

snakes and the ultraconservative, slow-to-change tur-

Out of obscure hiding places crept the mammals,

tles.

chance of glory come

their

duced

to start

were

tures

ized

like

mammals

at last.

But what they pro-

with was a curious assemblage of

tentative experiments

mals.

and dead ends. The early crea-

rough sketches of the highly specialto

come, and for the most part were

rid of

mam-

The Paleocene population, small of brain and
clumsy and inefficient in feet

large of jaw, relatively

and

teeth,

soon passed into extinction,

to

be replaced

by better adapted stocks.

While the experimental models of the Paleocene

years that lay ahead, they should have grown larger

and more powerful, but they did

killed off the dinosaurs

not even the immediate ancestors of these later

reptiles.

major mystery of the mammals' Dark Ages.

didn't the first

Whatever

roamed

down cerAmong them,

the earth, however, they did lay

tain patterns for all

for example,

mammalian

life.

were primitive ungulates, or hoofed

mammals, which

in later stocks

produced such

miliar grazers as horses, cattle, sheep and goats.

fa-

From

(Monotremes, the most archaic

the start the ungulates took to the shrubs, herbs and

mammals, lack an efficient mechanism to this day.)
Perhaps the answer lies in an unexpected quarter

grasses that thrived in the Cenozoic, but they lacked

their

own body

heat.

of

the special adaptations of the plant eaters that were

—the emergence of flowering plants toward the end

to

of the Cretaceous Period that closed the Mesozoic.

achs of a modern sheep, which enable

may

be

that, for their full

development,

It

mammals

needed the vast range of foodstuffs yielded by these

come. None, for instance, had the multiple stom-

fast as

it

sary, run

can swallow, then

away

stroll off

— to regurgitate

its

it

—

to graze as

or, if

neces-

cud and munch

it

Ig%J

--\-

A Devious

at leisure.

And

they could not have mastered more

Man

Line to
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dangerous, in others mere flattened toenails. Not one

none of them had
modern horse or deer.
Barylambda, for example, which was typical of one
primitive ungulated group, was thick-legged and

of

stout-bodied, as devoid of hair as a hippopotamus,

impressive animals of their time. The progenitors of

and hoofed only

man and

than a shambling run

at best, for

risen to run on their toes like a

ended

in a

in the sense that

heavy hooflike

The meat

eaters

who

(flesh teeth),

and hyenalike forms

its

20 toes

upon such plant eaters

fed

they

a brain half as big as that of a

modern

came

primitive.

Called

in doglike, catlike

—but while some had the sharp

car-

to

become

the brainiest of

his ape

all

mammals

that

were

were among the

least

Paradoxically, the Paleocene

and monkey cousins were by now

on the scene. They were the prosimians, which

nail.

were equally experimental and
creodonts

each of

them had

nivore of comparable size.

start-

ed with a brain the size of a walnut in a body the size
of a rat's; even the larger ones, such as plesiadapis,

were no

larger than a

ators, competitors

house

cat. Fair

game

for pred-

with contemporary rodents, the

blade teeth of a modern carnivore, others had oddly

prosimians scampered around the Paleocene forest,

blunted ones; in some the claws were pointed and

nibbling at palms and sycamores. In appearance and
habits they resembled

At

Paleocene water hole 65 million years ago, early
mammals portend later forms. At top left a cat-sized primate,
plesiadapis, scrambles along a branch above the eight-footlong, root-grubbing barylambda
a primitive forerunner
of horses and cows. At lower left a tiny opossum,
much like those of today, heads to the cover of a clump of
palms. The presence of the big barylambda may protect
the two more vulnerable animals from attack by a flesh eater,
the wolverinelike oxyaena, poised at right below.
a

—

^

modern

tree shrews.

During the following Eocene Epoch their
be exact, the

to

—

lot

lot

—

or,

of their primate descendants

improved somewhat. Foxlike lemurs and huge-

eyed

tarsiers,

more specialized than

their prosimian

ancestors, survive to the present day, and in Africa

monkeys of
appearance. At the same time,

and South America the

made

their

^i&
-

,

*

.'m

first

the world
the ances-
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tors of such

Man

modern mammals

and the rhinoceros ventured
that

as the camel, the horse

forth,

although in forms

would be almost unrecognizable today. For one

thing, they

were astonishingly small

— the camel the

size of a rabbit, the horse hardly larger

than a fox,

the rhinoceros only as big as a dog. For another, their

bodies lacked
guish them:

many
the

marks that now

of the

distin-

camel was humpless, the rhino

vations in the

Fayum Depression

turned out to be a bonanza of
clude one fossil that

human
Fayum is

links in the

Today

the

of the Sahara, but
lion

years

to

if

among

line to

the

which has

The

fossils.

finds in-

most important

be found in

a desert basin

many

years.

on the eastern rim

time could be rolled back 40 milOligocene,

the

dramatically. Here

is

of Egypt,

is

a

humid

the

scene

tropical forest,

changes

crowd-

hornless, and the horse almost hoofless. All displayed

ed with fan palms and papyrus and teeming with

more promise than performance.

mammals

During the Oligocene Epoch the promises began to
be realized. In the matter of

size, for

example, some

tell

— familiar yet oddly unfamiliar— that fore-

the creatures

we know today

fpainting).

The huge arsinoitherium, nearly 10

feet long

and

more than made up for any handicap they had started with. The rhinoceros, particof these animals

ularly,

produced Oligocene giants unparalleled in

mammalian

evolution.

measured 25

feet long

One

of them, baluchitherium,

and 18

feet high at the shoulder

— the largest land-living mammal of

all

greatest realization of earlier promise

by the primates, the order
during the Oligocene they

to

time. But the

was achieved

which man belongs,

made

for

the most important

forward leap of evolution.

The rapid progress

of

mammalian

life

during the

Oligocene has only recently been revealed by exca-

A mild monster of the

Oligocene Epoch

10-foot arsinoitherium backs off on a

in

bank

North Africa,
as

two

moeritheriums suddenly rise out of water; the spectator in
the tree in the foreground is aegyptopithecus, a primate. The
semi-aquatic moeritherium was related to the elephant; the
horned arsinoitherium, though of uncertain lineage,
and the aegyptopithecus
clearly resembled a rhinoceros
may have been the common ancestor of apes and men.

—
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Man

6 feet high at the shoulder,

—but

it

is

clearly rhinoceroslike

bears one of the wickedest sets of horns since

The 10-foot-long semi-

the days of the dinosaurs.

aquatic moeritherium looks

dachshund

somewhat

like a gigantic

— but has long incisor teeth and an elon-

gated upper

lip;

it

is

a

actually

relative

elephant, and in future years the incisors of

scendants will become tusks, while the upper
fuse with the nose and grow into a trunk. Yet

much

pithecus skull

was found

teeth

much

like those of a gorilla.

be the long-sought

common

most intriguing gap

of primate evolution during the Oligocene Epoch.

lip will
it

is

not

common

an-

it

will

fill

By the close

in the

was more than half over. Only three
of them short, remained to set man

its

is

the great find of the

Fayum. Be-

very existence was unsuspected, for

only seven bits of primate bone had been found in
the

Fayum. Since then,

Elwyn Simons
sils

largely through the

of Yale University,

have been turned up, and

in

work

hundreds of

of

fos-

1967 an aegypto-

earth's life

down

Miocene Epoch,

ecus,

the Pliocene

its

became a man-ape,

connects humans to their

off

from the

descendant, Australopith-

who

a borderline being

nonhuman

Pleistocene, the epoch in

to the pres-

a feeble apelike

creature called Ramapithecus branched
line. In

in the story

of that epoch, 25 million years ago,

the Cenozoic Era

ape

cestor of apes and men.

Aegyptopithecus

ancestor of both apes and

men,

ent day. During the

fore 1960,

turns out to

de-

smaller frightened

be the

if it

the

attention. For this insignificant-looking animal,
to

certainly an

its

most

may prove

was

of

creature shinnying up a tree trunk that deserves the

aegyptopithecus,

It

ancestor of modern higher apes, and

more epochs, all
in place and bring the

these monsters but rather a

virtually intact. In life the

animal was an ape, roughly the size of a gibbon, with

past.

which we

And

live,

in the

true

men

arose and flourished. All these developments took but

15 million years

— the wink of an eye

which the story of

life

began

3.5 billion

in a

world

years ago.

in
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Record of
the Fossils
Man's world contains a treasury of
prehistoric evidence.

rocks, and

It

found in

is

consists of fossils.

it

A fos-

sil is

any trace of ancient plants or an-

imals

—from

the

the imprint of a leaf to

skeleton

of a

giant

vertebrate

—that has been preserved in the
earth. The fossils are often found in
rock that has built up on a seabed:
silt

has drifted

down

to the bottom,

covering the remains of an animal or
a plant.

Then

centuries later,

when

the

sea has retreated, the rock containing

exposed and can be dat-

the fossil

is

ed. This

essay begins with a

fossil

some 10,000 years old f/e/tj, and proceeds two billion years back in time.

10,000 to 12,000 years ago.

The skeleton

of this Irish elk, megaceros, complete with nine-foot antlers,

was preserved

in a peat bog.

50

30 million years ago. This birch leaf fell
into an Oregon lake and drifted to
the bottom. The weight of successive
layers of silt settling on it compressed
it into a thin film of carbon, which
kept intact the outlines and the surface

features of the living foliage.

40 million years ago. The butterfly
below, prodryas, was covered by ash
during the eruption of a volcano in
Colorado. As the ash hardened into
shale, it fossilized not only the major
external parts of the butterfly's
delicate markings on

body but even the
its fragile,

near-transparent wings.

—
51

45 to 50 million years ago. The skeleton

was found
mari clay mixed
with calcium carbonate in Wyoming's
Green River. It is an extraordinary
remnant of an extinct creature that was
of a

male

bat, this fossil

embedded

in

—

inches Jong, had a 12-inch
wingspan and evidently was a fish
eater. The fossil still has remnants of
its delicate wing membranes, cartilage
and bones as thin as human hair.
five

80 million years ago.

The

six-foot sea turtle protostega

was found preserved by

petrifaction in Kansas'

famous Niobrara chalk beds.

53

100 million years ago. This

community

of crinoids (sea lilies) sank into the

bottom of a muddy Kansas Jagoon.

The mud turned

to limestone,

preserving

the hard plate encasing the crinoids'

bulbous bodies and reedlike arms.

100 million years ago.

An

ant in amber,

worker from the species
sphecomyrma was trapped in the
this

that trickled

down

Jersey.

As the

amber,

it

resin

a tree trunk in

resin

New

hardened into

kept intact the ant's external

skeleton but not

its

internal organs.

/

100 million years ago.

A

relative of present-day herrings, xiphactinus Jived in the sea that

once covered the centra) and southwestern United State:

s

14-foot skeleton

was found

in a

chaJk formation near Austin, Texas, with

its final

victim, a four-foot-/ong ananogmius,

under

its

front ribs.

56

150 million years ago. Pterodactylus, a
three-inch-long flying reptile, fell to
the bottom of a sea in Bavaria. Because
the sea floor was poisonous, the

body was not

eaten,

remained intact

in a

and

its

bones

limestone matrix.

57

135 million years ago. This ancestral
horseshoe crab, mesolimulus, died
lying upside down in a German Jagoon.
Porous iimestone formed over it,
dissolving its soft interna/ organs but
leaving natural molds in their place.

165 million years ago. This leaf of the
plant known as zamites comes from
France, where the featherlike outline of

compound leaf had been preserved
by compression. Now extinct, the
zamites belonged to a group of plants,
the cycadophytes, that had wide
its

distribution in the

Age

of Reptiles.

58

180 to 185 million years ago. The

mamma] megazostrodon, a smallish
quadruped that may have resembled a
shrew, Jived

in

southern Africa. This

six-inch skeleton, found in red
siltstone,

has a fairly complete skull.

190 million years ago.

bony

The primitive

semionotus died in brackish
water in New Jersey, where its
remains were found embedded in finely
fish

When

everything but the shale, in

was
away
which was

mold

of the fish.

grained shale.

dilute acid

poured on the remains,
left a

perfect

it

ate

59

225 million years ago. Thn'naxodon, a
foot-Jong mammallike reptile from

South Africa,

famous fossil known
Baby DoJl. Its
have filled with minerals,
is

a

to paleontologists as

bone

cavities

forming an exact stony replica.

280 million years ago. The extinct seed
fern neuropteris, which grew to be
20 to 25 feet tall, was not a true fern.
But as the design of this beautifully
detailed frond found in an Illinois coal
bed indicates, its foliage was
extremely fernlike. The specimen was
preserved through compression.

60

370 million years ago. The rugose, or
wrinkled, coral shown here is really
a colony of scores of fossilized
coelenterates tiny marine organisms
that secreted calcium carbonate to

—

form hard exteriors around their soft
bodies. It was found in Indiana.
500 million years ago. An early
ancestor of the shellfish, the one-and-ahalf-inch trilobite below was buried

sediment in a Czechoslovakian
it decomposed, the iron sulfide
known as pyrite formed out of
the decaying matter and sediment, and
in

Jake.

As

gradually fossilized the trilobite.

Two

billion years ago.

algae.
These stromatolites from Minnesota are hardened sediment once bound by now-decayed blue-green

Chapter Three: Nature's Grand Failures

In a Princeton

museum,

30-foot antrodemus. u dinosour that

become

extinct 135 million years ago, rears

its

reconstructed head.
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Every great parade has
runner

who fumbles

its

casualties: the

the baton in an

who

race; the aged cardinal

champion

Olympic relay

has a heart attack during

an august assembly in Rome; the Boy Scout

who

rams up

was

a large

down

and 15

to 8 feet tall

feet long.

On

each snout

appendage of horn resembling an upside-

coat hanger.

The function

clear; but fossil titanotheres

of this

growth

badly broken

an international jamboree.

another in combat during the mating season.

So

it

has been through the billions of years of the

grand procession of

have arisen

to

life

on earth. Thousands of forms

swim, wriggle, crawl, walk or

fly

past

some immutable reviewing stand and then collapse.
They include creatures too tiny to be seen by the
human eye, and they include the most enormous ones
that ever walked the earth. Some lived briefly and insignificantly, but others lorded

it

over their fellow

creatures for 135 million years before they too died
out.

When

they disappeared

had never been. Most

it

was

as though they

of their successors to

power

never saw those that earlier had come and gone, so
separated were they by the millennia.
Certainly no creature in this parade of

taking the lead in

life,

each

was able to deduce that
was left to man, a very late

turn,

its

there had been others.

It

starter in the parade, to learn about those that

had

gone before by probing among ancient stones for fossil

shadows

of vanished creatures.

first

possessed a rudimentary backbone

and the beginnings of

a brain.

Among

these ancestral

and possibly the males ran

at

one

extinct creature so titillates the imagination,

however, as do the great failures of the Mesozoic Era,
a period of time

from about 225

The Mesozoic

ago.

is

known

to 70 million

Age

as the

years

of Reptiles,

but these creatures were no garter snakes or lizards

They were

or even crocodiles.

through the

air

the Wrights'

reptiles that soared

on leathery wings wider than those of
glider.

first

They were

reptiles that

lurked in the dark waters and had 25-foot-long necks
attached to round bodies, like snakes glued to turtles.

And

best of

all,

there

were the dinosaurs. There

Some chased one another and fought savagely. Some ate shrubbery, and
some ate those that ate shrubbery. They wolfed down
were

all

kinds of dinosaurs.

one another's eggs and babies,

footprints big as

left

washtubs and scared the wits out of the
ing

mammals, whose

potential both

reptiles failed to appreciate. Then,

the dinosaurs

Some dropouts were crucial to the development of
man himself, whose line can be traced to early vertebrates that

No

not

have been found with

drops the troop standard and retires in misery from

ribs,

is

little

emerg-

mammals and

all

of a sudden,

were gone.

For 135 million years the dinosaurs ruled the earth

by

their skill

and power. In the past century they

have threatened

No

creature of

to take

myth

it

over again, by charm alone.

or magic, of nightmare or dream,

mermaid and

creatures were the ostracoderms, tiny armored fishes

including such fanciful forms as the

whose heads, bodies and tails
were covered by little plates of bony armor. Other
early forms were mere bizarre experiments, like

dragon, the gryphon and the unicorn, has captured

two

to six

inches long

those monstrous
the titanotheres.

mammals

of 45 million years ago,

They evolved

into five-ton battering

the imagination of

modern man

No man

a living dinosaur, not even

ever

tralopithecus,

predecessors.

saw
the

ape-man

the

as has the dinosaur.

link

to

No man had dreamed

Aus-

man's animal
of such a beast
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Man

over a hundred years ago. During the

until a little

19th Century, a time of great fascination with geol-

ogy and natural history, so many

remains

fossil

named
name Dinosauria from the

turned up in England that a British scholar

Richard

Owen

Greek deinos

coined the

(terrible)

and sauros

His schol-

(lizard).

arship and his Greek were impeccable, but this scary

description never seemed appropriate.

Once man had

"remembered" dinosaurs, he was bewitched.
When fossil remains began to turn up in 19th Century North America, the dinosaur rush assumed

A park was set

almost the proportions of a gold rush.

aside to preserve dinosaur remains, concrete effigies

were raised on Western

hillsides, skeletons

out and reconstructed. In our day

dinosaurs in advertising,

were dug

companies use

oil

make

cartoonists

jokes

about them, comic-strip heroes ride them like horses

and generations of schoolboys have amazed

their

mothers by pronouncing such tongue-twisting names
as stegosaurus, ankylosaurus, diplodocus.

The dinosaur has been
heart, to the status of

elevated, in the

honorary mammal.

And

human
The
in a re-

versal of the normal course of events, science has in

human

the past decade been following the

more and more paleontologists

heart:

are ascribing to the

great reptiles such sophisticated characteristics as
agility

and mobility, a capacity for great expenditures

of energy, and a basic posture

vanced mammals than of
another look
shared their

more

reptiles.

like that of adis

It

at the dinosaurs. Primitive

world but never dominated

it.

time for

mammals
Only when

the terrible lizards died did the spectacular rise of
the

mammals

— and therefore of man himself— begin.

While dinosaurs lived they made up

—an estimated 250

different kinds

a

huge family

have been iden-

pelvis bones seen here in side views serve

scientists as a

handy means

of classifying the

two

orders of dinosaurs, saurischians and ornithischians.
The pe/vises of the saurischians (top) positioned their
stomachs in front of the right-hand downward
thrusting bone, called a pubis. The ornithischians had a
better arrangement in the pelvis shown at bottom: The
pubis had a slender rodlike section extending back
toward the tail, while growing forward, toward the
right, was an almost horizontal section. (This section
actually was divided, "V"-Iike, in the dinosaurs but
only one side of the "V" is visible in the drawing.)

Below and between the reshaped pubes was room

for

an enlarged stomach, an advantage for the vegetarian
ornithischians, which had to eat more food than a
carnivore to obtain equivalent amounts of
nourishment. The saurischian group of dinosaurs
included both vegetarians and carnivores; somehow
the vegetarian saurischians do not seem to have been

handicapped by

their less efficient pelvises.

Nature's Grand Failures

tified,

are

and new kinds continue

to

be uncovered. There

two main types: saurischian, with

hip structure resembling that of such
as crocodiles;

tiles

a triangular

modern

rep-

and ornithischian, with a rectan-

gular hip structure like that of birds. Both groups had

creatures of

Some dinosaurs were

all sizes.

Some were

chickens.

tall

small as

as four-story buildings

if

they stretched their necks. The heyday of the biggest

was toward

the end of the middle Mesozoic Era, a pe-

scurried through the underbrush in a

dash after a centipede.
Busily eating, the

little

insect eater could neither

see nor hear the creature that had

it

for breakfast. Its

nemesis was ornitholestes, a small dinosaur

built like

a bird but with very sharp teeth in a reptilian skull.

This dinosaur, which grew to about six

on hind legs with
front limbs

its tail

feet,

walked

stretched out behind, and

had sharp, tearing claws

to pin its

its

prey

while the teeth went to work.

riod called the Jurassic.

If

What was it
er, we know

mammal,

itive
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like then? Today, 140 million years

When

lat-

the sun rose

there could have been an observer watching or-

would have noticed
the warming morning. A monster was

nitholestes finish breakfast, he

another

stir in

over the dinosaur homeland now called Colorado and

abroad

in

Wyoming,

creatures quivered with alarm as the earth shook un-

it

in surprising detail.

illuminated, not the 7,000-foot-high pla-

teau of the present, but low, moist plains.

western horizon, brightening slowly

in the

On

the

morning

the neighborhood, and dozens of small

der them and the thick, brittle leaves of palmlike

cycadophytes swayed with

light,

the beginnings of

monster was brachiosaurus,

the

the Pacific coast.

land animal of this or any other era.

were the silhouettes of hills,
Rocky Mountains rising along

itself was still under water.
From Montana to New Mexico the area looked
some regions of Panama today. There were dense

at 55 tons the biggest

like

elephantine feet crunching

for-

plants,

heavy

tail

carried slightly up from the ground,

and thrusting neck reaching 40

down from
form swamps and

the cypresses and pines.

deltas,

weather was mild, with

tween day and

was

lush.

It

night,

was an

lakes

little

summer

silt to

and ponds. The

temperature change be-

and winter. Vegetation

brown world.
There was no bird song.

intensely green and

was also strangely silent.
As dawn broke, flies and beetles might have been
It

ible

ter's

vis-

marching up and around the rotting stumps of

giant trees.

Among

the ferns that

grew thickly

at

wa-

edge and crept across the moist stones, gnats

and dragonflies moved. There might be a

lumbered

down on shrubs and

ests interspersed with dry uplands. Sluggish rivers

the west carried loads of

It

through the underbrush mindless as a bulldozer, great

The coast

running

The

a dry rasping sound.

noise, small

and sharp, as a tiny four-legged insectivore, a prim-

feet into the tops of

Brachiosaurus was a monster, but
eater. Its small

it

was not

a

meat

head was equipped with peglike teeth

at the front of the jaw, useful only for snatching off

bits of branches,

most of

its

days

bark and leaves. The beast spent
eating,

sometimes accompanied by

other vegetarian dinosaurs to which

They did not quarrel
meat

it

was

related.

as fiercely over food as did the

eaters, but they got quite

rowdy with one

an-

other over good grazing territory, and they could

reduce a jungle to shreds
It

in a

matter of days.

took enormous amounts of food to fuel those
Text continued on page 72
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huge bodies, and

Man

soft plants

and shoots could not pro-

vide sufficient nourishment. Brachiosaurus ate tons
of leaves

and

soft bark; occasionally in its haste

must have got a mouthful of wood or

it

by

rotting fiber

was very

plants at the water's edge. There

tail

movement except
there,

little

swam

in the water. Primitive fish

and now and again from a low perch a small

type of pterosaur, an ugly, batlike flying reptile,

mistake and spat

it out like a tobacco-chewing mounThe mechanical breakdown of all this raw
material into energy was carried out not in the mouth

go

taineer.

fish.

but elsewhere, possibly in a powerfully muscled

bat wings, were strips of leathery

stomach and perhaps with the

from one elongated finger down along the body

aid of pebbles like

its

toehold and glided out to snap at an unwary

These pterosaurs were about 24 inches from

long, tooth-filled skull to

tail,

Some

and

their wings, like

membrane attached

the short, gripping feet.

polished by digestive acids, have been found in a few

been capable of brief powered

herbivorous dinosaur

essentially gliders, drifting out over the water

fossils.

giants primarily in the size of

its

front legs.

won

longer than the hind legs, and

name, which means "arm

fellow herbivorous

its

this

lizard." Its

They were

dinosaur

companions

Wyoming were

those days in Colorado and

the

most equally ponderous BronJosaurus (thunder
ard)

and the longest of

Both of them,

all,

its

in

walked on

all

liz-

fours

although their hind legs were longer than their front
legs.

They had

a light to

scaly, reptilian skin

medium

against predators.

made any

noise, apart

or not the big dinosaurs

from the crash and crunch of

breaking shrubbery and the watery squish of their
great feet along the shoreline,

not known. Of

is

ern reptilians only the crocodile

and even

its

repertoire

is

small.

is

It

mod-

noticeably noisy,

may

be that the

gi-

ants of 140 million years ago were silent.

Toward noon,

the Jurassic sun burned

into a patch of shade. Lesser reptiles also

headed

for

shade, slithering out from under the massive feet of

among

tree.

the small horse-

air

pterosaurs

but they were

flight,

and

current to return safely to a

From such

clawed feet

its

a perch a pterosaur

climb to another branch

to

high enough to launch another glide.

The pterosaur's chief competitor

was Ichthyosaurus,

catching trade
ard because

grew 10

it

more than 40
Perhaps

dozed
it

the

in

looked like a swordfish.

have been found

feet long

It

in

temporarily

brachiosaurus,

fish-

called the fish

liz-

generally

remains

to 15 feet long, but ichthyosaurus

Nevada.
full,

even

shade. But in that distant time

off briefly in the

might not have been long before another thumping

announced the

of the earth

ravening meat eater. From

tons.

Seen

in

repose

sized kangaroo, but

toes.

And

using

its

it

tail

big,

ugly snout to heavy

somewhat resembled a kingwas not. Instead of hopping, it

it

legs, tiptoe fashion,

on

its

massive

forward from the hips and

sturdy backbone to hoist

or legs,

was two

it

ran, leaning

most horizontal
not

arrival of allosaurus, a

allosaurus measured 50 feet and weighed eight

tail,

walked on hind

down and

brachiosaurus, brontosaurus and diplodocus ambled

the dinosaurs to find shelter

could use

and probably were

color that served as camouflage

Whether

low shrub or

al-

the 90-foot diplodocus.

like brachiosaurus,

then catching a rising

to

may have

those in the gizzards of fowl. Big "stomach stones,"

Brachiosaurus differed from

let

its

heavy

tail al-

for a counterbalance. Yet the head,

was

the business end of allosaurus.

feet long with very large eyes

It

and quite ad-

Nature's Grand Failures

equate nose and ears, but

its

support massive jaws. Almost
the skull

was

real

all

purpose was

to

of the lower half of

jaw, lined with sharp, thin-bladed,

The upper

three-inch teeth.

loosely attached so that
ting allosaurus to

skull

was

permit-

little,

pairs of sharp,

tail.

bony

On

spikes,

the end of

it

were four

which could penetrate

even allosaurus' tough hide.

and

lightly built

could give a

it

with that whipping
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swallow enormous chunks of meat.

In those distant times the great dinosaurs

roamed

tually all the face of the earth. Their fossils

vir-

have been

Allosaurus was almost always on the prowl, step-

found

in

ping along carefully with a gait like that of a chicken

tralia,

Europe, India, China and Mongolia. All during

strolling in search of

food

in a

farmyard. Once

it

spot-

ted tasty prey, such as the other dinosaurs resting in
their ancient landscape,

made

it

opened

a short rush,

the great jaw and sank those awful teeth into a

chunk

They lashed

If

and well equipped

they missed, the predator probably got away,

for

many meat eaters could outrun vegetarians.
One dinosaur with unique equipment for defense
was stegosaurus. A respectable 20 feet long but only
it

walked on

all

fours. But the hind legs

were half again as long as the front ones, giving
osaurus a hangdog posture.
the back of

its

tiny

head

And most

to the

striking,

beginning of

in the flesh along the spine

either to

make

its tail

and

it is

himself look bigger or to
its

its

Once stegosaurus was

attacked,

it

armor plate for defense, then lashed out

who had

honoring a great

if

he

once lived on earth.

Roman

scientist

when he found

fos-

footprints of dinosaurs in the Connecticut Valley.

He had no

backbone. Perhaps the plates could be lowered to

arrayed

on them. Primitive man,

The first documented traces of dinosaurs turned
up in the United States but were not recognized.
About 1800 one Pliny Moody lived up to a first name

from

discourage the likes of allosaurus from biting

protect the flanks.

mythical giants

sil

possible that the dinosaur could raise or lower them
at will,

for the spotlight to fall

steg-

was a double row of triangular horny spikes.
The precise purpose and arrangement of stegosaurus' armor is yet to be determined. The armor plates
were embedded

unseen back row,

ered, waiting, like dancers in an

philosophers) tended to regard big fossil remains as

so big that allosaurus

front feet onto the victim to

easily alarmed

11 feet high,

when man was developing from

ancestor, these remains lay undiscov-

long, whiplike tails at an attacker.

its

gain leverage to tear loose the mouthful. But the plant

fense.

some apelike

for de-

generally put both of

were

the millions of years

Aus-

in Africa,

came across them, must have dismissed the fossils
as one more natural phenomenon in the mysterious
world he was laboriously beginning to conquer. Ancient man (with a few exceptions among the Greek

was

of saurian flank. Its bite

eaters

North and South America,

what they were, but their birdlike,
three-toed shape led some observers, who believed
that Biblical animals were of huge size, to opine that
idea

they must be the footprints of the raven

from the ark

in

Noah

sent

search of dry land.

William Clark, of the Lewis and Clark expedition,

undoubtedly found dinosaur bones
Billings,

Pliny

Moody

1806 below

the nature of his discovery, but both

his description

ployed

in

Montana. He understood no better than

my

and his spelling are beguiling:

"I

em-

self in getting pieces of the rib of a fish

which was Semented within the face

of the rock this
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William Bucklnnd

Richard

rib is (about 3) inches in

middle

it is

Remains

Secumpherence about the

Owen

Mexico and Central America.
him one

3 feet in length."

of the first dinosaur to be identified

and

March 1822 in
Mary Anne Mantell,

Dr. Mantell

showed

and both men decided

of the strange teeth,

described as such were discovered in

upon

Sussex, England, by sharp-eyed

fragmentary

Dr.

Mantell published a description of his
fossil

and gave

it

the

name Iguanodon

who was fascinated by fossils.
One day Mrs. Mantell picked up a rock that looked
as if it had a tooth embedded in it. When her hus-

knowledged

his

own

new group

of

animals

band saw

— would be discovered from such fossil remains.

wife of a physician

it,

he rushed excitedly back to the

more and eventually sent

site for

a collection of teeth

it

looked very like an iguana tooth, but larger. There-

(iguana tooth).

Baron Cuvier

graciously

ac-

and foretold that a whole

— which

he did not name

Dean William Buckland, a
and Oxford professor, studied some strange

At about the same

and

error

later

time,

some bone fragments

to Paris to the greatest expert

cleric

— Baron

Georges Cuvier. Cuvier iden-

bones and a lower jaw that had been found near Ox-

those of an extinct rhinoceros and

ford and decided that they had belonged to a big,

of the period

tified the teeth as

the bones as those of an extinct hippopotamus. Dr.

meat-eating reptile he

Mantell was not satisfied with this explanation, how-

so

ever. In 1825, quite

who had been

by accident, he ran into

a

man

studying the large iguana lizard of

many

ard

named megalosaurus. By 1842

big reptilian bones

Owen

proposed

Advancement

had turned up that Rich-

to the British

Association for the

of Science the recognition of "a dis-

DINOSAUR DISCOVERERS
Two

Eng/ish paleontologists (shown in

the portraits, left) and the French
anatomist at right helped establish
dinosaurs as an extinct group
of reptilian monsters. Baron Georges
Cuvier of Paris, who pioneered the
classification of fossils, was consulted
by William Buckland of Christ Church,
Oxford, England, about some large
fossilized bones found near Oxford.
Buckland then published a paper
in 1824 describing a 40-foot-long
elephantine reptile. Almost 20 years
later Richard Owen of Richmond Park
gave the reptiles a name: Dinosauria.

Baron Georges Cuvier

tinct tribe or
I

suborder of Saurian Reptiles, for which

name

could propose the

Owen became
ject that

Hawkins construct
don;

its

a sculptor

named Waterhouse

a life-sized restoration of iguano-

completion was duly celebrated

The

get under

of Dinosauria."

so enthusiastic about the whole sub-

he helped

fossils.

in

London's

big United States dinosaur hunt did not

way

two eminent

War, when
named Othniel Charles Marsh

until just after the Civil

scientists

and Edward Drinker Cope each determined
first

on his block

to

have

a

to

be the

dinosaur collection. Both

were talented and wealthy. They loathed each

other.

Crystal Palace grounds with an elegant dinner on the

Cope, later of the University of Pennsylvania, led an

— a dinner served inside the iguano-

expedition in 1876 into Montana, where geologists

last

day of 1853

don model. The
their

restorers,

monster had looked

still

not too certain

in life,

how

placed on iguano-

don's nose, rhinoceros-fashion, the big spike that the

matter. Iguanodon, flawed though

in resurrection,

was

a

it

fossil remains.

He found

the teeth and

bones of a score of different dinosaur species.

Meanwhile, Marsh, a professor

at Yale,

was

ex-

thumb.

ploring in western Kansas and Colorado, and his

had become

crews had ventured into the now-famous happy hunt-

bipedal dinosaur had actually carried on

No

had spotted

its

ing ground of dinosaurs, the Morrison geological

worldwide sensation.

Americans poring over newspaper accounts of

own

iguanodon had no

idea, yet, that their

would prove one

of the world's richest in dinosaur

continent

formation in Colorado,

Wyoming and

Utah. The big

dinosaurs that lived and died there during the Jurassic

Period were preserved in river deposits laid

down

At an 1853 banquet inside a reconstru cted dinosaur, paleontologist Richard

Owen

toasts predecessor experts

named on

signs.

The evening,

sn,

I

Illustrated

London News, was

filled

with "philosophic mirth"

— for which food and drink are readied

at

lower

right,

near

a piece of dinosaur.

RIVAL FOSSIL HUNTERS
Professors Edward Drinker Cope and
Othniel Charles Marsh became bitter
antagonists in the 19th Century rush to
find

and

collect dinosaur bones.

Cope wrote his first notes on fossils at
age six and at 19 published a paper
on salamanders under the aegis of The
Philadelphia Academy of Natural
Sciences. Marsh was born so poor that
he could not even start high school
until he was 21, but he went on to
academic honors at Yale, where he was
a co/ounder of the Peabody Museum.

Edward Drinker Cope

as the land slowly rose

River-borne

silt

and the inland seas retreated.

and debris covered the corpses and

preserved them for millions of years until further upheavals of the earth

made new

highlands, and

new

erosion patterns exposed the fossils of the long-dead

West when it was really wild.
For more than two decades Marsh, Cope and their
crews of hard-working diggers roamed the region
with ever more sophisticated eyes, finding dinosaurs.
They tried to work in utmost secrecy, to beat each
rulers of the

other to the good finds. Their diggers once got into a
fistfight in

Wyoming, and

openly

newspapers and

in

the

two professors brawled

scientific publications.

was

like a battle

rus,

and the entire scholarly world

lasted. But

when

It

between brontosaurus and allosau-

it

was

richest troves of dinosaur

over,

some

rattled while

it

of the world's

bones had been found;

se-

lected United States

enough material

museums and

universities

had

keep experts busy for decades;

to

and the way was open

for a

smooth transition from

the age of swashbuckle to the age of cool assessment

ongoing study of the terrible

in the

Discoveries are

still

lizards.

being made, however, and

many are surprising. In 1964, for example, a whole
new type of dinosaur, called Deinonychus, was idenin

tified

Montana. Deinonychus was

three and a half feet

and eight

tall

fairly

feet long.

It

small,

was

a

carnivore like big allosaurus and the even bigger ty-

rannosaurus rex. But the exploration team from
Yale's

Peabody Museum,

led

by John H. Ostrom, de-

tected two strange features of the
First,

it

had

a

little

dinosaur:

unique system of bundles of tendons en-

closing the vertebrae of

its tail;

and second,

foot never before seen on a dinosaur.

It

it

had

a

had three

Ready

for a dinosaur dig, Othniel C.

do

toes, as

ond, toe

all

a long, thin claw.

its

its

stand and move on two

cutting blade

it

would have had

to bal-

ance and leap on one foot while slashing with the
other.

Such action implies

a high degree of dexterity

and balance. Ostrom believes that the strange tendons

in its tail

could

make

the

tail

were designed so that deinonychus

its tail

absolutely rigid. This ability

what Ostrom

calls "a

active counterbalance

.

.

.

dynamic

made

stabilizer,

like the tail of a cat."

followed dinosaur tradition

in

naming the new

and

That a new

is

no shock

more hke Indian

fighters than paleontologists.

they experimented with a dazzling array of forms,

and shapes. All are descended from some prim-

itive reptiles that

emerged during the

Era, about 240 million years ago,

late Paleozoic

when

for the first

time the earth provided attractive edibles in the form
of plants
to the

and

new

partially

insects.

Some

sea creatures responded

food by evolving so that they could live

on land. Gradually some changed from

forms into amphibians, others into

The

first in

the

main

reptiles.

line of the reptile class

the lizardlike romeriids, no

fish

were

more than three or four

He

inches long. Gradually they freed themselves from
the water and their descendants acquired the ability
to lay eggs

kind of dinosaur should suddenly turn

after a century of hunting

his students look

dis-

covery: Deinonychus means "terrible claw."

up

and

sizes

dinosaur was obliged, by

little

very skeletal structure, to

To use

center)

of the carnivores, but the inner, or sec-

was armed with

Furthermore, the

feet.

Marsh (back row,

to pale-

ontologists, for during the terrible lizards' long reign

on land. This innovation gave reptiles a

strong advantage over the amphibians, which had to
return to the water to produce their young, and
freed them to

roam and increased

their

it

chances for
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Among

both survival and biological evolution.

the

snouts admirably suited for shoveling up food from

muddy bottoms

forms that appeared were the dinosaurs' most rec-

the

ognizable ancestors, the thecodonts. Over the passing

had webbing between

millennia thecodonts grew ever longer and stronger

going

legs until finally they

were able

almost any other species then

to get

living.

up and outrun

No

sooner had

creature

began

to

and across

tures.

Some became

flying reptiles;

and some became the

some became
two main types

of dinosaurs, the reptile-hipped saurischians

and the

bird-hipped ornithischians.

the largest of

all

dinosaurs but remained vegetarians.
as smallish, meat-eating crea-

walked on

tures that occasionally

Some

of these then

grew

came more and more
the best

known

their hind legs.

tremendous

size

and be-

bipedal. In the case of one of

of the meat-eating saurischians, the

monster tyrannosaurus
to almost useless

small

to

rex, the forelimbs

appendages. Not that they were so

— each forelimb measured about three

feet, for

tyrannosaurus rex was more than 50 feet long, as

jaw and six-inch

The bird-hipped,
to a large extent,

armor-plated
ornithischian

like a giant armadillo,
its

with armor on

its

head

arched back, and a row of sharp spikes

ankylosaurus had no spines on

ended

in a clublike

mass

of

its tail,

bone that as

it

but the

tail

swung must

tall

last

or ornithischian, dinosaurs were,

group of dinosaurs to appear, toward the

Among them was

nosaurs.
a large

head with

turtlelike

beak

Horns, neck
this group,

bony

a

to a

frills

di-

protoceratops, which had

frill

extending back from a

sweeping helmet over the neck.

and heads

all

developed rapidly in

culminating in one of the most massive of

dinosaurs, triceratops.

Triceratops stood eight feet high at the hips,

from 30

to 35 feet

gest heads of

nose was

two

all

a short, stout

frill.

At the end of

it

its

horn and over the eyes were

Behind them grew a bony

Triceratops' neck and leg muscles

enormous, giving

was

long and boasted one of the big-

the ancient reptiles.

long, pointed horns.

upswept

teeth.

even more varied

The

end of the Mesozoic, was ceratopsia, the horned

had shrunk

as a two-story building, with a five-foot head, a four-

foot

oddly

was an

have created devastation behind the beast.

two groups. One, the sauropods, included

The other group began

tail

around the edges of the armor. Unlike stegosaurus,

Early in their history the saurischian dinosaurs
split into

The

should.

any water-

experiment, as was ankylosaurus, built low to the

ground

crocodilelike;

their toes, just as

stegosaurus with the spiked

they achieved relative superiority on earth than they

evolve into a broad variety of other crea-

and ponds. They also

of streams

were

the capacity for short thundering

must

in their evolu-

charges and a lunge with those terrible horns.

tionary adaptations than were saurischians. All of

have been a match even for tyrannosaurus,

them were plant eaters and some of them were

ularly since one expert has estimated that triceratops

bi-

pedal, but they adapted their forelimbs as useful tools
for both

partic-

could gallop at 30 miles per hour.

A

locomotion and food gathering.

Ornithischians went in for strange head shapes and
whole battery of bizarre armor. Among their forms
were the duck-billed dinosaurs with broad, flat
a

It

a

few years ago anyone attributing such speed

dinosaur would have been derided. Reptiles, the

gument went, were cold-blooded and

to
ar-

sluggish, with

low metabolisms and small brains. The large plant
Text continued on page 84
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Collector

Caught up
in a Dinosaur War

sistance in his digging,
to

had sent bones

Marsh, writing: Whilst

I

am

thor-

oughly embued with the enthusiasm
attached to such pursuits and discoveries

and should greatly

tinue

them

means

do

to

had a crew
payroll,

like to con-

have not the pecuniary

I

so.

Marsh,

who

ignored the plea

already

on

his

— until

he

of fossil hunters

heard that Lakes had also sent some

specimens

to

archenemy, Cope.

his

Immediately, he announced Lakes's
find in a scientific journal, telegraphed

his chief collector,

Benjamin Mudge

(belowj, a geologist, to race to Lakes's

A

self-portrait

drawing a fossil-bearing

Lakes

In the late 19th Century,

battles raged in the

was

the

famous

men and

sort

to blast surface rock.

two kinds of

Wild West: There
between cavalry-

famous

Indians, and a less

ted dinosaur collector O. C.

pit-

Marsh

Yale against dinosaur collector

nia.

prepare

ridge.

but almost equally bitter kind that

Cope

Workmen

shows geologist Arthur

of

E. D.

of the University of Pennsylva-

These two noted experts were

hell-bent on beating each other to the
fossils then being

And

in

found

in the

West.

1877 they swept into their

scholarly

war an unassuming

geolo-

Arthur Lakes [above],

who had

chanced upon the bones of

a 60-foot

gist,

fossil,

the largest yet found. Lakes's

role in the battle is told in his

own wa-

tercolor sketches and writings,
of

which are reproduced here.
The modest Lakes, hoping

some

for as-

A

skilled collector,

Benjamin Mudge

fright]

checks Lakes's discovery

at the

open

dig.

—
years until the bones gave out in 1879.

Marsh, adroitly manipulating from a
distance, dispatched the ever-obliging

geologist to a second fossil field, at

Como

Bluff,

Wyoming.

Marsh's foreman

Reed

William

who had

plainsman
site

and contracted

No one
Wyoming foreman,

rides to a dig at Robber's Roost.

in

and

Colorado,

fired

proaches and a belated check

young

re-

off

to the

as

we were

trees, a

Lakes replied: Allow

me

to

thank

and

Funds were run-

and

the $100 enclosed.

ning very short; despairing of hearing

from you,

I

was on the lookout

to

close with anyone

who would

me. Later: when

forwarded those

skulls to Prof.

the reputation

I

help

Cope 1 knew nothing
you give him.

of

While money was Lakes's great
need, he also valued the technical assistance

Marsh

sent. In the afternoon

who

turned out to be Prof.

was very glad to meet him
have someone of his experience

Mudge.

you for your generous assistance and

dinner under the

gentleman rode into camp on

horseback

fossil hunter.

sitting at

to

I

scientific

knowledge as well as

company and sympathy
in

the

work.

1

aid

to

took him

me

over the

ground and showed him what we had
done.

ed

He seemed exceedingly

—and

in

amazement almost

delightat the

very largest bones of dinosaurians or

any other saurians he has ever seen.
Lakes scraped by in Colorado on
less than

$50 a month for the next two

a

to

gun-toting

discovered the

mine

its

bones.

—

at

one point he destroyed

several important fossils rather than
let

site

Como was one

could fault Reed's loyalty to

his master

William Reed, Professor Marsh's

at

(left),

Cope's

men get

their

hands on them

— but he soon came into conflict with
the scientifically

minded Lakes. He

heaped contempt on the young
ogist's

geol-

well-bred ways and his habit

of recording strata

and

fossils in

me-

in his journal:

ed

A

heavy thunder-

storm and rain occurred
in

in

afternoon

evening our tents were inundated

with Siredons [lizards]

who swarmed

such numbers insinuating them-

in

selves under every

although

ens

it

we threw

box and bed

that

out and killed doz-

became useless

to

stop

the

horde of slimy lizards that waddled
leisurely into the tents as if they had
a perfect right to them.

Winter brought severe snowstorms
that

dumped

10-foot drifts on the digs

When

the temperature dropped

(left).

to 38°

below

and ears

zero, beards,

eyebrows

froze.

A

trio of ceratopsians,

shown with misshapen heads, browses by

the Mesozoic sea.

After 11 months of heroic labor at

Como, Lakes

finally left the service of

Imagination

afire,

Lakes painted an allosaurus

in

mid-leap

at a

downed

ceratosaurus.

Lakes in old age drew anatosaurus as he
imagined it but its tail was incorrect.

—

the plundering professor and
to

earn academic laurels

right,

went on

in his

own

teaching geology at the Colora-

do School of Mines. Yet he never

escaped the gigantic saurians'

thrall.

In 1914, in his 70th year, he recon-

structed the
the

life

paintings

of the dinosaurs in

on

man's enchanting,

this
if

page,

an old

occasionally er-

roneous, reveries on a long-lost era.

An

anchiceratops ogles a tn'ceratops brazenly stripped

down

to its

naked skeleton.
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eaters, according to this view,

must have spent most

of their time half-submerged in water, to help sustain their
tails

enormous weight; they dragged

along behind them until they could

water deep enough
inative

work by

to float

their big

wade

into

them. But recent and imag-

Yale's Ostrom, Robert T. Bakker of

Harvard and Dale A. Russell of the Canadian National

Museum, among

others,

is

changing that picture

After a careful study of the anatomy and mechanforelimbs of living vertebrates, Harvard's

Bakker has concluded that the dinosaur had limbs

mamma-

mechanically almost identical to advanced
lian

forms. Instead of the awkwardly projecting

forelimbs previously attributed to dinosaurs, there

were, he

now believes,

down from
The

a

limbs that could point straight

mammalian kind

entire structure of the saurischian dinosaur's

with massive padded hind

animal

like the elephant,

feet. It

did go into water, perhaps quite often, but

its

would

easily have mired in mud; like the elewas
well equipped to walk on land.
it
Even more interesting, Bakker thinks that dino-

phant,

saurs may have had four-chambered
mammals and birds. This advanced type
ficiently

Scientists are also taking a
saur's brain

—the

When

were found

of stegosaurus

new

look at the dino-

butt of jokes since the lovable

beasts were discovered.

tled paleontologists

the

first fossil

remains

in the 19th Century, star-

noted that the brain cavity was

only about the size of a Ping-Pong

ball,

and that

moves blood through organs

hearts,
of

like

pump

that

ef-

remove

a

was

actually 20 times the size of the brainpan. This fact
led one scholar to conclude that stegosaurus
brains,

and

it

named

inspired a Chicago wit

had two

Bert Les-

ton Taylor to a bit of doggerel. Stegosaurus had "two
sets of brains,"

wrote Taylor: "One

in his

head

(the

usual place), /The other at his spinal base. /Thus he

could reason 'A priori'/As well as 'A posteriori.'

any vertebrate with arms and

In point of fact

of shoulder joint.

limbs and body, says Bakker, indicates a terrestrial

feet

4).

swelling of the spinal cord, in the lumbar region,

rapidly and radically.

ics of the

They join Bakker in concluding that the
dinosaur was certainly not a slow, sluggish thing.
(Chapter

has one bulge of nerve

upper end

to

cells in the spinal

"

legs

cord at the

handle signals for the arms and a sec-

ond, at the lower end, to carry messages to legs and
tail.

Neither

is

really a brain. But without the crucial

lower communications center, Princeton Professor

Glenn

L.

Jepsen has pointed out, perhaps as

two seconds might elapse before
could travel from
to its brain

much

as

a nerve impulse

the tip of a big dinosaur's long tail

and then back again with orders for ac-

tion. If the creature's tail

were being nipped

at the

wastes and replenish oxygen for the body's energy-

time by a hungry predator, says Jepsen, "a lot could

producing processes, and thus sustains

happen

of physical activity.

Of modern

a high level

reptiles only the croc-

odile has a four-chambered heart.

Some

ters for

experts reject the idea of the four-chambered

heart but agree that the dinosaur must have had

way

to

keep

its

body

at relatively level

— another mammalian

ability crucial to

some

in a

whole

nerve messages, they nonetheless possessed

very small brains.

An

iguanodon, about the size of

an elephant, had a brain one twentieth the size of an

temperatures

elephant's, and the

an active

no

life

thirtieth of a minute."

Although dinosaurs were well equipped with cen-

better.

more diminutive dinosaurs fared

Modern mammals

are without doubt smart-

Nature's Grand Failures

dinosaurs were. But the dinosaurs were

er than

much more

superb for their time,

intelligent

anyone formerly gave them credit

tive than

The re-examination

and ac-

of past ideas about dinosaurs

made 100

footprints of dinosaurs,

have been preserved

mud

in

where the

million years ago,

that turned to rock.

One

trackway, along the Paluxy River, shows the enor-

mous

walked along

steps of a plant eater that

in

Whether

hatch their eggs

enough

to

hold 15

impressions dispels the idea that the creature had to

walk

in fairly

ever

made

that trail

in very shallow

der

it

and

its tail

water indeed, with

If

at

by

trails left

ture dinosaurs.

its

legs well un-

Bandera, Texas, have pre-

at least 23

half-grown and ma-

they traveled in groups like

they too must surely have held their long

tails

this,

up

to

keep them from being trodden upon by their fellows.

Movement
dicate,

Bandera footprints

in groups, as the

far

is

more

typical of

in-

mammalian behavior

than of reptilian behavior. Further, the tracks indicate

that

marched

perhaps

smaller,

younger,

individuals

on

by

in the middle, protected

er or larger individuals

ephants are

known

— much

in the

all

sides

way herds

old-

of

el-

to travel today.

Further evidence of nonreptilian gregariousness in

dinosaurs

found a

may

lie in

Mongolia, where paleontologists

field of nests full of

remains of what seem

all

of

for

all

the

if

least specific, ar-

biological

superiority

the very length of time during

is

does that of

all

is

without warning.

Perhaps the most convincing,

gument

There

eggs.

earth. Their survival

of

which they

depended, as

organisms, on a food chain beginning

with sun-nourished plant

Yet the earth's

life.

flora

changed notably during the 155 million years of the
Mesozoic, and dinosaurs adapted and flourished.

They avoided extremes

of temperature, yet appar-

ently they lived in such diverse regions as deserts in

Mongolia, open plains in Africa and forests in Eu-

well up.

Other trackways,
served the

to support its weight. Whatby the Texas river was moving

deep water

schol-

sudden sandstorm, which could

also evidence of a

have overwhelmed them

dinosaurs

big

eggs in

some

moot: reptiles normally do not,

is

were remains of mothers, babies and

dominated the

is

many

to

but at the most important Mongolian egg site there

shallow water while being pursued by a smaller, bird-

print of the intended victim

of so

or not the females usually stayed to

footed carnivorous dinosaur. Each huge hind foot-

gallons of water, yet the depth and evenness of the

The presence

one place suggests group egg-laying
ars.

for.

has inspired reinterpretation of such familiar old
traces as the dinosaur trackways in Texas,

uals (pages 94-95}.
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to

protoceratops eggs plus

be more than 100 individ-

rope. In North

eliminated

America they survived inundation

much

of their living space.

that

They were top

dog on earth for 135 million years, about 133 million
years longer than

What, then,

man has

achieved.

killed the kings? Their era ended,

abruptly by geological time, at the end of the Mesozoic,

and

ended

it

all

over the world at about the

same time (though some forms
out earlier).

No

of dinosaurs

had died

dinosaur remains have been found in

the deposits of the Paleocene,

which followed the

Mesozoic Era. Geological evidence indicates that

whatever happened affected
dinosaurs.

It

ering plants,

killed

many

all

life,

not just

about half the species of flowprimitive varieties of

this disaster,

mammals,

swimming reptiles.
some far-fetched theories

the flying reptiles and the big

To explain

forms of

#

J
Jr

—

^f

m\.'*&

J<

A combat to the death between't&o dinosaurs—a scene often
imagined/but never documented was finally revealed 100
million years after it took place with the uncovering of these
two-skeletons. Frozen in struggle, a meat eater called
vejociraptor Jb/ack] grasps between his forelimbs the head
of rlis prjpy, the' plant-eating protoceratop.s {red).

At

this

creatures suddenly died together, no one knows
caught forever in their unfinished fight. They
were
Jjow, and

moment both

remained buried until 3971, when a combined PolishMongolian expedition found the two small dinosaurs—
in the sandstone of the Gobi.'
is longer than seven feet

i.

—

.
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have been offered over the years: a catastrophic

tem

—near enough,

that

is,

for

A

its

radiation to alter

all

the great reptiles; a sudden

the environment on earth.

taste for dinosaur eggs

on the part of the emerging

ly

only about every 50 million years, too rare an event

form

to

be expected within the span of

plague that infected

mammals;

caused by climate changes;

sterility

of racial senility in

which an

dividual, simply got old

Most
tic,

and passed

brief,

that a dras-

is

change of climate killed the

They could not

human

is like-

existence

but a quite probable one over the longer span of the
dinosaurs. In 1971 Dale Russell described the two-

on.

logical of all the explanations

though perhaps

a

entire family, like one in-

close supernova

wide

fold effect of such a nearby explosion. First, the earth

would receive

a

heavy and deadly shower of gamma

fluctu-

rays at ground level. Second, the blast of X-rays em-

ations of temperature such as those that prevail in

anating from the same explosion would blow off a

most temperate zones today.

portion of the earth's atmosphere and the X-rays'

dinosaurs

off.

tolerate

the earth suddenly

If

got quite cold, the dinosaurs (and
of

life)

would have

many

other forms

died. But the chill could not

lasted long, for there

is

no evidence of an

have

form of heat

in a layer

in the

extending from 12.5 to 50

miles above the earth.

ice age.

What could have caused such an abrupt

enormous energy would quickly be deposited

"The resulting

cold snap?

turbulence,"

Russell

explained,

Suspicion of some stunning cosmic event, such as a

"would probably disrupt the heat-retaining proper-

sudden burst of radiation, has been offered tentative-

ties

ly,

and

credence with recent research.

this idea gains

of the atmosphere, generate

many storms

of

hurricane force at the earth's surface and circulate

Canada's dinosaur expert Dale Russell and Wallace

low, water-laden air into higher, drier levels. There

Tucker of the Cambridge, Massachusetts, firm of

would freeze

American Science and Engineering,

clouds,

the extinction of the dinosaurs
to the astronomical

is

phenomenon

Over the past 4,000

years,

Inc.,

believe that

specifically related

seen and

re-

ported at least seven times the sudden appearance of
a dazzlingly bright star, visible both

day and

tremendous

result of

now

considered the

stellar explosions, in

away from

its

limits of tolerance

releasing huge

radiation

and the

star

which the
blows up,

amounts of various kinds of energetic

— cosmic rays, gamma rays and X-rays, and

of course, visible light.

None

the planet.

of the recorded super-

novas blew up within 100 light-years of the solar sys-

much

The net
to

of the sun's heat

effect

drop

.

all

.

.

would be

to

over the world

to tropical climatic conditions."

This hypothesis

is,

as Russell points out, based on

incomplete evidence. But
ly

it

sudden extinction, and

does explain the relativeit

fits

with geological

evidence of a dramatic but brief climate alteration.

density and heat of the core of a massive star finally

exceeds

a high-altitude cover of ice

reflect

and severely tax or exterminate organisms adapted

night,

which then gradually faded away. These transiently
bright stars, the supernovas, are

form

cause surface temperatures

of supernovas.

men have

to

which would

it

It

also

fits,

eerily,

with the general upgrading of the

evolutionary achievements of man's favorite "failure": the largest and
al

most highly evolved

terrestri-

organisms, the big flowering plants and the

nosaurs themselves, would have been worst

hit

di-

both

by the increased radiation and by the sudden cold.

The Bellicose
Life Style

of the Dinosaurs

Asked

imagine what

to

dinosaurs was
jure

up a gory

They

at right.

among

life

the

like,

most people con-

fight

scene like the one

are not far wrong.

The

spend much

giant reptiles did indeed

of their time battling one another.

Sometimes the saurian quarrel was

among meat

each bent on en-

eaters,

joying a freshly killed meal. Some-

times
rights.

it

was

a dispute over territorial

Sometimes two males clashed

over the issue of sexual dominance.

Sometimes, as
to the

eater and
the

at right,

was

a fight

feet

The picture shows

prey.

its

carnivorous

eight

it

death between a hungry meat

deinonychus,

only

long and 175 pounds in

much

weight, attacking the

larger te-

nontosaurus. Although the latter was
a vegetarian,
toast.

It

it

was hardly

a milque-

stretched to 25 feet in length,

weighed

a ton

and had powerful hind

claws that could punish an aggressor
cruelly. But

deinonychus had the ad-

vantage of great agility plus an extremely well-developed balance apparatus,

which allowed

it

keep

to

its

place on tenontosaurus' back while
slashing

away with

its

lethal

weapons,

a sharp, sicklelike claw attached to

each hind

foot.

Despite such ferocious battles,

nosaurs

ordinarily

got

along

di-

well

enough with one another. Within spein

many communal

activities, nesting in

groups and trav-

cies they

engaged

eling in herds that

organized for their

seem

to

have been

common

defense.
In search of a meal, a meat-eating

deinonychus attacks a plant

eater, tenontosaurus.

Massive Meals
to Feed

Hungry Giants

Mealtime among the dinosaurs must
have been a sight, for the big ones

were more than

just big eaters; they

were probably the most voracious
land creatures that ever lived. About
three fourths of a ton of leaves and

was

twigs

the daily ration for the ca-

marasaurus

four times as

Huge

size

left,

which weighed

much

as an elephant.

at

helped account for such

gi-

ant appetites, but there were also
other reasons: Most large dinosaurs
ate plants, a less efficient source of en-

ergy than meat, and they were not

—as most scientists recently
thought — but were active animals that
sluggish

burned up food

at a great rate.

Their massive hunger was easily

by the rich savannas and forests of the Mesozoic Era, for the earth
then had a generally mild climate, and
satisfied

many

barren were lushly

now

areas

green. There

were giant ferns crowd-

ed around lake shores. Dotting the
savannas were strange trees with
leaves rather like

modern palms, some

only a foot or two

tall,

others, like the

williamsonia in the drawing
reaching 35

at left,

feet.

The bountiful savannas became
communal mess halls where each dinosaur ate

it

could most

there

was enough

at the level

easily reach.

And

if

food for plant eaters, that meant plenty of

food for meat eaters as well.

Carnivores like tarbosaurus and deinonychus were always near, ready to
pick off a stray

and camptosaurus.
Grazing ravenously are, top to bottom, comarosaurus, stegosaurus

(right).

—
91

While two tarbosaurus giants wrangle over

a kid

— an

18-foot euoplocephalus

it is

seized by a six-foot cousin of deinonychus.

A Ritual Battle, Head to Head, over Sex

With backbones and

tails

held horizontal for running, two dome-headed dinosaurs crash together in a mating-season test of strength.

93

There was once a dinosaur known as
Stegoceras

but

more

descriptively

dubbed domehead. Domehead's

was roofed with bone

skull

three to four

inches thick. This feature gives one
of the

few clues

these

ancient

to the

sex habits of

creatures.

skull existed apparently

The

thick

because male

domeheads would square

off in pairs,

lower their heads and charge into each

The domehead

other.

hardest presumably

that butted the

won

a

harem

of

female domeheads.
Scientists

lived in herds, the

have been symbols of rank
like the large

this

theory

their herds.

also

in the herd,

horns of today's sheep

that help establish

who advance

domes may

The

dominance within

fact that the

dome-

on the similar actions of mod-

heads lacked spikes suggests that the

ern mountain rams, which will butt

domes were used only in ritual mating contests
they would have been
too weak for lethal weapons.

base

it

heads
there

to
is

establish

mastery.

Since

evidence that the domeheads

—

The Communal Act of Egg Laying

Having selected

a

warm and sunny

spot,

two femole protoceratops

join in burying all their freshly laid eggs

under a blanket of sand.

95

A

nest of protoceratops eggs discov-

ered in 1923 in Outer Mongolia's Gobi
Desert revealed that this

dinosaur,

and presumably others, followed
cial

a so-

pattern rarely found in the animal

world: they got together to lay their
eggs in a

dence

is

seemed

communal nest. The
number of eggs the

the
to

— perhaps

30 or more, too

many

only one protoceratops to have

Each

female

apparently

for

its

rest of the

eggshell. After the eggs

were

of ever-widening

group nest with sand, leaving the eggs

An

concentric circles.

inner circle had a few eggs, the

evi-

next circle a few more and an outer
circle a larger

Baby protoceratops emerge from the

in contrast to

clutch of eight-inch eggs in a pattern

nest

have contained originally

end was smooth,

the wrinkled ridges that covered the

laid.

laid

this

each egg was

shells they

have

just

number. The
tilted up.

fat

end of

The surface

pecked open. At

this

at

to

laid, the

dinosaurs covered the

incubate by themselves. The em-

bryos reached a length of 10 to 12
inches before they broke out
tually to

grow

age they lack the neck

frills

to

— even-

six or eight feet.

seen on their mothers.

A Herd
Formation
for Defense

in

When

overgrazing

food supply, or
predators

if

threaten

modern mammals

diminishes

their

drought, flood or
existence,

their

that live

on the Af-

rican plains migrate in herds to greener pastures.

Dinosaurs

may have done

the same, according to a recently re-

vived theory. The evidence

lies

in

patterns formed by fossil footprints,

which indicate
saurs

moved

that groups of dino-

along a straight path at a

steady pace toward some destination
that

now

of earth.

lies

beneath countless strata

Exactly what the animals

were leaving behind and what they
sought

at the

end of the

trail, are still

mysteries, but the large-scale migrations

seem

to

have been impelled by

the need for fresh sources of food.

These dinosaur herds apparently

were organized

most

in a

unreptilian

way

that

concern

shows
for

young. Today's reptiles generally

a

the
ig-

nore their offspring, aside from eating

one occasionally. But the tracks

left

by one group of brontosaurs indicate
that the largest animals

walked on the

periphery of the column while the
smaller ones stayed in the center. The
plausible explanation

is

that the full-

grown males were guarding the herd
to shelter the youngsters

eating marauders.

from meat-

All

—

A

group of brontosaurs

in

formation

powerful male lookouts positioned around weaker juveniles

in the

middle

— crosses a plain.

Chapter Four: in Man's Body Debts to His Past
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"Evolution," wrote the eminent geneticist Theodosi-

have grown so large

instance,

to contain the

all-

us Dobzhansky, "is a synthesis of determinism and

important brain that they barely pass through the fe-

chance, and this synthesis makes

male pelvic opening, making childbirth often

cess.

Any

of failure,
tinction.

it

a creative pro-

creative process involves, however, a risk

which

On the

other hand, creativity

striking successes

means exmakes possible

in biological evolution

a spectacular failure. After a

reign of 130 million years they vanished
earth, leaving

ment

no descendants. But another experianimal

in the creation of

same ancestral sources
in
it

from the

an evolutionary blind
preserved a thread of

life,

starting

from the

as the dinosaurs, did not
alley.

Down

life that,

end

through the ages

despite

many

twistings and turnings, ultimately led to

strange

what Dob-

zhansky aptly describes as "the greatest success of

—

human body

amazingly

is

efficient,

more

than three billion years ago.
this

enormous span

of time nature alone in-

fluenced the developments that eventually provided

human body with its internal
constantly warm temperature, its

the

significant features that

nate

skeletal support, its
legs for

walking up-

hands for deft manipulation and the other

right, its

to

domi-

more completely than even the
all animals was

earth

the

would enable man

dinosaurs had done. The evolution of

a response to the challenge of the environment. If the

climate

modern man.
The long and remarkable history of the way man
acquired the attributes that make him uniquely successful has left the human body full of traces of
ancestors that were very different from man and led
wholly different lives. A few of these relics are useless or nearly so. At the end of the human spine is a

opment

coccyx, the vestige of a

tion

biological evolution to date"

the

all in all,

the product of trial and selection that began

During

and discoveries."

The dinosaurs were

But

difficult.

was

cold, natural selection favored the devel-

of fur

and

fat.

When

supplies of grass and

leaves spread, so did crunching teeth. Every animal

was

mercy

at the

environment

changed
self,

to

it

of

its

surroundings;

prospered, and

meet the conditions

in

moved somewhere more

or

if it

suited

did not,

if it

which

it

it

its

either

found

it-

suitable, or died.

This dominance of natural environment over evolu-

man appeared upon

came

to

an abrupt end once

or

the scene.

If

he had

balancing organ. Certain other vestiges such as the

creatures,

appendix can give a good deal of trouble. There are

claws; he

man did not need to develop fangs and
made weapons of wood and stone. When

imals

also a

tail

that various furry an-

must have found useful as

few ways

in

a

blanket

which the body has not devel-

oped evenly. The heads of human

infants,

for

to find

the climate turned cold, he

food by preying on other

wrapped himself

mal skins instead of growing a furry

in ani-

coat.

For a million years or more, man's evolution has

been independent of his surroundings, and his adapt-

A six-week-old human

embryo, protected by its mother's
amniotic sac, floats in saline fluid as man's oxygen-breathing
aquatic ancestors did nearly a billion years ago. At this stage
of its growth the embryo resembles a fish more than a human,
with its flipperlike arms and legs, its spine ending in a
tail

and

gill-like

pouches that

will

soon become a lower jaw.

any environment — even the hostile vacuum
— seems assured. But today he ready

ability to

of space

is

to tip

the balance between evolution and environment in

another way.

He

is

now able to interfere

directly with
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processes established by his

own

evolution; in recent

years he has acquired, often without realizing what

vantages that

he was doing, the

for

itance that

ability to

change the genetic inher-

makes humans human. Such power can

lead to disaster: a drug that seemed a valuable rem-

edy for sleeplessness had tragic

when

effects

taken

many

other end. This device proved to have so

man and

it is

now

standard equipment not only

the other higher animals but for

all

ad-

many

of the lower ones as well.

The alimentary canal was
because

a canal,

it is

open

at

a great invention partly

both ends, and partly be-

by expectant mothers, so distorting the normal devel-

cause

opment

tube are protected by their interior position, they can

of their

unborn babies

primitive flippers

And

yet the precise

anisms

that

that limbs resembled

instead of arms and

now accumulating

is

some

nesses. Certain burdens that

promises

of man's genetic

humans

the

weak-

carry in their

evolutionary inheritance might be lifted

—mental

tardation could be prevented, for example,

genetic instructions could be erased. Perhaps

it

successfully

man

The basic pattern

in

will use his

may

granted

that

— an interior and exterior,

right side
in the

body

and

warm

cient earth.

a

mirror-image

we

a front

left side

primeval seas

— the

more than specks

very
first

early

all

rear, a

its start

of the an-

inhabitants

is

al-

It origi-

of

the

multicelled animals, hardly

of jelly.

One

they

as

is

do

often

creatures

in

a simple sac with only

whose

one opening.

of food material is easily controlled,

and

di-

gestive juices released in the confined space of the

tube act more efficiently than they would outside. In

equipped with elaborate

higher animals the canal

is

valves, holding tanks and

pumps, but

its

function has

not changed in nearly a billion years or more, nor

has

its vital

importance diminished. Even the highest

how

supply and protect their alimentary canals.

imentary canal to handle food and water.
the

food,

and

The body's most fundamental feature

among

ing

take so for

simply an inside (distinguishable from an outside)

nated

addition, the straight-through design

anisms whose

—got

seas that rolled over nearly

they were on the out-

animals, including man, can be described as mech-

in the first place.

of the

in

The flow

depend on how well he understands the steps by

which nature formed him

But

if

keeps wastes from getting mixed up with the incom-

its

would

emerging power to steer the course of the future

side.

re-

if

evolution such as further expansion in the capacity

how

absorbers of nutrients than

digestive tract

even be possible to stimulate another great step
of the brain. But

inside the body. Since the cells lining the

be delicate, thin-walled and therefore more efficient

legs.

knowledge of inherited mech-

possibility of controlling

it is

of these primitive

creatures eventually acquired an interior tube into

which food materials were drawn, were exposed

to

processes of digestion and then were expelled at the

depends largely upon

life

The primitive multicelled organism

they

that first ac-

quired an alimentary canal automatically acquired a
front and a rear, the front being the end

where the

food enters and the rear being the end where wastes
are expelled.
or swim,

it

If

such a fore-and-aft animal can crawl

moves

seeking food for
sight

and smell

teeth to capture
tube's entrance,

And when

in the direction of its front end,

its

hungry tube.

to lead
it,

it

If it

to food,

has organs of

and tentacles or

these naturally cluster around the

which then can be called

the creature's nervous system

a

mouth.

becomes
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elaborate enough to need something resembling a

brain to sort out
trol

center

where

is

signals, the best place for this con-

its

near the concentration of sense organs,

services are in greatest demand. Very

its

hum-

The importance
overemphasized.

provides the foundation around

which man's internal skeleton
that

column cannot be

of the spinal

It
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is built.

Every animal

moves vigorously benefits from some stiff mawhich to attach its muscles. For arthropods

ble animals have this close grouping of mouth, brain

terial to

and sense organs, and so does man.

such as insects and crustaceans, the exterior skel-

From remote sea-dwelling ancestors

also

comes an-

other of the basic features of man's structure: his bilaterally

symmetrical body plan. For

living animals that walk,

swim

or

man and most

fly freely,

a

body

having one side identical with the other has proved
to

be the most successful.

front

end

It

gives the ability to

and steer from side

first

ing right side up.

to side

move

while keep-

Only the body's exterior need be

symmetrical; the interior parts not concerned with

comotion may vary

in shape,

are central or paired.

not at

Animals that

symmetry

are apt to have partial

all

snail, or radial

symmetry

lo-

many of them
move slowly or

although

like the

like the

five-armed starfish.

eton provides protection and attachment points for
muscles.

was

of the body's fundamental pattern

a first step in the general direction of

man, and

for about three billion years the creatures that ex-

ploited

were

advantages ruled

its

all

invertebrates

They
them soft-bodied,

in the early seas.

— many

of

secreting an entire

and

insects,

wore

a bonelike structure outside

that the animal

is

new

its

skeleton and

one. This process

costly in bodily material,

it

is

is

not only

also extremely dan-

gerous. For instance, a lobster that has just shed
shell, or

molted,

is

utterly defenseless

under rocks or seaweed

until its

new

its

and must hide

shell

has grown

hard. Partly to avoid this perilous period, lobsters

and most other arthropods remain
quent shedding

is

unnecessary.

small, so that fre-

Many

insects never

shed their external skeletons and do not grow once
they pass the skeletonless pupal stage.
the internal skeleton that permits vertebrates

grow large while still remaining active and efficient. They have no dangerous molt to worry about.
The bones inside their flesh are not discarded periodically but continue to grow in harmony with the

to

rest of the body.

The

boneless things, like modern squid; others, like lobsters

serious disadvantage

cannot grow bigger without shedding

It is

The establishment

A

tural

first

animal to have such an invaluable struc-

form was probably an

early

fishlike

one

first

resembling the modern lancelet, or amphioxus, a

animals with interior spinal columns, the inverte-

creature that lives in shallow sea water and looks

their bodies. But with the

brates' age of glory

had taken

its

over.

most crucial

on, the vertebrates

ample

was

appearance of

The road

fork,

fish,

of evolution

and from

— of which man

is

the

the

this point

supreme ex-

— gradually rose to dominance over the insects,

crustaceans and other invertebrates, which have

ways been

far

more numerous.

al-

like a small, translucent

minnow.

great deal simpler than a

minnow.

teeth,

no paired

prey as

minnows

fins,

do.

no bones.
It is

most of the time burying
its

It is,
It

It

however, a

has no jaws, no

does not pursue

a filter-feeder like a clam,
itself in

sand or

mud

with

forward end protruding to take in water and food;

The Evolving Spine

An

undifferentiated spinal column

served eusthenopteron, an early bony
fish of 375 million years ago. Its

the simple structure in a prehistoric fish to a complex instrument in modern
to support body and head and to aid intricate movements.

From

man, the spine has evolved

similarly shaped vertebrae, joined
to short ribs,

something

to pull against.

The amphibian ichthyostega required a

buoyancy

sturdier spine than eusthenopteron

weight.

because on the land there was no water

were more

The vertebrae

of the

reptile thrinaxodon,

tree

support

its

body

vertebrae, as a consequence,
solidly constructed.

mammallike

ichthyostega, had specialized shapes

and

shrew

extinct primitive

to help

Its

even more

closely locked together than those of

A modern

gave swimming muscles

that resembles

mammals moves

along the ground as well as climbing

sizes: for

example, large near

the limbs, smaller in the lighter

tail.

The uniform

ribs (olive greenj along
eusthenopteron's spine lent
only a lateral undulating movement.

Ichthyostega's large ribs
it

to

Thrinaxodon's neck ribs have shrunk,
enabling it to move its head
far more easily than ichthyostega.

trees,

The

backbone as

results partly

arching and extending its
it goes. Its vertebrae are
designed for both types of movement.

may have

hold up its head on land as
well as supporting its body.

helped

neck
from the shrinkage of

tree shrew's highly flexible

neck

ribs,

now mere

vestigial nubbins.
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Although a quadruped, the ancient
primate mesopithecus was capable
of briefly supporting its body on its
rear legs while reaching and grasping,
and its backbone was accordingly

—

rigid when upright
but flexible enough to allow it to travel
through trees. Its vertebrae have
acquired a variety of shapes. The small

specialized

cervical, or neck, vertebrae permitted

head movement while supporting
the skull either vertically or
The large vertebrae

horizontally.

lumbar region of the lower back
supported propulsive movement.

in the

Mesopithecus' head movement
depended partly on the "atlas-axis
complex" of two neck vertebrae. The
top one, called the atlas because

supported the skull in somewhat the
the Greek god is supposed to
have held the earth, enabled the head
and thus is
to move up and down
it

way

—

known

as the "yes" bone.

The

axis, just

below, helped give sideways head
movement hence, it is the "no" bone.

—

To provide support

for

man's upright,

bipedal posture, the vertebrae of his
spine are strongly locked together in a
flexible, vertical rod. The vertebrae
are increasingly heavy from the
top down to the hip, where the weight
of the body is transmitted to the legs.

The backbone must not only be
strong enough to bear most of man's
weight, it must also be flexible enough
so that he can balance on two legs.
The compromise is not always entirely
successful: man's vertebrae are
separated by easily damaged discs, and
back trouble is a common complaint.

Man's upright posture has also given
him a head position that in relation to
his spine is different from the position
of the heads of semi-erect primates.
The top of the spine has migrated from
its position in back of the skull, in
mesopithecus, to a point almost
directly under the skull. Thus man's
head is neatly balanced at the top of
his fully erect spine, and there it stays
as he freely moves his ribless neck.
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the food sticks in

passes out through

way

This

of

mouth while

its

slits in

life is

the water quickly

the sides of

its

sluggish

its

body the

lancelet

does have features of great evolutionary significance.

Among them
human

is

a bundle of nerves, equivalent to the

spinal cord, that runs

tary brain. Just

below

down

forward end

slightly enlarged at the

it is

back and

its

like a

bend

but prevents telescoping. This

its

is

body sideways

the organ around

which the spinal column developed millions
ago. Its technical

Man owes

name

to the fish

is

of years

the notochord.

link

up closely with

look to be outgrowths of the spine

it.

They

—jaws, teeth and

Yet they did not develop from interior bones

skull.

any primitive creature

but, in the strange

ways

of

evolution, from external features of early fish.

The

skull

may have come

higher animals, the skull
ting right at the

is

first.

In

flaps

back and

forth, these

man, as

a case of sturdy

motions propel the

bones

fit-

end of the spine as though one

tually to

When

dominate the oceans.
fish

appeared

seem

in great

to

numbers

have lived

in

in the Si-

fresh-water

ponds and streams where they sucked nutritious mud
from the bottom through jawless, toothless mouths.

Such mouths were useless against the

large water

scorpions and other predators of that age. Before fish

themselves could become predators of anything be-

teeth that could slash and bite.

had on either side of
skeletal bars

shaped

needed jaws and

As

it

happens, they

their throats a series of paired
like "V's"

with the points

support the

fish. In ear-

gills

As

the
dis-

notochord of some

acquired a hinge at the point of the "V" and became
flexibly jointed, turning into

by

ing those of

ened

it

pose of

bony segments

and eventually replaced
this

it.

that strength-

The

original pur-

more elaborate piece of apparatus was
swim more efficiently. Fish swim

to enable fish to

by means of large muscles covering each side of
bodies.

When

to

and

two pairs of bars apparently

possibly for straining food out of the water.

presumably lanceletlike creature became surrounded
a jointed series of

was

that the fish used for breathing

fish evolved, the first

di-

appeared, but what was probably the third got bigger,

form the internal structure of the head.
In the course of evolution, the

it

the

rected backward. The purpose of these bars

those plates became covered with skin to

that

against and lets the fish bend

these bones were plates of external armor protecting
the primitive brain of an acanthodianlike

fish for-

is

developed from the other. But originally some of

ly fishes

which

swimming muscles something to pull
its body into waves
without compressing or distorting it, which would reduce the efficiency of the swimming action. Backbones made fish much better swimmers than they
would have been otherwise and enabled them evengives

sides very small creatures, they
in all

push against

tail fin,

ward. The great advantage of the backbone

lurian Period they

not only the bones of his back-

bone but other bones that

of

is

rudimen-

a fibrous rodlike structure

that allows the lancelet to

into a series of waves that

the water, and with the help of the

body.

not typical of an active, mobile

vertebrate. But within

bend the body

their

the muscles contract in sequence, they

man and

bony jaws foreshadow-

other higher vertebrates.

Jaws are generally not much use unless they are

armed with

teeth. Surprisingly, these did not devel-

op as might be expected from the bony jaws of the ancient fish but

from sharp points, or denticles, that

studded their skin. (Sharks

still

have denticles, and

Man's Body, Debts
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make shark

they

skin feel like sandpaper.)

As

in

came

Platelike

jointed.

to
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bones of the pelvis and

sharks, the denticles in the skin along the edges of

shoulder developed to provide bases for muscles and

the newly developed jawbones of primitive fish were

fulcrums between limbs and spine. But, strangest of

composed mainly

all,

of dentine, the

principal tooth-

forming substance. Apparently these points grew

became

bigger and bigger until they

Much

with the

later,

with mammalian

rise of reptiles

Permian Period, the dentary, or tooth-

traits in the

bone of the jaw became by

bearing,

true teeth, ef-

weapons, food catchers and food crushers.

fective as

far the largest of

the seven bones of the typical reptilian jaw

gan

man and

the lower jaw in

Much more
and jaws
ly

the other

mammals.

obvious than the origin of

man's indebtedness

is

looking at a fish can imagine

two

its

rear fins

to the fins of the ear-

and waving

like the

upright fish

it

ened and

Such

a

a

fins of

such an

few easy steps

to a

— some bones have to be length-

couple of jointed connections added.

a transformation

did not happen that

it

front fins as rudi-

its

anthropomorphized charac-

might seem only

man's legs and arms

Anyone

upright, waddling on

animated cartoons. From the

ters in

but

it

may work
way in the

in the

man had
from

movies,

real world. If a

had

to

evolved, they had

moved around almost

forward and lay under the body

The process

At the beginning

Age

of Fishes,

movable

pairs of fleshy,

some

They could not be used

The rear fins ended
was not attached to

body up

—

and the place where toenails were even-

at the side, able

fish

some 400

of the

had acquired two

port, the rear fins

could

therefore
force.

The

in a rather small

bony

plate that

had nothing

not

exert

to

push against and

swimming

appreciable

front fins, on the other hand,

attached. But their connection was

were firmly

fairly rigid so that

movement was possible.
But among these early fish was a group known

only limited

crossopterygians, or lobe-finned

On

fish; their fins

crawl slowly out of the
of drought

and make

mud on their fin-legs in
way along the bed

their

the front.

in

it.

found

in

Pennsylvania

feet,

some

of the

most remarkable alterations

in evolutionary history had to take place [drawing,

page

106).

The

short, relatively

broad and

rigid fin

bones lengthened and narrowed, multiplied and be-

devel-

these sturdy fins the lobe-finned fish could

dwindling stream in search of a pool that

and

as

a set of jointed internal

water

legs

swim-

for efficient paddling.

tually to evolve

would have pointed to the back, not
Before fish fins could become human arms,

mil-

Devonian

the fish's spine; without firm sup-

oped stronger muscles and

ed sideways at such an angle they could not hold the

weight

ming. In most cases, these fins were balancing aids
only.

bones.

fish)

its

fins to control their

its fin

modern

support

of evolving limbs began

lion years ago.

point-

those of a

90°

any position.

would have

(like

to

arms swung freely

for walking, while

to reach into almost

primitive fish could have been stood on end,

bones

become human

change direction; by the time

their original orientation, so that feet pointed

Period, the

skull, teeth

fresh-water fish for his landgoing limbs.

mentary arms,

and be-

curved bone that makes up

to suggest the single

those bony structures that would

toes ultimately

An

almost perfectly preserved
in

still

time
of a

had

fossil fish

1971 clearly illustrates the

beginning of the branching of the bones that would
ultimately form the upper arm, forearm, wrist and

hand bones

of the

human

arm.

priceless human skills of walking on two feet and manipulating with two hands
are the inheritance of changes that transformed fin bones to meet new demands.

The

From

Fins to

Limbs

of legs and arms,
such as the fins of eusthenopteron,
heiped primitive fishes to balance but

The eariy precursors

were not much good for propulsion.
Each rear fin fnear right) was attached
to a pelvis folive green), but

the pelvic bone

was not attached

to the

no firm
push against. Each front

spine, leaving the fins with

support to

was joined

fin

shoulder girdle
(far right) that was attached to the
relatively

to a

immovable

In the early

skull.

amphibian ichthyostega
swung to the side and

the onetime fins

developed

become
The hind

joints to

legs for waddling.

flipperlike

leg

was

then attached by a pelvic girdle to
the spine, which provided the brace
that allowed for forward movement.
The shoulder girdle that held the front
legs then became separated from

the skull, providing greater mobility.

Thrinaxodon, a mammallike reptile,
walked with agility. The broad
attachment of the pelvic girdle to the
spine gave added foundation for
a powerful hind limb. The shoulder
girdle

became

lighter, to increase the

mobility of the foreleg.

And

both pairs

of legs shifted from the side position
of the amphibian to a mammallike

location nearly under the body.

The pelvic bones of the modern tree
shrew are elongated and narrow,
accommodating muscle arrangements
the hind legs for agile arboreal

that

fit

and

terrestrial life.

A

collarbone

attaches the shoulder girdle (bolh in
olive green at the far right) to the

only one point. This
animal to
rotate the shoulder and raise the arm.

breastbone

at

flexible joint enables the
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The early primate mesopithecus had
legs well suited to quadrupedal

walking

— iong and placed almost

The pelvic
bone extended forward along the spine
and the forelegs gained mobility
apparently because of the arrangement
of the muscles that were attached
to the spine and also because
the shoulder joints were improved.
directly beneath the trunk.

Man's uniquely effective scheme of
walking on two legs depends on
specialized bone structure. The pelvis
consists of two parts, shown here
in front ftop) and side views, that are
fixed to the base of the spine and
transmit the weight of the trunk to the
legs. The pelvis is short and wide,
providing an extensive base for the hip
and leg muscles. The human arm can
be moved to almost any position
since its end fits in a socket in a broad
shoulder blade that can also move.
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From these adaptable

home

fish, at

The

land, arose the amphibians.

in

water or on

were

earliest

very fishlike; they had the remnants of a
useful for swimming, but

come
what

what had been

still

fish's tail,

had be-

fins

mammals;

these

mammallike

had made another

location

more nearly underneath

tion, the

bones of the thigh

was

gait, like that of

waddle because

a

present-day salamanfour legs projected

all

"arm"
the

moved

move very

far at

each step.

five sets of articulated

tiles

bones forming the

toes.

Toes

to a

the body. In addi-

in the rear

and the upper

more

freely at both

in the front could swivel

sideways. They were not underneath the body, where

But even the limbs of some early amphibians had

fairly fast run-

shift in direction,

ends, so that the legs operated quite differently from

they would carry the animal's weight efficiently, nor

could they

were well

moving from the amphibians' sideways position

if

walking. Their

reptiles

equipped for walking and even for
ning. Their limbs

the primitive amphibians did can be called

stubby, wide-spraddled legs for walking

ders,

—

liest

amphibian limbs, which
The legs of these mammallike repcould move backward and forward parallel with
outward-protruding
in

an

arc.

the length of the animal's body, taking long, efficient
strides. Also,

their feet

were turned so

that they

are essential in running, and later vertebrates exper-

pointed forward; they thus could

imented with various numbers of them. For example,

the ground at each step, adding spring to the gait and

eohippus, the earliest horse, had four toes in front

providing stabler support during movement.

and three

The reptiles were the first full-time land dwellers.
They had efficient lungs for getting oxygen from air

forms of the animal

modern horse has only one functional
moves on the tips of these toes

toes; a

each

in the rear. Later

its

toe

on

— elon-

foot. It

gating

lost

legs to provide a very light foot

lever action for high-speed running.

Man

and

a long

also elon-

into the bloodstream. Reptile lungs

provement over the crude

among some

roll flexibly

were

air sacs that

over

a great im-

had appeared

early fish apparently simultaneously

gates his legs for speed by going up on his toes to

with

run, but he runs less than he

phibian lungs, which often had to be supplemented

uses

this matter;

fishlike

He

of his foot.

all

he

still

is

walks so he normally

extremely conservative in

has the

five toes

with which early

amphibians crawled out of the mud.

When

the earliest reptiles

made

their

appearance

still

legs similar to those of their

amphibian ancestors and

a

had wide-spraddled

clumsy, crawling

gait.

And most

of

the remnants of the great reptile class that survive

today

— such

as crocodiles

and lizards

— are

almost

equally clumsy. But 225 million years ago, at the end
of the

Permian Period, there was a group of

reptiles

that apparently died out after giving rise to the ear-

and they were considerably better than am-

by a system that used the skin

to

absorb oxygen from

was

water. But the reptile's great contribution

scheme

350 million years ago, they

walked with

gills,

of reproduction that

worked on

a

land.

The amphibians,

like their fish predecessors, had
The females extruded eggs into
water, and the males fertilized them there, apart from
the females. From this point on, the eggs were gen-

to

breed in water.

erally

that

on their own, to grow and develop into larvae

would eventually

find

nourishment

independent of their parents. The

was

crucially different.

the female's body.

As

in the

reptile's

water

system

The egg was fertilized inside
embryo within it devel-

the
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was surrounded by

oped, the embryo

a fluid-filled

sac called the amnion; provided with a container of
yolk, for food,

and

and wrapped

tois;

a waste-disposal sac, the allan-

in a

tough

shell.

to-grow package complete with

Only

then, a ready-

own

its

source of

nourishment and protection, was the egg expelled

to

road toward

man

control that

is

ing

man and

— the beginnings of the temperature

to a large extent responsible for

nearly

all

his fellow

mammals

The amniote egg remains the basis

for

human

re-

the

makmost

active and intelligent creatures on earth.

Man

has elaborate systems to keep his body tem-

perature constant within a few tenths of a degree,

whereas the internal temperature of

develop outside the animal.
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ians

and

fish

—

in

fact,

reptiles,

other animals

all

amphibexcept

—fluctuates with that of their en-

production; although important changes differentiate

mammals and

mammalian system from the reptilian one, there
are more similarities than might be thought. An egg
cell is still fertilized inside the mother's body. As it

vironment. The disadvantages of fluctuating body

the

develops
filled

surrounded with an amnion, a

fluid-

it

slightly salty fluid bathes the

embryo, protect-

from shocks, and acts as an internal pond

remarkably

like the

home

of the fish ancestral to both

man and reptiles. There is, of course, no shell for a
human egg. Outside the amnion there is still a yolk
sac, but

embryo

it

is

temperature are many. Lizards, for example, are

contains practically no yolk. Instead, the

supplied with nourishment and relieved of

the chemical reactions that animate their muscles

body functioning properly is to drag itself
morning sunlight. As the radiant heat
warms its body and blood, its heart beats more efto get its

into a patch of

fectively. Its

muscles reach their peak of

By

contrast,

man's activity

broad limits he can run
the day

through the placenta enables the

develop inside

its

al-

The nourishment received

human embryo to
it is much

mother's body, where

transition of life

egg, the reptiles bridged the

from water

to land,

is

adapting to an

Not merely active
temperature.

ternal

life

which mammals would evolve and

ical fish in a

life itself

animals

—

survive in Alaska even

deserve credit for another key development on the

who

has raised troptol-

seem to be mosquito
some types have been found in hot springs,

shows

also

in-

erant of extreme temperatures

whose

limbs, jaws and oth-

depends on

must keep the

living-room tank. The creatures most

where

mammals, may

but

range of their own; changes above or below that bring

larvae

er features approaching those of

and work hard whether

temperatures inside their bodies within a restricted

re-

skeletal structure

fast

All

reptiles, in particular those

in

proper lizard speed.

cold or hot.

produce their kind. The

environment

at

and

almost independent of

quick death, as anyone knows

safer than in a shell hatching in a nest.

Through the amniote

is

activity,

the temperature of his surroundings. Within fairly

of vital materials takes place through the placenta,

which may have evolved from the waste-disposing

away

presently the lizard darts

wastes by the mother's bloodstream. This diffusion

lantois of the reptilian egg.

tor-

pid on cool mornings. Their bodies are so cool that

proceed relatively slowly. The best the lizard can do

sac like that in the reptilian egg.

The
ing

is

it

birds

sues.

their bodies are at

The

limits for

if

about 120°F., while others
ice

forms within their

tis-

man, whose blood temperature

normally fluctuates only a fraction of a degree, are

Care of the Young

^*

yolk sac

ll

to man, care given to the young becomes ever more complex, and the
elaborate protection given a human baby indicates its evolutionary pre-eminence.

From amphibian

In Man's Body, Debts to His Past
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allantoic cavity

allantoic

membrane

The embryo of the spiny anteater, an
early mammal, lies in an egg in
the mother's uterus.

It is

partly fed

on uterine fluid that reaches the yolk
sac through the egg shell (double line).

After laying an egg, the anteater
somehow places it in a hairy pouch,
where it incubates. Inset shows
the position of the pouch in the center
of the mother's lower abdomen.

Hatched

two weeks, the infant
pouch
lining. It stays in the pouch for
10 weeks, after which the mother cares
for it until it is more fully grown.
after

gets milk from glands in the

mmmiimm,

kangaroo the egg shell has
thinner. Nourishment is
secreted by the uterine wall. It then
flows through the egg shell layers to
the yolk sac and on to the embryo.
In the

become

amniotic sac

yolk sac

Less than an inch long, the kangaroo
born alive and returns to the
warmth of its mother's body at once.
is

Grabbing the hair on her belly,
climbs up into her pouch (inset).

it

placenta

The kangaroo's mother has welldeveloped teats in her pouch on
which the baby suckles. It leaves the
pouch after four months but returns
to suckle for many months more.

yolk sac

placenta
umbilical cord

The human embryo

is

surrounded hy

tissue that contacts the uterine wall.

This area, the placenta, removes
waste materials and carries nutrients

from the mother

to the

embryo.

amniotic sac

Because the human embryo depends
on food supplied not by the egg
but by its mother, its yolk sac is tiny
and the fetus continues to be
surrounded by a f7uid-/illed amnion.

baby can suck, which
can feed at its mother's
breast. It can also grip, cling, cry and
cough. Otherwise helpless, it needs
intense and prolonged maternal care.
At

birth the

means

it
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very narrow; death usually comes above 109.4°F. or

American Midwest the thermometer drops below

below 77°F.

— 40°F.

The
is

body temperature

life-or-death importance of

related to

its

connection with physical activity. Ac-

which

in summer climbs over 110°.
managed mainly by escaping the

and

in winter

Reptiles and insects

extremes

—burrowing into the ground, hiding under

supplied by food-

rocks or retreating into water. Even so, their body

processing reactions within the body, and these

temperatures went up and down, varying widely

metabolic reactions proceed slowly in the cold and

from the level of

tivity requires energy,

The

rapidly in warmth.

is

many animals dou-

rates of

ble with an increase of about 20° in
ature, but all biochemical processes

their rates in the

same way. Thus,

if

body temperdo not change

the internal tem-

perature goes very far over the normal upper limit,

some

scientists believe,

much

that

it

uct than the

one process may speed up so

so

much

if

cannot produce the

it

the

re-

quired amount of a product needed for another vital
step. In either case, the

by extreme changes

body

in its

is

thrown out of

own biochemical

Within the life-or-death
is

limits of

kilter

reactions.

body temperature

almost always one temperature

at

which bod-

processes operate most efficiently. The develop-

ment

ways

of

to

keep the body

at that ideal point

forms a principal theme of evolution. Fish

have had

along, with their ability to keep

less of a

problem

in general

in this respect than land

body

same

for all

mammals and
mouse

at 98.6°F., a

ies

about nine

are

internal temperature near 100°F.

temperatures

many

To maintain

it

usually varies up to

mits his vigorous activity,

up and cool him

sible

—

to trace,

summer temperature

of 56°F.

drastic alterations in air temperature

—

in parts of the

has acquired a whole

— and

in

warm him

The evolution

many

no trace

in the fossil

some can be deduced.

One important need for temperature control is
Man, like many animals, has a layer of

and

of

cases impos-

because they involve nerves, blood

—a

in-

fat

blanket that evolved very early

the reptiles. Presumably he once had external

insulation as well.
to survive

man

that per-

sulation.

among

a

the process-

body temperature

soft tissue that leave almost

under his skin

and

makes

necessary.

off as

these features is difficult

area in the North Atlantic, has a winter temperature

Land creatures, on the other hand, had

an

Clearly,

battery of special equipment and actions to

about 25°F. For example, Rockall Banks, a fish-rich

of 49°F.

horse at

cells die).

the precise

and

as that of other natural en-

keeps

es of life operate at the highest safe rate (at higher

record. But the origins of

vironments. In any ocean,

Man

at 97.7°F., a

degrees warmer.

pecially large bodies of water like the sea, does not

much

almost ex-

is

birds.

99.8°F. and an elephant at 97.1°F.; songbirds' bod-

animals; the temperature of their watery habitat, es-

fluctuate nearly as

creatures

body temper-

Astonishingly, the best temperature

his

may slow down

there

came

body can handle; and conversely,

process

advanced

ature constant at an ideal level.

actly the

limit, a

energy production. But as

more

progressed,

smoothed out these peaks and valleys (graphs of body
temperatures, page 113) until the birds and mammals

produces more of an intermediary prod-

temperature drops below the lower

ily

evolution

efficient

He

still

his close cousins

more. Such fur

is

now

has some hair on his body,

among

the apes have

much

believed to have appeared

first

Controlling Heat

As heat

control improved, nnima/s kept body temperatures even, despite air temper-

ature changes

— increasing their activity and

decreasing dependence on environment.
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ones called mammallike,

reptiles, the active

whose general

may have had

line of

development suggests that they

a furry covering.

Among

the

mammals,

fur has developed into an excellent protection against

They can adjust the insulating power of
by making the hairs stand up to form a thick

cold.

fur

retaining layer.

Human

"fur"

insulation any more, but the

is

tiny muscles at their roots are told

is

when

the

without the conscious

ically,

mals and has been reported

Some snakes apparently

effort
is

produces

It

muscular activity

common among mam-

New

York's

to coil

tract

their

low and then to conspasmodic manner that

room temperature
muscles in a

around their eggs

is

shivering; the action keeps

temperatures from dropping as the

Even an

contracting

its

air cools

insect such as a butterfly

wing muscles

to

may

warm them up

body

this loss, the arteries carrying

a

nearby pair of veins. The returning blood

of this heat

from being

dissipated in the capillaries and carrying

some back

rent system

is

used, however, only

needs to conserve
cooling

is

its

the

below

ing blood can pick

over

is

up no

is

actually visible

To

when

blood

of

is

How

—

warmth

warm weather

in

control evolved

is

—

man, his distant

warms

air.

But

if

is lost.

protect against overcooling there

is

also a tricky

change-

the veins

the countercurrent system of temperature

before

already too cold, the blood flow near the

restricted so that less

arterial heat. This

than they are in cold weather.

independently

to the capillaries near the skin,

can be dissipated into the cooler
is

the other hand,

return flow

under the surface of the arms are noticeably larger

not known.

cold water.

And

an arrangement
through

the tuna

is

its

It

arose

— apparently

number of animals, including
mammalian relatives the whales, and
in a

one

at least

temperature higher than

body

On

heat.

required,

ing

the

The human countercurwhen the body

into the trunk of the body.

from internal organs

skin

all

birds like geese that spend

temperature-control mechanism both

it

in the

veins picks up heat from the outgoing blood in the ad-

and cools the human body: the blood-circulating system. Blood streams through the body, carrying heat

where

blood

outward are deep inside the limbs, each paralleled
by

shiver,

taking off for a flight on a cold day.

One

To reduce

another set of veins near the skin, where the return-

the

77°F.

bulk.

switched from the countercurrent-exchange veins to

and

when

human

one's hands and feet get cold before the rest of the

insects.

in reptiles

Bronx Zoo have been seen

resembles

— every-

shiver to generate extra heat

keep their eggs warm. Pythons in

to

These extremities lose heat rapidly

jacent arteries, preventing

and

heat through muscular activity but does so automat-

normally involves. Shivering

chines.

surfaces are large compared to their heat-conserving

by the body that

shivering.

device called a countercurrent heat exchanger in ma-

heat-

use for

of temperature control,

apparently an ancient one,

legs, similar to the

body. Because they are so thin their heat-dissipating

needs more protection from the cold.

The second mechanism

human arms and

in

their

few hairs that remain

stand up dutifully as goose-pimples

still

it

much

not

arrangement

to

much
fish,

time standing in

the tuna, has such

reduce heat loss to the water pass-

gills

much more

and thus maintains
its

a

body

surroundings; as a result,

energetic than other fish and

can maintain long bursts of high-speed swimming.

While
and

all

mammals

use blood flow both to

to cool their bodies,

warm

they also have specialized

In Man's Body, Debts to His Past

schemes solely

for cooling.

Man

sweats.

The water

released through pores in the skin evaporates and in

doing so gets rid of heat.
as

horses,

—achieve

sweat,
the

but

A

few other mammals, such

many

— dogs,

for

instance

How

same end by panting.

dogs'

panting helps cool their bodies has only recently been

They rapidly pull
noses, where the air

learned.

air into their

their

is

lungs through

cooled by a secretion of

away from

water; the cool air then takes heat
inner surfaces of throat and lungs.

mam-

other

Still

the

mals have evolved a different technique for evapo-

by licking

rative cooling: they moisten their fur

do, and no reptiles nurse their young or
them the long protective attention that man and

most birds
give

most other mammals give

their offspring.

safe to say that without

It is

warm

bodies to en-

courage vigorous activity and the growth of

intelli-

mammals,

small,

some

gence

the

of

true

first

shrewlike creatures that appeared before the dino-

have given

saurs' reign ended, could not

rise to the

primate line that culminated in man. This active

found

its first

life

great challenge in the trees. Arboreal

To run

The main center for controlling these temperaturemechanisms is the hypothalamus, which

along yielding branches and leap from tree to tree
called not only for good vision and good balance but

located at the base of the brain and functions some-

for quick mental computation.

regulating
is

over their eggs, hardly any feed the hatchlings as

living is not for the stupid or the fumbling.

it.
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what

like the

house.

It is

thermostat governing the furnace in a

extremely precise.

begins to drop or

rise,

When

the temperature

the hypothalamus

orders

first

a decrease or increase in blood flow. If the air tem-

perature around an unclothed
80.6°F.,

man

decreases below

blood flow cannot compensate for heat

and the hypothalamus signals for shivering

loss,

to pro-

vide internal warmth; at 87.8°F., blood cooling
insufficient for an unclothed

man, and

at that

is

tem-

feet that could clutch

Uniform temperature seems associated with
is

intel-

too complicated to spell

also required

hands

branches securely.

Man's amazingly dexterous hands,

his acute ste-

reoscopic vision and his superior brain are clearly
the.

legacy of agile tree-dwelling ancestors.

shadowing

of the

human hand probably

first

A

fore-

occurred

in a creature resembling the lemurs, primitive pri-

mates that
gascar.

still

inhabit the tropical forests of

Modern lemurs

Mada-

live in trees, like squirrels,

but instead of climbing by

means

squirrels do, they use fingers

perature sweating begins.

ligence. The connection

and

It

of sharp claws as

and toes

to grasp twigs

and branches. Their thumbs and big toes are to a certain extent opposable to the rest of the

hand or

foot,

the

giving a better grip and permitting the lemurs to pick
up and manipulate objects. Modern monkeys, descen-

bodies. Moreover,

dants of primates considerably more advanced than

only warm-bodied animals have the complicated be-

the lemurs, have hands approaching man's in their

out here, but

it is

evident that the only animals with

notably elaborate brains are the
birds,

both of which have

warm

mammals and

havior patterns that have meant so

much

to their

survival. For instance, they take care of their

much more

effectively than the cold-blooded

intelligent reptiles.

Only

a

few

young

and

reptiles stand

less

guard

range of

movement and

Arboreal

life,

general dexterity.

developed only by the primates, has

been a prime factor

in the

development of man's

three-dimensional vision. The eyes of most

mammals

Evolving from a line of vertebrate ancestors, man emerges with a highly refined sensory apparatus, the most complex and most important part of which is the intellect.

Refining the Senses

upon the fundamental structure
concerned with the
sense of smell, the midbrain (purple) with vision, and the
hindbrain fbrown) with balance and hearing. Since smelling
Man's brain has been

shown

is

built

in the fish: the forebrain (green),

so important to the

fish,

the forebrain

is

relatively large.

is linked to breathing
smelling and breathing organs are
separate: in the species above, the sense of smell lies in four
membrane-lined pockets (two of which show in this side
view). These deal only with smell; most fish breathe by gills.

In the evolution of vertebrates, smelling

and

eating.

The

fish's

In the reptile the organs of hearing and vision have become
more important, so both the midbrain and hindbrain are
enlarged. Furthermore, the brain as a whole is becoming more
complex. For example, the midbrain has expanded its role
in coordinating the reptile's increased

sensory

activities.

and breathes through one passageway
Thus the reptile cannot chew
and breathe simultaneously. But there have been advances: a
membrane-lined concha (green) humidifies incoming air; the
hook-shaped pocket above the mouth is a tasting area.

The

reptile smells

(gray) opening into the mouth.

eardrum

mechanism for hearing has
become more intricate. Now an eardrum (green) transmits
sound waves via a middle ear (which has evolved from the

The early vertebrate ear served primarily as an organ of
balance. As the cross section at right shows, in fish the organ
consisted only of an inner ear (purple); a hyomandibular bone

In the land-dwelling reptile the

(brown) transmitted vibrations

fish's

to the

inner ear from

the water, constituting the start of a hearing mechanism.

hyomandibular bone) to the inner ear. Two bones
brown) below the eardrum form the joint of the jaw.

(light

In

The mommol's brain
has
has

is more complex, and sense coordination
moved from midbrain to forebrain. The forebrain

now developed a folded cerebrum on top, involving
memory and learning. The hindbrain has also developed
a cerebellum to coordinate increasingly

The mammal uses smell

to identify prey,

complex movements.

hence the large nasal

cavity contains elaborate olfactory membranes.

Numerous

conchae (green) warm and humidify the air and help discharge
excess body heat. A secondary palate between nasal and
mouth cavities permits simultaneous breathing and chewing.

Man's Body, Debts
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In man the midbrain and the hindbrain with its cerebellum
have not increased greatly in size compared with the
forebrain, which, with its cerebrum, now dominates the brain.
Nearly all brain /unctions that are man's alone most

important, abstract thought

Man

can chew and breathe

— center

at the

—

in this part of his brain.

same

time. But the acuteness

of his sense of smell has been reduced. The reason, many
scientists believe, is that his tree-dwelling primate ancestors

concentrated chiefly on vision rather than on smell to
survive. Similarly, only three conchae (green) remain in man.

external ear

In the mammal the bones that formed the reptile's jaw joint
have moved inward (brown) to become a part of a middle ear,
which acts as an amplifier. The inner ear (purple) now has a
spiral tube, the coiled cochlea (light purple).

membrane whose

It is

lined with a

parts vibrate to different frequencies.

of man is simply a well-developed mammalian ear,
with an external ear (right) that collects sounds; an ear canal
that funnels them to the eardrum (green) a three-part middle
ear (brown); an inner ear [purple] that differentiates
frequencies and then passes on the information to the brain.

The ear

;
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toward the sides of the head so that the

are located

animal sees two separate pictures, both of them lack-

An improved and more humanlike

ing in depth.

burglars crack safes (they sandpaper their fingertips
to bring the touch-sensitive

nerves closer to the sur-

works only on contact
at zero distance between the sensor and the thing
to be sensed. As a tool for finding food and recogface of the skin). But touch

system of seeing can be traced to a primitive primate

—

may have resembled the tarsier, an odd little hopping animal, now living in the East Indies, that uses

nizing friends or enemies, touch

that

slender, fingerlike toes to cling to upright branches

and stares

world with large night-prowling

at the

on the sides of the head

eyes. Instead of being placed

these eyes have

moved

to the front of the face,

they point well forward, as do those of
er higher primates.

Thus

their fields of

permitting the tarsier to observe

its

where

man and

oth-

view coincide,

world

in

depth

through stereoscopic vision. The eyes of monkeys

and

all

other higher primates are also normally

equipped with the fovea, the section in the eye's

ret-

ina that gives a tiny area of sharp, colorful vision in
the center of a

much broader

view furnished by the

The
life in

brain.

great

but fuzzier and duller

in vision that

brain, in fact,

which works

Smell

came with

has apparently developed

is

at a distance.

a specialized form of touch, since

water and sensitive nerve endings in

By

the time fish

in air or

nose and mouth.

had evolved, the smell sense was

well developed and the nerve cells that received smell
signals

had developed

into olfactory bulbs at the for-

ward end of the little brain. Smell is extremely refined
in such modern fish as salmon, which depend on it to
find their

way hundreds

the spot

where they

of smell

is

ever,

delicate than

—he can detect as

billionth of an

up a

river to reach

will lay their eggs.

more

also

of miles

little

Man's sense

generally rec-

is

as 32 millionths of a

ounce of the substance musk. (How-

man's sensitivity

is

far surpassed

by that of the

male gypsy moth, which can smell a female seven
miles away, responding to four millionths of a

mands

lionth of an

of the senses, for the signal of a sensation
to a reaction inside

some control

the image.

The

earliest sense to arise

single-celled organisms used

it

was

touch; even

to gather their food,

"swallowing" particles they brushed against, and

might be argued that the very appearance of the
life

it

first

on earth depended on the chemical touch between

nonliving molecules in the primordial waters. Touch,
highly refined, remains an important sense to

—

it

man

enables the blind to read Braille, distinguishes

wool tweed from

silk satin,

From

center.

Eyes pick up visual images but only the brain sees

and unfortunately helps

de-

it

over billions of years largely in response to the de-

must lead

by

far surpassed

pends on contact between odor molecules

ognized

rest of the retina.

improvement

the trees also stimulated the growth of the

The

smell,

is

It

the

ounce of sexual

man

fish,

bil-

attractant.)

also gets his sense of hearing.

apparently developed in the early jawless fish as a

balancing device, a hollowed curve within the skull
filled

with

movements

fluid

in

and with

help keep these fish on an even keel;
ful for hearing. Later

sac that

responded

cells that

the fluid. All this device

was used

fish,

it

did

was not

use-

however, evolved an

to regulate

buoyancy, and

to

was
air

this sac

converted the original balancing organ into a hearing
device. Pressure

waves

— sounds — striking

disturbed body fluids inside the

fish,

the sac

and movement

a

In Man's Body, Debts to His Past

body

of these

fluids affected the balancing organ.

This hearing arrangement worked well for

when amphibians had

problem that engineers

Sound waves

in air

was

fish,

but

they ran into the

in air

an impedance mismatch.

call

now had

listening device that
is in

hear

to

to

filled

cause a response in a

with

fluid

— as

it still

man. The human nerve endings that transmit

sound

to the brain are

lea of the inner ear.

submerged

The

—which,

much

in the

where intelligence
upward to accommodate
tion

cerebrum, the frontal por-

The

resides.

skull bulged

the brain, giving the

key face that human look that

is

fascinating to

monsome

people, disquieting to others.

solution to this air-fluid

eyed tarsiers made enormously important contribu-

human body

— the ham-

and stirrup bones of the middle ear

attached to a

employed, helped give the monkeys comparatively
large brains,

Primitive primates resembling lemurs and wide-

the most delicate bones of the
anvil

bination of good hands and good vision, constantly

in fluid in the coch-

problem was the eventual development of three of
mer,
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new

structure, the eardrum,

tions to the

development of man's body, and

his

closer cousins, the apes, carried the progression further. In structure

and

ability the brains of

modern

apes definitely approach those of man. They are built

human

brains with a generous amount of "gray

convert sound from the air-pressure waves vibrating

like

waves in the cochlea.
The human middle ear is the end product of long and
complex evolutionary steps: its cavity evolved from

matter" on the wrinkled surface of the cerebrum.

the eardrum to fluid pressure

one of the

gill slits

and

of fish,

evolved from bones of the

The

three crucial bones

its

twists of evolution that converted a fish's bal-

ancing organ into a

human

hearing device gave

an extremely delicate sense.

became one

of the

most

And

man

hearing eventually

human

crucial of

senses

—

child born totally deaf has great difficulty in learning
to speak,

cut

him

and

off

his lack of ability to

communicate may

from human society. However, not hear-

ing or smell but vision led to the great expansion of

the brain that elevated

man

over

all

humanlike brain comes the

this

memory and

manlike

start of a hu-

power.

reasoning

chimpanzees are particularly adept

Captive

at solving

prob-

lems devised for them by animal psychologists.

jaw.

fish's

With

other animals.

With

all

their

humanlike characteristics, however,

the apes never evolved the one crucial trait that

makes the human body unique on
to walk upright through life on two

earth
feet.

— the

ability

But some an-

cient relative of theirs did.

Erect posture put the man-ape on the road to be-

coming

a true

man.

It

set his

hands free

greater manipulative ability, placing

mands on

vision.

And

still

to

develop

greater de-

the interaction of

all

these

mammals smell is the all-important sense.
They snuffle their way through life on the ground, de-

developments stimulated further growth of the brain.

warn

were needed, only minor changes of proportion such

For most

pending on odor

them

to lead

them

to

food and

to

of danger. But as the primates evolved, their

sense of smell declined as their vision improved, and
their brains

were modified

to

encompass the flood of

information passed to them by the eyes. The com-

By and

large no further major skeletal

as lengthening of the legs.
of man's

body

improvements

The physical construction

—which began over

a billion years

ago

with a simple, soft-bodied creature with a tube extending through

it

— was now complete.

The Expressive Face
The dead-pan coelacanth, modern
descendant of a primitive fish, lacks the
facial muscles that enable complex
creatures (below and opposite) to
express fear and hostility and, among
higher animals, even joyousness.

One

reptile capable of facial
communication, the frilled lizard, uses
muscles ffine lines) modified from
those of the typical lizard. By spreading

folded ruff (far right) when
it has two expressions:
2. Threat
Normal

its

endangered,
1.

As mammals evolved, muscular

tissues

crept forward to cover the face with

mask characteristic of the
group. The opossum shown here, a
relatively primitive mammal, can use
the mobile

simple muscles to communicate a
when startled, to express
fierceness when alarmed, and to "play
possum" like an unpalatable corpse:
its

threat

1.

Normal

3.

2.

Strong threat

4.

In the primates, facial

Mild threat
Feigned death

muscles become

increasingly specialized, permitting

more complex combinations of cheek
and mouth positions to impart the
precise messages a social

life

requires.

A

surprised rhesus monkey first
reacts with a mild threat like the

opossum, but when it learns whether it
has been startled by foe or friend, its
face can convey many other meanings:
1.

Mild threat

5.

2.

Despair

6.

3.

Anger

7.

4.

Lip-smacking

8.

(cautious greeting)

Grimace
Normal
Horror
Strong threat

—

These drawings show how facial expressions and the muscles that produce them
from a fish's blank mask to the eloquence of man's ever-changing face.

— evolved

In Man's Body, Debts to His Past

The very intelligent chimpanzee
communicates not only from necessity,
but often simply because it enfoys
exchanges with its fellows. It is
equipped with a far richer complex of
especially around the
facial muscles
than most
eyes, brow and mouth
other primates. A chimp can convey
not only such basic reactions as anger
or terror, but a variety of emotional
and factual information required by a

—

life

—

of a highly sociable character:

1.

Wailing sadness

7.

2.

Fright

8.

Enjoyment
Normal

3.

Astonishment

4.

Attention

10.

5.

Frenzy
Hooting
excitement

11. Terror

6.

Many

9. Hilarity

12.

Anger
Grinning

amusement

specialized muscles

set in pairs

— almost

all

— control man's eloquent

repertoire of facial expressions. Two
down the sides of the nose to

pairs run

raise lips

and

nostrils in disbelief

and another pair raises
the mouth in a smile f3). The band that
knits the brows is one of the few
(drawing

13),

unpaired expression-producing muscles.
Sharp pain

1.

Silent pain

10.

2.

Skepticism

11. Playfulness

3. Hilarity

12.

Eagerness

4.

Flirtatious interest

13. Disbelief

5.

Mocking inquiry
Normal

14.

6.
7.

Joking threat

Concentration
Fear
16. Bored cynicism

8.

Amusement

17.

9.

Surprise

15.

Rage
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Chapter

Five:

The Power of the Group

Bold, strong individuals, Africa's oryx antelopes nevertheless live in sociable groups. Here a herd streams across the grassland.
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man

Every

likes to think of himself as a

independent individual, separate from

mans and

able,

if

cannot.

other humans, that
ciety.

a

is,

to

Humans need

be members of

live

benefits

more than

to

be with

human

—food,

few weeks without the

a

so-

vital

shelter, protection, cooperation, in-

formation and simple companionship

— that

society

The most famous man who

was Alexander

lived in total isolation

Selkirk, the sailor

for Daniel Defoe's fictional character
soe. But

Selkirk

was

able

experience on a deserted

an almost ideal

isle

spot. Juan

coast of Chile, where he

because

with

dangerous beasts.
he managed

It

a

it

Fernandez

had with him

took place in

in

1704 after

was reasonand

climate

was stocked with

to catch for

lonely

island, off the

was marooned

temperate

model

Robinson Cru-

survive his

to

a quarrel with the captain of his ship,
fertile,

closely cooperating cells,

have

like the

goats,

food and clothing.

his personal possessions,

ciation

among

more primitive

still

So man, who believes himself individual,

so,

no

which

And he

including

he suffered hor-

(the castaway's

invention), and

man, Friday,

when he was rescued

and four months, he could speak only

dence on social organization costs him individual

freedom but
great

power

may be

it

pays him back

that

many

comes with group

Man's
village,

of

human

— arose

from his own special

tribe,

nation

qualities, and they cannot be said to have evolved

from the group
Yet

many

living

engaged

of the elements of

by other animals.

human

society have

to exist in other societies, so that
life

explain in

characteristics of man's
sible to explore the

tions

in

life.

many
Thus

enlightening
it

development of

now

animal

ways

has become possocial organiza-

on earth over millions of years, partly by
life

discovered in fos-

and partly by deducing the early patterns of
still in

existence to-

day among both primitive and advanced organisms.

far worse.

is

do not make

— family, hunting band,

association from those that are

low individuals, there

man

social organizations

man

But beyond a man's need for association with

Alone, a

er animal, but his individual advantages

sils

self-reliant Selkirk

life.

him dominant; only with the development
society did man come to rule the earth.

studying the clues to organized

even the hardy and

times over in the

physically and mentally superior to any oth-

gun, clothes and other inanimate support from hu-

would have fared

both

is

an obligatory participant in a higher society and the

incoherently. In a less favorable place, without his

society,

single-cell bacte-

rialike units of life.

and even plant

after four years

And even these cells,
human body, may each also be a

kind of society, the product of lower levels of asso-

musket and ammunition. Even

was Defoe's

which look and be-

once were.

which make up the

been shown

from loneliness

of

independent one-celled animals that

their ancestors

such helpful artifacts of an advanced society as a

ribly

some

product of earlier levels of association. His depen-

able to provide.

is

for a while

ably

a

Only under very exceptional circumstances can

man

alone

other hu-

all

circumstances demand, to get along

He

without them.

unique and

fel-

the requirement for another

In a sense, life

depends on organized association. The
appeared when certain chemical

kind of association, internal rather than external.

first

Each human

substances were organized into a pattern that enabled

is

made up

of a society of trillions of

living things
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them

to

Man

reproduce themselves, generation after gen-

eration (Chapter

2).

But for some two billion years,

aging them but also utilized the energy released
it

reacted with their food

when

— carbon-containing sugar

each such microscopic grouping of chemicals was an

compounds present

independent unit of

oxygen reaction releases much more energy than do

from

its

life,

surviving without assistance

neighbors. According to a 19th Century the-

ory of the evolution of animal cells that has been restated in recent years, the

step

first

other

— a kind of existence scientists

symbiosis.

call

ways

This great leap toward complex, advanced

somewhat

living occurred

when

ago,

very

the waters of the earth

simple

nisms. There were

many

were populated by
microorga-

bacterialike

single-celled

of

than one billion years

less

had been

kinds, for they

slowly evolving for more than two billion years.

Some

of

them swam by means

of whiplike

tails.

Oth-

ers floated passively in the water, absorbing dis-

solved food through their body walls.

One

kind, the

blue-green algae, had gradually acquired the ability
to

make food

out of water, carbon dioxide and the en-

ergy of sunlight through a process called photosynthesis.

The

free

oxygen released during

was slowly accumulating

in the

the history of

life,

modern man and

To most

creatures of that remote age, free oxygen
ly poison.

Some

dants live today.

dangerous

gas.

mud, where

A few managed

large bacterium

accustomed

of living, without oxygen,

cell evolution, a

to the old-fashioned

was

way

joined by one or more

of the new-style oxygen-users.

These oxygen-users

entered the body of the host bacterium but did not

harm

it,

nor did the host digest

its

guests.

From then

even-handed

on, the organisms lived together in the

partnership of symbiosis. The large cell engulfed or

absorbed carbonaceous food, only partially
it

utilizing

as before, while the smaller guest cell (or cells) in-

side the large one

combined the

down food

host with

of

its

partially broken-

oxygen

to

produce

additional energy for both.

This rich supply of energy from free oxygen
the

first

such symbiotic partnership more

made

efficient

cri-

made

to

ilar

to

modern

wriggle quickly

spirochetes,

whose

— attached themselves

entire

bodies

to the outside

They derived energy and nour-

of the composite cell.

was

ishment from the host while the vigorous motion of

in.

a dead-

when

Others

re-

their descen-

adapt to the new,

They not only prevented

—

of the living

species doubtless disappeared

oxygen invaded the water they lived
treated into oxygen-free

cording to the symbiosis theory of

new life form's ability to move around was limited
(it may have merely floated). That fault may have
been corrected when many threadlike bacteria sim-

but a crisis that

his society.

the most efficient things on earth.

Presently an extraordinary thing happened. Ac-

atmosphere where

possible the evolutionary process leading eventually
to

came

than other single cells without partnerships, but the

This buildup of oxygen brought about a major
in

oxygen be-

process

this

none had been before.

sis

Since this carbon-

earlier life processes, these users of free

toward society

came when two dissimilar units of life joined forces
and each became dependent for survival upon the

in the water.

it

from dam-

now become a triple
move rapidly through the water in
search of food. The new mobility, which was backed
by plenty of energy, made such composite cells the
their bodies

enabled what had

partnership to

terrors of the one-celled world.

The Power of the Group

Whipping

tails,

or flagella,

which

act like out-

still

board motors for many microorganisms,

may

not be

the only contributions that threadlike bacteria
to the

composite

the periphery of the host
pellant, part of

it

which came

Most

cell,

where

it

to

at

acted as a pro-

may have moved deep

and contributed

made

While the flagellum stayed

cells.

into the host

the evolution of the nucleus,

majority of scientists maintain there simply

not

is

cell evolution.

distinction
rialike

is

it

But however the nucleus de-

make

so important that biologists

between prokaryotic (prenuclear) bacte-

which evolved during the long ages

cells,

while the earth's atmosphere slowly acquired

its

oxygen, and the eukaryotic (truly nucleated)

which were made
correct,

when

possible,

if

free

cells,

the symbiosis theory

is

prokaryotic cells of three kinds joined

in partnership. In
cells

a

any

case, the nucleated eukaryotic

became dominant, and

all

modern animals,

in-

Although
led at

this eukaryotic

first

experiment

at

group living

only to single-celled organisms,

it

proved

very successful. The eukaryotic cells were quick
specialize, evolving into
all

available

ways

innumerable forms

of getting a living.

to

to exploit

Some swam

fast,

some more slowly; some crawled on solid surfaces,
others sat still and waited for food to come their way.
Most remained microscopically small, but a few grew
to a size big

enough

ked human eye,

if

to

have been seen with the na-

there had been one.

Some

of these

nucleated single-celled forms became extremely complicated.

ing in unison.
cilia

When

Modern examples have senses

of

taste,

(small flagella)

cilia

an obstacle

is

all

beat-

encountered, the

go into reverse, making the organism back away.

So there must be something

One

like a

nervous system to

little

predators did not

cilia.

obstacle these fierce

overcome was

their small

size,

They

of one-celled organisms.

an inherent limitation
get their

oxygen sup-

ply from the water by simple diffusion through the
cell

membrane. The

oxygen

it

larger the cell becomes, the

needs and the more trouble

the oxygen to

its interior.

it

more

has getting

Conceivably, some system

could have evolved that would carry oxygen into the
cell

so efficiently that

would have received
is

much

larger one-celled animals

they required; but so far as

all

known, such an adaptation never appeared.

stead, to gain the

larger size,

some

many

In-

competitive advantages of

one-celled animals used another

was cells of the same
species that banded together, became interdependent
and formed multicelled animals. The superorganisms
stage of association. This time

cluding man, are descended from them.

Some

mouths

and a digesting and eliminating system. They swim
by means of innumerable

The

yet enough evidence to be sure of this explanation of

higher

(or at least light-sensitivity).

kinds, such as paramecia, have well-planned

synchronize their

to control the cell's reproduction.

of these ideas are being hotly debated.

veloped,

touch and sight
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that

came about

way are called Metazoa. Ants,
men are metazoans. They are all

in this

elephants, mice and

superorganisms of associated

Most

it

biologists

of the metazoans.

have

cells.

little to

say about the origin

They do not know

positively

how

they arose and do not expect ever to have anything
better than fairly convincing hypotheses.

event occurred deep

in the

Precambrian

ended about 600 million years ago, and

The great
which

era,

all

the likely

participants were microscopically small and so soft-

bodied that there

is little

chance they

left

meaningful

—
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fossils. Certainly

biologists can

azoans

in

do

none have been found. The best the
is to

study the simplest modern met-

hope of determining how the

them

of

first

arose from one-celled animals.

One

idea holds that the

first

metazoan developed

out of large single-celled forms that were covered

with small whipping

one nucleus

nuclei. Since
cell, it is

possible that

and had several or many

cilia

is all

some

that

partitions to separate their nuclei.
into sections, each with its

needed

is

for a

of these ciliates acquired

own

A

cell partitioned

nucleus,

is in effect

a

multicelled organism.

A

more widely held hypothesis maintains

that the

metazoans originated not by the division of one
into

many

cell

but by the association of one-celled

gellated organisms into colonies.

fla-

Such colonies of

one-celled organisms exist today. In

some cases

cells

remain essentially unchanged;

may

lead independent lives and form

if

by dividing normally. In others the

the

separated, they

new

cells

colonies

have sur-

rendered their independence and assumed a function
in the multicelled

organism that makes normal

impossible outside

it.

The best-known colonial form that appears
some specialization among its cells is volvox,
tiful,

to

life

have

a beau-

green, slightly elongated hollow sphere about

three hundredths of an inch in diameter that

swims

through the water while spinning merrily. Volvox
contains chlorophyll and can therefore be classed as
a

green plant, but at

its

level of life there

viding line between plants and animals.

organisms act
tosynthesis

like plants in

its

Many

move and

animals. So in discussing volvox
ignore for the time

no firm

di-

lowly

depending partly on pho-

otherwise

but

is

it is

feed

like

quite proper to

plantlike characteristics.

The structure

of this single-ceiled

microorganism

— a modern Paramecium

believed similar to ancient forms
exhibits specialized features as do cells
of the complex human body. The
Paramecium has two nuclei to control
fa large one right
and a small one, not seen,
next to it) and countless hairlike cilia,
some to propel it through water
and others to sweep food into its body.

reproduction

of center,

The Power of

Volvox

is

made up

of a single layer of cells that

are almost exactly like free-living flagellates, single-

swim by means

celled organisms that

Normally the

cells

of flagella.

swims around happily as
were wholly content to live alone. However, it

one of them
if it

is

detached

it

cannot reproduce, and after a while

volvox

cell

has obviously cost

dependence of
uent

it

dies. Life as a

it

something of the

in-

cells in several

in fact, controls its constit-

ways.

It

makes

their flagella beat

unison so that they move the sphere through the
its

cells take part in reproduction.

Volvox demonstrates

degree the two main characteristics of any met-

azoan.

Its cells

and they
ism as

a

all

Not

all

anything
not

have specialized, even

if

only slightly,

cooperate for the welfare of the organ-

whole

human body

is

spin.

—

same way

in the

that the cells of the

metazoans are necessarily descended from
like volvox.

The habit

uncommon in the

of forming colonies

one-celled world, so

some

sci-

entists believe that the border between independent

single cells

and organized groups of

more than once, making
of

it

cells will act out their crossing of

where they can be watched. By the tens

cells

was crossed

possible for different kinds

of thousands

they can be seen to stream toward central points,

making blobs

that are easily visible to the

naked eye.

each, a peak rises up, falls sideways and forms

From

long

inch

much

warmth.

crawls

that

If it

were

as three fiftieths of an

toward

slowly

in its native soil,

and

light

would nor-

it

mally seek the surface.
After crawling a while, the slug upends
of

its cells

form

a

base firmly attached

itself.

Some

to the surface.

Others make out of their bodies a slender hollow
stalk.

The remaining

up the

cells flow

stalk, turn into

thick-walled spores, gather in a spherical mass and

wait for better days.
sacrificed; their

do.

unison like

in

the evolutionary border on a laboratory culture plate

Only certain

water and periodically reverse

to a

The slime-mold

a sluglike creature as

a single-celled organism.

The volvox organism,
in

if

and behave

the cells of a metazoan.

are firmly fixed in the volvox

sphere, with their flagella pointing outward, but
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amoebas abandon

able bacteria have been eaten, the
their individual free life

Group

the

Some

of the

amoebas have been

dead bodies have gone

to build the

base and stalk. But the others get a chance to be widely distributed. If they

as individuals they

all

had stayed

in the

depleted soil

might have died of starvation.

However, once the spores reach
ment, such as fresh, moist

soil,

of each flows a free-living cell

a proper environ-

they break open. Out

hungry for bacteria.

multicelled animals to descend from different

kinds of colony-forming

cells.

Indeed, some humble

forms living today have not made up their minds
about which side of the line they belong on.

Among

The

earliest

metazoans were not

at all like

any of the other higher animals or plants, but they
had enormous potential for improvement. The future

was

Released from the one-celled body

them are certain slime-mold amoebas, which spend

of life

part of their active lives as independent cells that

plan, they could form large structures of

look like other amoebas. They normally live in the

vantageous shapes. Their constituent

soil

and crawl slowly through

it

engulfing bacteria

and reproducing by simple division.

When

all

avail-

man, or

theirs.

many

cells

ad-

could

specialize to perform particular duties, such as form-

ing a protective outer skin. Large

numbers

of

them
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could act in unison to change the shape of the or-

ganism or

As

to

move

its

the metazoans

became more complex, most

their cells lost the versatility of their

of

any complex society. Muscle

veloped the ability
forming

to lengthen

chemical

latent

into

of

independent an-

cestors and concentrated on a specialty like

members

the

mechanical

energy. Gland cells devoted themselves to producing

Some

a single secretion.

cells stored reserves of fat;

became connective

others

tissue that held the or-

ganism together.
Before the metazoans could grow big and become

among

needed

better

communication

When nerve cells

evolved and spe-

they

fast-moving,

their parts.

cialized in carrying electrochemical messages,

of

them gathered

human

whose whipping

lungs are cells

and keep the passages

tails of the

Most

some

Their

clear.

cilia

cilia are

manner from

ferent in any significant

cells de-

and contract, transactive

to

move

dust and other foreign particles toward the mouth

limbs or tentacles.

not

dif-

the whipping

one-celled ciliates.

of the body's trillions of cells normally live

out their lives in complete subordination to the larger interests of the

body

as a whole, but occasionally

one of them reverts to an ancestral urge

to

reproduce

independent of body control. Since the body supplies
everything the

cell

needs for growth, the maverick

multiplies without limit and eventually kills the

body

by clogging

cells.

This

is

vital

organs with masses of useless

cancer, a cellular rebellion reminding us that

our bodies are social organizations held together by

laws that can be flouted only

at the risk of death.

as a sort of computer, the brain,

where information from

— societies of

was received and
analyzed, and from which commands were sent to
outlying parts of the organism. The culmination of
this development is, of course, man, whose highly organized brain is the most distinctive part of his body

All animals of any size are metazoans

and the source of his dominant position on

evolutionary leap on a grand scale were the insects.

the senses

earth.

cells

—but the process of grouping together for more

was

the formation of societies

dividual metazoans.

The

Appearing on earth

Body

cells

metazoan

A

do not vary much

is,

the

more

large elephant

cells its

in size, so the larger a

reptiles,

body

ly

is

apt to contain.

may have something

drillion (6,000,000,000,000,000) cells.

like six qua-

Man, although

The next step
composed of many in-

effective action did not stop with them.

at

first

creatures to

make

this

about the same time as the

over 300 million years ago, the insects quick-

spread over the land and evolved into innumerable

forms, both plant-eating and meat-eating. Their mastery of flight gave

them a great advantage, but

their

he can be classed as the most complicated of the met-

heavy external skeletons contributed toward making

azoans, gets along very well with about 60 trillion

growth

(60,000,000,000,000).

could have overcome this size limitation by physical

Among

these

man's ancient
haps

a

billion

independent

human

origins,

years

lives.

cells are

some reminiscent

of

stemming from the time, perago,

when

all

cells

lived

Lining the air passages that lead

difficult

and keeping them small. Perhaps they

modification of their bodies, but they did not. Instead,

some
tain

of

them did something analogous

to

what

cer-

protozoans had done almost a billion years

before,

when

they evolved into the metazoans.

The Power

The individual

insects did not stick together to

form larger bodies,
sects are

much

like the cells of the

too complex for that.

metazoans.

In-

The individuals

and can

tors

fairly

of the

Group

be called social cockroaches. The

—wasps (and their relatives the hornets),
bees — are
rather closely related, de-

other three
ants and

all

remained physically separate, but they acquired the

scended from primitive wasplike creatures.

ability to act in closely cooperating social

habits of the four differ greatly. Social

many members.

taining

Insect

likened to fairly large animals.

groups concan

societies

A large

may have

be

colony of one

winged predators

many

as 22 mil-

than 40

have taken

pounds, but the colony acts like a single superorga-

sect cattle.

members

lion

nism

and

that

can

many

do

as

impossible

things

for

individual insects. These strange and wonderful societies

preceded by perhaps 50

the time
his
to

own

100 million years

when another metazoan, man, would form
human societies, and come

dominate the earth.

everyone

anthill

can

fail to

admire

of their food by cap-

Many

ants are ground-

to farming of a sort,

The

who

even

ethereal honeybees,

to

some

keeping

in-

which charm

studies them, support their elegant col-

onies entirely on pollen and nectar extracted from

Many termites specialize in eating wood,
many homeowners have discovered.

flowers.

too

all

The customs
their

extraordinary organization. Streams of ants issue

some

The

wasps are

living predators, but others are vegetarians;

superorganisms,

No one who watches an
its

to

that get

turing other insects or spiders.

together weigh more

ant species, for instance,
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means

of

as

of social insects vary as widely as

making

a living, but

most

of the col-

onies are started by a female, or queen. She has wings
that enable her to fly a considerable distance

home colony and mate with

from

winged male mem-

out of the nest at an orderly pace, often along roads

her

that they have cleared; the ants return with prey or

ber of another colony, thereby avoiding inbreeding.

other food; the nest itself

is

ministered, with guards at

around
istics

its

door and the area

entrance neatly policed. These character-

suggest orderliness, discipline, planning, pro-

vision for the future,
force

carefully built and adits

— an

example

all

for

regulated by an invisible

human

behavior.

A

similar

conclusion could be reached by watching almost any

kind of ant, termite, social wasp or

honeybee —

all

a

some cases she mates with several males and
enough sperm to fertilize her eggs during many

In

stores

subsequent years of egg laying.

A
ter

typical

queen ant breaks

off

her wings soon af-

mating. She selects a patch of suitable

rotting log, a cavity

and burrows into

it

soil,

a

under a stone or a piece of bark,
or under

it

chamber. She seals herself into

to

excavate a small

it

and waits almost

makes

motionless while some of her eggs mature in her ab-

the thousands of individuals in a colony behave with

domen. She extrudes them and when they hatch

are insects and

all

show

a self-subordination that

the four

seems

to

make them

similar

modern kinds

tends the tiny, soft larvae as devotedly as any hu-

man

metazoan.

to the cells of a

Of

that eerie unity that

of insect that

have

at-

mother. She feeds them with secretions from

her jaw glands

— equivalent

to

milk

— and sometimes

tained true social living, the oldest are probably the

with unhatched eggs. All this time she normally does

which descend from cockroachlike ances-

not eat, but the large wing muscles in her thorax dis-

termites,
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A

solve in her blood, helping her fat reserves to keep

colony? Instinct regulates most insect behavior.

her alive and feed her young.

worker confronted by larvae automatically provides

first

she cannot feed

few as food

the larvae, she cuts up a

The

If

and

wrapped

emerge as minims:

later

food, operating according to a hereditary

for the others.

larvae turn into pupae, often

silken cocoons,

all

sterile

female workers. In spite of their tiny

know

exactly

size,

in

tiny,

they

They issue out of the nest
in search of food for themselves and the queen. If
they are successful, the young colony prospers. The
queen lays more eggs, and this generation grows into
what

to do.

workers. More tunnels and cham-

larger, full-sized

bers are excavated. The queen, her mothering duties

taken over by the large and small workers, turns into
a passive egg-laying machine.

minutes. Her

She

is

fed every few

abdomen becomes enormous; she may

lay thousands of eggs in a single day, millions dur-

ing her lifetime.
the queen

is

not very

from that of the females of other, nonsocial

insects that take

good care of

havior of the workers that

one

to teach

them what

is

to

their young.

It is

the be-

remarkable. There

do

— the

its

The workers know how

to build the nest,

own

is

no

queen does not

— but each species has

pattern of behavior.

which may

be very elaborate, with canny provisions for ventilation

and insulation. They know

invaders.

how

Most

in

some way how

queen and the young,

to take care of the

age for food,

how

to for-

best to defend the nest against

of these duties they perform cooper-

They have no leader; the queen does nothing
but lay eggs. At certain times of year winged males
and fertile, winged females are produced to fly off to
atively.

start

new colonies.

How
ly?

Or

scheme

that

But instinct alone

cannot explain the complex patterns of cooperation

among

insects.

When

a

worker ant

is

attacked by a

predator, soldier ants or other workers quickly arrive

on the scene

— even

if

they have been at some dis-

tance from the incident, and could not have seen

(many of them are blind

in

any

case).

have known one of their colony was
is

How could

in

obviously some form of communication

they

among

system of signals that enables them

sects, a

it

danger? There
in-

to pass

information from one to another.

The

social insects

have no sound-wave language

capable of conveying detailed

commands

or data.

wasp

Vision,

when

present, cannot be used in the dark-

ness of a nest. All social insects touch one another
frequently, but for limited purposes such as begging
for food.

There

is

no known

electrical

communication

between individual insects as there
cells

is between the
About the only remaining
communication available to insects is the

of the metazoan.

means

for

chemical sense of smell or
This chemical sense

is

taste.

apparently the secret of

sect society. Its existence

had been known

for

nest,

itself so

effective-

the beehive or the termite

in-

many

years, but only in the 1950s did extensive research

demonstrate the extent

to

sess the ability to secrete

sophisticated

ways

which
and

social insects pos-

to

respond

to a variety of

in

very

chemical com-

pounds, some of which are barely discernible to

humans. These chemical signals are secreted by

does the anthill govern
the

built into the cells of its body.

Sounds, indeed, are not important to most of them.

The mothering behavior of
different

is

all

colony members, and even by unrelated insects that

have sneaked into the

nest.

These substances, called

From independent Cells

Human Society

to

Single-Unit Life
First

simple independent organisms ot a type called monerans

bacteria

blue-green algae

Multiple-Unit Life

Groups of simple forms among a type called protistans

amoebas
Parameciums
slime molds

most algae

Plants

mosses, liverworts
ferns

naked seed plants
flowering plants

Animals
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Man

way

the workers from feeding and rearing larvae in a

would make them develop into queens. If the
reigning queen dies and the supply of queen subthat

stance

interrupted,

is

changes

its

lack

chemical

triggers

colony that permit the workers to de-

in the

of certain

Many

species have

a specialized military caste of soldiers

armed with

castes, especially

enormous jaws or with

large glands full

or gluey liquids. There
sional

army

some

of

selves. If

young

is

kept

at

termites.

is

of poisonous

evidence that this profes-

proper strength by pheromones,

which are released by the soldiers themone kind of pheromone predominates, fewer

soldiers appear.

If

another kind predominates,

more to emerge.
As more pheromones are discovered every year,
the subtlety of their uses becomes clearer. Most mammals are now known to employ them to some extent

it is

the signal for

and some

human

behavior.

One

expert,

Harvard, has suggested:

where

may even

scientists think they

on

other

communicate

"It is

worlds

entirely

to

design,

on

The

by the exchange of chemical
paper

at

... It is

least,

of information with rather

insects'

that

exist

good

not dif-

a chemical

communication system that can transmit

amount

of

conceivable that some-

substances that are smelled or tasted.
ficult

influence

Edward O. Wilson

civilizations

females that are descendants of a single egg-laying

queen.

When times

are hard,

a

large

efficiency."

chemical systems of communication

human

communication depend on squirting perfumes out
of glands that

open

all

over their bodies.
is

an important parallel be-

tween insect and human

societies.

both social insects
of

life

that could not

The

citizens of

differences are

human

Indeed,

have been established except

by organized groups, and some of these ways of

show astonishing

Two

life

similarities.

groups of tropical ants are nomadic hunters

sweep through the forests like conquering
hordes, marching in columns to attack every living
creature that cannot run or fly away. These driver
that

and army ants can sometimes
pecially

if

large reptiles, es-

kill

they have been immobilized by a heavy

Human dwellers evacuate their villages to make
way for the ants; when man returns, he finds his
meal.

homes
and

free of insects, spiders, centipedes, scorpions

lizards.

Such

efficient predation is

perhaps not

unexpected, but other insects engage in what seem
to be almost civilized pursuits.

A very common
iniscent of

and successful type of ant

human herdsmen who

the milk of their cattle.

aphids (plant

lice)

The

is

rem-

live principally

on

cattle of the ants are

or other small insects that suck

Professor Wilson envisioned, but nevertheless insect

nities.

quick-

and social men founded rich ways

shoots and other soft plant parts

phasize the similarity of insect and

move

ly into a great variety of ecological niches.

the sap of plants. Aphids are

it is

Both were so

successful they enabled their creators to

and cooperation have never reached the point that
society has proved so effective

beings do not as

a rule eat their babies. Neither does their system of

Nevertheless, there

velop young queens.
Pheromones also regulate the population

among

ile

common on tender
in many cases be-

—

easy to overem-

cause their ant proprietors have put them there to

human commu-

graze. Often the ants dig tunnels to take the aphids

numerous and

basic.

The

nations are not predominantly ster-

to places they

could not reach on their own, such as

plant roots. But even aboveground, ants can be seen

The Power of the Group

guarding their small cows and milking them
ing their backs with their antennae to

exude a sweet

— strok-

make them

honeydew, which the ants

fluid called

Ants have never developed real agriculture
their

animal husbandry.

the harvester ants,

consumption,
lings clear of

which

it

can.

The

It

would be easy

to

for

store wild seeds for later

to plant edible seeds

and keep the seed-

weeds, but apparently they have never

and

cattle

stomach microorganisms that

their

microorganisms help

vert the cellulose to protein

human

carry back to their nestmates.

match

either but harbor

gest

food.

vital that

To
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—milk

to con-

— for

and meat

the leaf-cutting ants the fungus

every young queen,

when

she

is

flies off to

begin a brand-new colony, will carry a pellet of
a special
It is

so

it

in

mouth pouch.

hard to understand

how

tiny ant brains, aided

by information-carrying chemicals, can do anything

which seems

taken advantage of the fact that planted seed will pro-

as complicated as fungus culture,

duce many more seeds of the same kind. However, a

quire not only skill and knowledge but a good deal of

large group of the

New World

leaf-cutters engages in a
ing:

more unusual kind

They grow fungus gardens

in

chambers following practices similar
to

known

ant species

as

of farm-

underground
in

many ways

commercial mushroom culture. These ants cut

foresight. Nevertheless they

walks

in a tropical

do

American

it,

to re-

and anyone who

columns

forest can see

of leaf-cutting ants carrying angular bits of leaf to-

ward

a nest entrance.

of obstacles.

If

They march along roads cleared

leaf litter

dumped on

is

a road, a re-

Human

green leaves into handy fragments, carry them to un-

pair squad quickly appears to clear

derground chambers sometimes 20 feet deep and

agriculturalists in the tropics hate the leaf-cutting

chew and moisten them to a pulpy mass. They
fertilize this culture medium with their feces and add
bits of their special fungus that in many cases is not

ants,

there

Weed

found except

in ant nests.

may develop

are removed.

types of fungus that

Soon the pulp

with fuzzy whitish threads and

little

is

covered

round

balls of

fungus, the principal food of the ants.

The

ants'

plants,

which

is

to

make

us-

the structural material of

very plentiful but

is

indigestible to

animals above the level of the protozoans. The ants'

fungus digests

it

and turns

it

into tender food

on

which the ants flourish. This scheme for upgrading
an ordinarily unusable food source has been im-

proved on only
cellulose

slightly

by man, who cannot digest

any better than ants can.

lulose, in the

form

of hay, to cattle,

ants. In

Man

feeds cel-

which cannot

di-

away.

defoliate several cherished fruit trees

in a single night,

but they can do

some areas

the ants

little

make human

against the
agriculture

almost impossible. They have been called "the real

conquerors of Brazil."

Forms

of agriculture

similarities to

fungus gardens permit them

able food of cellulose,

which can

it

human

and herding are not the only

society discernible

among

the

ants,

for the ant societies are amazingly

Some

kinds of ant are quiet and law-abiding, asking

no more than

to

be

left in

diverse.

peace to gather their seeds,

milk their insect cows or cultivate their fungus gardens.

Others are sneak thieves that dig slender

tunnels

among those

through small doorways

of

larger ants

to steal

and emerge

what they

can.

More

violent ants raid the colonies of other ants,

kill

workers and devour

Some

their helpless young.

their

of

these carry the young of a raided nest back to their
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Wordless

Languages
of Love

Prancing, parading, puffing
these pages

is

engaged

rious business for
to

own brood chambers. When

young captives

the

emerge, they become slaves to their fierce masters.

A great many

fashion broken the code of their hosts'

That

tion system.

mimic

their

is,

some
communica-

have

in

they look like the host ants,

movements, caress them

in

ways

that

please them and often secrete odorous substances at-

There are thousands of varieties of

tractive to them.

in courtship.

Courting

species because

— which, of course,

vival. Feeling a sexual urge

is

it

is

is

a se-

the prelude

fundamental

to sur-

and lacking man's speech,

other animals rely on wordless signals to recognize

ant nests also harbor as guests other

insects that are tolerated because they

mating

all

— each of the creatures on

members

of their

their desire.

own

species and to communicate

The male peacock spreads

feathers; a female

his

gaudy

howler monkey secretes a scent

entice males. Sexual

to

communication can be as com-

plex as the ballet of the female ostriches at bottom
right or as simple as the croak of the

male toad be-

low, to which any nearby female toad will respond.

these guest insects, including crickets, cockroaches,
flies,

mites,

members

sow bugs and

of the colony

human

The guests pass

as

and are fed as kinfolk instead

as enemies

of being killed

guests in

beetles.

— and,

families, they

may

like

permanent

take over. Often

the guests lay eggs that their hosts care for;
the alien eggs hatch and the larvae

grow

when

large,

they

eat the host ants' larvae.

One kind

of ant

welcomes

certain guest-beetles

more diabolical in taking advantage of
The beetles' glands produce a substance
which the ants become so addicted that the whole

that are even
their hosts.
to

colony

is

ants try

disorganized.

first to

the nest

If

is

disturbed, the

save the drug-pushing beetles, car-

own kind. The
where the ants feed

rying them to safety ahead of their
beetles breed in the ant colonies,

and tend

their larvae at the expense of their own,
which often develop aberrantly. The beetle larvae reciprocate by eating the ants' young. They might well

destroy the whole colony except for the saving fact
that the ants'

way

of tending the beetle larvae

they are ready to pupate

when

— covering them with
later —
fine for ants but

and then uncovering them

soil

is

death for beetles.

For some 50 to 100 million years such social
sects

in-

have been one of the earth's dominant forms of

A

toad's love calJ sweils his vocal

pouch

to

an enormous

size.

To

attract a mate, a

Competing

male

fiddler crab

waves

his claw,

for a lone male, female ostriches high-step

and an aibatross stretches

on a Kenya savanna.

When one

his wings,

which may span aimost

female

the group, the male pursued her.

left

11 feet.

Man
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Though not as conspicuous as the large reptiles
mammals, their swarming numbers have always
made up for their small size. They still do. In most
parts of the modern earth the biomass (total body
life.

insect system of fine tubes that pipe air directly to

or

the oxygen-using tissues.

weight) and energy consumption of the ants alone ex-

same

ceed that of the vertebrates living in the

Most individual mammals are bigger than the total
members of an ant, bee, wasp or ter-

size of all the

mite colony. The mammals' size enables them to
exploit

area.

ties,

The immensely successful and complicated world
the social insects

is

the product of association

of

among

individuals that otherwise could not have exploited
their

environments nearly as effectively. Then

shouldn't a similar device

The great

work

for other animals?

cial insects attained

by

joint fighting action or

Large size also makes
cold, so they

mammals

mammals

—but they died

far. It

that might

all

dividual small insect or reduce

it

to

seem

to

make group

the pressures should have fa-

vored the individual over the group:

may

Mammals may

not necessarily need the competitive edge of society

the cold on the surface or easily dig

row.

Mammalian temperature

many

individuals in constructing weatherproof nests

is

as necessary

of

Mammals

of growth

to be

—a

same pace

as their bodies; they

shed and regenerated

costly

at

and dangerous process

And mammalian respiration, which
vigorous heart pump and a circulating

sects.

a

tem

to carry

great deal

oxygen

more

each stage

to those tissues that

efficient for sizable

for in-

uses lungs,

blood sys-

need

it,

is

a

animals than the

sects

when

societies.

are also able to rear their

young

in

ways

on which

An important advantage gained by in-

they became social

was

the care that the

workers of the colony could give the young of
generations.

not

and does not encourage the formation

mammalian

insects depend.

do not have

dig co-

pensate for hot weather. So the joint action of

out encountering serious difficulties. Their internal
at the

in-

control can also com-

that do not require the social organization

grow

an

mammal can defy
its own snug bur-

because they can grow much larger than insects with-

skeletons

kill

dormancy. To

avoid cold weather, ants, for example,

not so effectively. But an individual
societies is

cooperation less useful for them than for insects.
it,

blood protect

that might

individual insects of similar size cannot do, at least

something of a paradox, for mammals are physically

the face of

keep warm.

operative burrows deep into the earth, something that

known.
The ultimate success of mammalian

ways

to

and create

tions the world has

constructed in

warm

effective social organiza-

to surpass the insects

most far-reaching and

remained

by

less vulnerable to

do not need group living

them against low temperatures

3)

so-

building strongly defended habitations.

—

out suddenly before they got very

On

ecological opportuni-

them powerful protection against

Their big, insulated bodies and

nosaurs lived in groups (Chapter

for the

gives

it

many

reptiles

organization

the

and

effectively

most enemies, providing a degree of security that

why

may have started to develop social
there is now some evidence that di-

more

The

later

insect nurses, protected in guarded

chambers and supplied with food by foragers, protect,

feed and clean the young until they reach

full

adulthood. Individual nonsocial insects cannot rear
their offspring so safely

and

effectively, but individ-

The Power of the Group

ual

mammals do something almost

young grow

fairly large

as good. Their

within their mothers' bodies

and then are fed with milk and other food
are able to take care of themselves.

operation by

many

and does not

offer as great a

mation of

individuals

until they

Here again, co-

not as necessary

is

premium

for the for-

societies.

Despite

all this,

The reason

is

did form societies.

that group living did yield

When mammals must

them

certain

among

pred-

group living offers defensive advantages.

advantages.

good brains. Some monkeys are so

live

fairly

tightly organized

into social groups that they appear unable to live singly.

Baboons are elaborately

the African veld

is

the fighting males.
still

many mammals

man's ancestors, acquired

until the primates,
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largely

on

social; their survival

due

by

to united action

Chimpanzees and

have

gorillas

other kinds of social organization. But neither ap-

proaches the level of even the most primitive forms
of

human society.
was not until

some

the appearance

It

five million

Musk

years ago of man's immediate predecessor, the man-

wolves by

ape Australopithecus, that the development of com-

forming a rough

ring, horns outward, with the young
The cries of prairie dogs spread through
towns the news of approaching danger. On the

plex social behavior began to accelerate. Only with a

in the center.

degree of social organization unprecedented

ators,

oxen protect themselves from

their

other hand, the predators
operation.

packs that

may

circling

also benefit

from co-

Modern wolves and wild dogs hunt in
can attack large prey more successfully

and more safely than a single animal could, and

seems

likely that their ancestors

began

to

it

develop

such cooperative behavior several million years ago.

Groups such as

made up

these,

now

of blood relatives.

band, so the members could depend on each other in
defense, hunting and food sharing.

catching small game, while the males sought larger

prey and looked out for defense. Since they were

A

pedal,

tively

and perhaps an oc-

casional "in-law." Sometimes the organization
a

is

very

recognized leader or

weapons such

as

wooden

They must
weapons effecprey. The hunting
clubs.

the wits both to use their

and

outthink

to

their

efficiency of these man-apes was

veloping, requiring

several dominant adults, usually males, that will take

imentation,

but

precedence over the younger, weaker or less expe-

organization

it

many

a long time in de-

millions of years of exper-

although

it

depended on

social

also furthered such organization.

Perhaps the biggest benefit derived from a success-

rienced members.
societies are relatively crude. Sophis-

ticated social groups

bi-

they were capable of making and carrying

have had

their children,

group has

di-

young and gathering vegetable food and perhaps

and

Such family

They probably

vided up their duties, the females taking care of the

primitive

loose, but often the

and prosper in a world

Australopithecines must have been loyal to their

social unit will nor-

and

80-

four-and-a-half-foot-tall,

dominated by bigger and more dangerous animals.

mally include parents, children, the parents' brothers
sisters

this

survive

visible in other

not too big, are usually

if

pound

could

creature

their beginnings to ap-

Similar social patterns that are

modern mammals must trace
proximately the same time.

mammals

among

among

the

mammals had

to

wait

ful

hunting

way

to the brain's

of life

was

the encouragement

it

gave

development, for with the increasing
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Life Before

Man

human of
when human lan-

complexity of the brain came that most
achievements: speech. Just

how

or

guage was developed no one can say for sure, but
is fairly

way

certain that the successor of Australopith-

Homo

ecus,

to

erectus, the first true

man, was on the

society,

is

the critical necessity of an ad-

and speech

is

guage,

Equipped with

Homo

was

erectus

modern man, although
was not yet apparent.
If

a simple but sufficient lan-

his

firmly

means

the best

of

to

outside observers had toured the earth half a mil-

would not have selected

Erectus as particularly important.
ous,

on the road

enormous future success

lion years ago, they probably

developing a crude language.

Communication
vanced

it

culture.

and

in

He was

not numer-

comparison with the planet's larger

man

communication. The chemical pheromones employed

animals he was physically weak, as modern

so effectively by

But he had a fairly large and growing brain, rudi-

ful

the social insects are generally use-

only at short range; the visual signals of

imals

work only when sender and

many

an-

receiver can see

each other; the sounds that other animals use are lim-

mainly

ited

to

warning signals and mating

with rudimentary speech early
give
cle

commands ("You go

around the

hill"],

man

calls.

straight ahead, while

transmit information

("I

lion across the ridge"), discuss plans ("Let's

camp"] and, above

all,

Even

could probably

is.

mentary speech and a constantly improving culture
that he could pass on

from generation

These are the essentials that enabled
scendant,

isms of

Homo

human

to generation.

modern

his

de-

sapiens, to create the superorgan-

societies

and conquer the

earth.

cir-

Since the appearance of Sapiens about 300,000

saw a
move

years ago, man's biological evolution has been over-

I

diffuse information through-

shadowed by

his

cultural

and

social

Physically he has not changed much.

No Stone Age

out the band. With language, the experience of each

man, properly clothed and barbered, would

member became the experience of all. Even the
knowledge of members long dead was still useful; it

tention on the streets of

contributed to the band's traditions and accumulated

spectacular and rapidly evolving society.

has

New

made modern man modern

York or
is

evolution.

attract at-

Paris.

What

the success of his

Mirrors of
Man's Society
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Driver ants march through an African rain forest in a disciplined column, soldiers with raised pincers Ranking the mass of workers.

Twenty

million strong, a

whole

ony of driver ants moves out
shaped column [above)
nest, after

col-

in a well-

to build a

new

exhausting the resources

cessful completion of a

common

In this ancient society

— as

other social organizations

imals

— man finds

in

task.

many

among

an-

counterparts to his

other, using a rudimentary yet precise

language of vocal
apparently pair
ships.

calls. Titi

The pampered young

within reach of their old one. They

own

may march

on a division of labor and cooperation

of adult

common objectives. These
counterparts to human life are iso-

tion of the hunting

as a mile
for a

for three days

and

as far

— the equivalent of 125 miles

man. And

at

every

moment

their

long trek will depend upon complex
social behavior, in

which the actions

of each insect contribute to the suc-

behavior, for

all

societies

depend

toward

lated,

rather than

uniquely
there.

combined

human way,

Thus

in

the

but they are

prairie dogs talk to

one an-

monkeys

off in lifelong relation-

of chim-

panzees are taught the work and ways
life.

But not until the evolu-

erectus,

more than

ago, did

all

bands of

three elements

love and learning

Homo

half a million years

— come

— language,
together in

the powerful society of man.
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In a termite

mound, worker

termites, their

abdomens dark with

o nutritious

mixture of

mud and humus,

feed a huge queen-mother.

The Automated

Mound

of a Termite

mounds

In

man

as

prehistory's
terns
that

complex as many

termites duplicate

city,

of

Life

organized

earliest

social

behavior

may have been

a hu-

some

of

pat-

— patterns

down more
when di-

laid

than 100 million years ago,

nosaurs walked the earth.

A typical mound, like that of the African

genus Cubitermes

tains a king

{left},

con-

and queen and thousands

of their progeny. This huge colony

works together by

more

rigid

a

caste

system

than any tried by man.

Normally, only the king and queen
are fertile, and they do nothing but

breed; their sterile offspring perform
all

other tasks. Soldiers, about 3 per

defend the

cent of the population,
In special nursery chambers, eggs hatch and adult workers tend the growing infants.

mound

against such enemies as ants.

The workers maintain the mound,
groom the king and queen and care
for the young. They even eat for everybody, doling out predigested food

from their own abdomens.
This complex behavior

is

controlled

by chemical signals. The termites are
blind and deaf; their senses of smell

and

taste,

responsive

to

secretions

called pheromones, serve for

commu-

nication. Thus, new-laid eggs issue a

command

chemical
that says,

in

effect:

to

the

workers

"Take us

to

a

hatchery!" Even the size of the population

is

regulated by pheromones;

when the mound conmany soldiers, the excess of

for example,
tains too

soldier

pheromone prompts workers

to attack

Workers rush

to

patch a breach in the

mound

wall, using

mud cemented

with saliva.

them and devour the surplus.

A Code of Yips and Yelps in a Prairie Dog Town

The rodents

called prairie dogs have

developed a type of society so successful that hundreds of millions of

these animals flourished in the Great
Plains before the white

A

major element

man

in their

came.
success

is

the vocabulary of barks and calls that

earned the rodents their misleading

name

—a

language that

is

one of the

most precise systems of communication in

nonhuman

societies.

With

town,

many

acres

its

dog

help, the inhabitants of a prairie

even square

or

miles in extent, gain superb protection
against a wide range of natural ene-

mies
cats

Sounding an exuberant two-note

call, a

prairie clog

pup leaps up

A

— eagles,

hawks, coyotes, bob-

and badgers.

town

divided into independent

is

to sign

each inhabited by a clan, or

territories,

coterie, with

an average membership

of one male, three females
six pups.

The members

and about

of a coterie

rarely stray outside the boundaries of
their territory,
all

and they

intruders. But they

fiercely resist

and

all

their

neighbors are bound together by the

/

language of prairie dog
sharp

grazing prairie dog to

A

about for danger.
high barks

sends

all

calls.

A

single

across the flatland alerts a

call

is

sit

up and peer

series of short,

a full-scale

alarm that

the creatures scurrying un-

derground. Finally,

when danger has

passed, a single animal balances on

fe,«

clear" call

— and

the

whole town

sounds as the jubilant signal

up from burrow

An

adult dog alerts the entire township to danger with a series of short, nasai yips.

its

hind legs to sound the two-note "all

to

burrow.

is

re-

taken
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r

*t

V

A

prairie

dog family takes the

air outside a

burrow. The raised entrance

is

both a vantage point and

a barrier against flash floods.

Among thelitis
an

Exclusive

Society for Two

The

monkeys

titi

America

of South

are believed to pair off for

practice

This

life.

habitually followed by only

is

two other primate

species, the gibbon

and, most of the time, man. In

man

pairing off normally involves the

com-

plex institution called marriage and
the practice of sexual fidelity.

main

tis'

interest

The

companionship;

is

The

sexually they are promiscuous.

warmth

of their lifelong relationship

expressed in nuzzling,

is

ti-

grooming and

in

with entwined

a

in

mutual

snuggling perch
the posture in

tails,

which they habitually

sleep. But

once

a year, at the breeding season, they

separate for

short-lived

sexual

en-

counters with neighbors of the opposite sex.

Afterward, the pair calmly

takes up the threads of normal

life,

untroubled by jealousy, and the male
apparently cherishes

its

mate's young

without regard to their paternity.
This apparently
within the

anced by ferocious

between

warm

family

titi

families.

is

relationship

counterbal-

territorial jealousy

Every morning the

couple advances to the boundary of
its

acre-plus territory and screeches

defiance at
ing

its

becomes

neighbors; the screech-

steadily louder,

and the

couple's backs arch, their hair bristles

and

their tails lash in fury. If a neigh-

bor trespasses even in the most minor

way, the aggressive display
to a chase

and

a

sudden

nip.

tagonism between families
lieve tensions

may

lead

Such an-

may

re-

between individuals.
Tails

companionobly entwined, two

titi

monkeys eye

(he world with calm assurance.
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A

Titi stretches out

luxuriously while

it.

mate combs

its fluffy

coat. Titi, often

spend much

of the.r

aay

,n

such mutual groomin,

The Free and Flexible Life of the Apes

Of

all

man's

animal societies the closest to

—in

stress

its

on personal

tions, individual learning
ity

—

is

and

flexibil-

Within

a

not rigid.

in a spell of

mutual grooming.

more loosely structured;

chimp's social characteristics

group, the strongest males

generally dominate, but the hierarchy
is

swagger duel that ends

Perhaps most humanlike of

group composition changes constantly.

can win leadership in a boast-and-

Few

that of the chimpanzee.

societies are

rela-

A

small but daring chimp

all

the

ons,

is

the

it

A baby

suckles to the age of

four and does not reach puberty until
it is

about

eight.

During these years of

it

learns to use

rudimentary tools: branches for nest
building, sticks

intimate relation between mother and
child.

personal development,

and stones for weap-

chewed leaves

for sponges.

accompanies these

activities

And

with

a

never-ending stream of communicative

gestures,

grunts,

barks and squeals

calls,

— along with

hoots,
a rich

vocabulary of facial expressions.

The Organized
Hunting Band of
the First True Men

The picture at right combines photography and painting to show how the
first true humans lived some 600,000
years ago. This organized band of the

Homo

now-extinct species

journeyed
of quartz

erectus has

dry river bed in search

to a

and chert

— rocks that

they

can chip into tools and weapons but
can find easily only here. Their mission

is

dangerous. Icy winds sweep

Asian

this

and predators such

plain,

saber-toothed

as

cats

on

are

the

may have invaded

prowl. The band

another group's territory, and to the

"owners" of the valuable quarry the
invaders would be
as tasty
If
it

as fair

— and

the daring expedition succeeds,

do so largely because

will

bers

game

— as any other.

work together

well, in a

its

mem-

complex

yet flexible social group. Tasks are di-

vided up: some

men

forage for fuel

and hunt game; others, perhaps the
world's
tools.

a

first

skilled craftsmen,

A woman

tends the

fire,

baby and keeps an eye on

ster.

And

to help

objective, they

unique

to

them

make
nurses

a young-

attain their

have assets that are

man. Even these early hu-

mans use a rudimentary language to
make plans and exchange information. They have good weapons, like
the all-purpose

by the man

chopper brandished

at far right.

They have

fire,

transported as glowing embers in hide
sacks. Forever improving their skills

and organization, bands
in time

came

to

like this

one

dominate the earth.

Weapons

at (he ready, a skin-r.lnd

Homo

ererlns hunter glares out

at a hostile

world QS he rejoins

his

band

at a

temporar]

I

amp.

The Emergence of Man

Geology

This chart records the progression of life on earth from its first
appearance in the waters of the new-formed planet through the
evolution of man; it traces his physical, social, technological and
intellectual development to the Christian era. To place these
advances in commonly used chronological sequences, the column

at the for left of each of the chart's four sections identifies the great
geological eras into which earth history is divided, while the second

column

lists

human history. The key dates
and of man's outstanding accomplishments appear
column (years and events mentioned in this volume of
the archeologica! ages of

in the rise of life
in

the third

Geology

of Man appear in hold type). The chart is not to
scale; the reason is made clear by the bar below, which represents

The Emergence

—

years spanned by the chart on the
scaled bar, the portion relating to the total period of known human
in linear scale the 4.5 billion

existence (far rightj

is

too small to be distinguished.

—
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animals; Primates; Reptiles; Vertebrates
societies, chart 131. See also Social

Index
Numerals

Animal

in italics indicate

an illustration

of the subject mentioned.

Aegyptopithecus,

Age
Age
Age

47,

Mammals,

biomass and energy consumption

42, 43

chart 131

Alimentary canal, inside, 100
Allantois, 109, 110

Allosaurus, 68, 72-73, 78, 83
Amino acids, pre-life formation

Amniotic

Amphibians,

Brachiosaurus,

See also Chimpanzee

body

temperature, 109. 113; Carboniferous,

34,

Arm, development of, 105,
Armored fish, chart 26, 31,

cycle

life

limb development, 34, 36108; lungs of, 37, 108; spine and

of, 34, 37;

37, 106,

Army

124-128 (see also Evolution);
31. 101;

of Mesozoic, 38, 40,

41-43 (see also Dinosaurs);

water

move from

to land, 33-34, 35, 36-37, 79, 105, 108-

109; multicelled (metazoan), 100, 125-128;

need for oxygen,
123, 124-127;
31.

28, 125; one-celled, 118,

Permian,

38, 39; Silurian, 30-

See also Amphibians; Birds; Fish;

Insects;

Atmosphere: accumulation of oxygen

in, 27-

primordial earth, 25-27
Australopithecus, 48, 63, 137-138
28, 124; of

B

Aneurophyton, 33
Animal behavior. See Behavior; Courtship;
Social organization and behavior
Animal communication. See Communication
Animal life, 126; beginnings of, 28; body plan
and symmetry, 100-101; Carboniferous, 34,
36-37; Devonian, 33-34; evolution of, chart
invertebrate,

72

63, 104, 128;

117, 119;

of,

cerebellum, 117; cerebrum,

compared

to

computer, 19-20; as

Breathing, 108, 116-117; by
116;

by

gills, 34, 104, 108,

lungs, 33-34, 37, 108, 136;

by

tracheae (air tubes), 33, 136
Breeding, selective, 37
Brontosaurus, 68, 72, 96-97
Buckland, William, 74, 75
Butterfly, 114; fossil, 50

Bacteria, chart 26, 27, 123, 124, 125, chart 131

Anatosaurus, 83
Anchiceratops, 83
Anchisaurus, 67

26, 99-119,

65, 68,

Brain: of apes, 18, 119, 137; beginnings

reptilian, 37, 116

Automatic behavior, 19

ribs of, 102

Amphioxus, 101
Ananogmius fossil, 54

Bothriolepis, 34-35

hypothalamus, 115; information
storage in, 15, 19-20; and language, 21-22;
location of, 101; of mammals, 45, 117, 119;
man's superior, 11, 18-22, 115, 117, 119, 138;

Atlas-axis complex of neck vertebrae, 103

chart 26, 34, 79, 108;
evolution of reptiles from, 37, 108;
of,

spinal

of, 19;

33, 34-35

emergence

to reptiles, 37, 38, 79, 108;

30, 33; fossil, 58;

119, 137-138; of fish, 104, 116; functioning

106-107, 108

ants, 132
Arsinoitherium, 46-47
Arthropods, 101

compared

chart 26,

fish,

column, 102

45; evolution of, 18, 45, 104, 116-117, 118,

Devonian, 34; egg-laying, 34, 37, 108;
embryonic development, 108, 110;

36, 37;

114

control center, 14, 18-20; cortex, 18-19; of
dinosaurs, 80, 84; of early mammals, 43,

Archaeosigillaria, 33

127, chart 131

34, 36-37, 119;

brain of, 18, 119, 137;
emergence of, chart 26; hand of, 18; and
man, common ancestor of
(aegyptopithecus), 47, 48; social behavior,
10, 23, 112, 119;

Arboreal life, 106, 115, 117
Archaeopteris, 33

of, 27

sac, 98, 109, 110, 111

Amoebas, slime-mold,

Bony

137, 146-147.

of, 40, 42, 109, 112,

Blood circulation, 114, 115, 136
Body plan and symmetry, 100-101
Body temperature. See Temperature control
Bone: carbon dating of, 10; evolution, see
Skeleton

fungus culture by, 133;
harvester, 133; leaf-cutting, 133; odor
communication, 130-131

Apes,

26, 28-29, 61, 124,

Algae, 24, chart

of, 136;

fossil, 53;

Albertella (trilobite), 28-29
Albertosaurus, 69, 71

chart 26, 40;

Birkenia, 31

colonies, 129-130, 131, 132-134, 136, 139;
division of labor, 130; driver, 132, 139;

Air tubes, 136. See also Tracheae
Air-breathing animals, first, 33-34
Albatross, courtship of, 135

of,

temperature control

Ants, 129; aphid-herding, 132-133; army, 132;

of Reptiles, 40, 42, 43, 63, 85

emergence

110;

Antrodemus, 62

48

of Fishes, 33,105
of

organization and behavior
Ankylosaurs, 67-70
Ankylosaurus, 80
Annelid worm, 28-29
Anteater, spiny, 42; care of young, 111

Bird-hipped dinosaurs. See Ornithischians
Birds, 23; bipedalism, 12-13, 14; care of
young, 110, 115; descended from reptiles,
40; dinosaurs compared to, 65, 80, 84; egg,

Land animals; Mammals; Marine

Bakker, Robert T., 84
Balance, sense of, 14, 115, 116, 118-119
Baluchitherium, 46

Barylambda, 44
Bat: fossil, 51; temperature control, 42
Bees, 129; colonies, 129, 130, 131-132, 136;

communication among, 21, 131-132; eye
and vision, 16-17; sting of. 131
Behavior, animal, 10, 19, 115; automatic, 19;
conditioned, 19; instinctive, 19, 130;
reasoned, 19, 20. See also Courtship;
Social behavior; Young, care of
Biomass, defined, 136

Bipedalism, 12-13, 14; benefits of, 14-15, 18,
137; of chimpanzee, 15; in dinosaurs, 80;
man's,

11, 12-13, 14, 15, 103, 107; in

primates, 14,15,137
Birch leaf fossil, 50

Camarasaurus, 90

Cambrian Period, chart

26, 29-30; fossils of,

marine life of, 28-29, 30
Camel, Eocene ancestor of, 46
Camptosaurus, 90
29-30;

Cancer, 128
Carbon, basic ingredient of

life,

25

Carbon dating, 10
Carbon dioxide, 27
Carboniferous Period, chart 26, 34-37;
amphibians, 34, 36, 37; forests, 34-36;
insects, 36, 37; reptile evolution, 37
64, 65, 72-73, 78-79,

Carnivores: dinosaurs,

80, 86-87, 89, 90, 91; insects, 128, 129, 132;

mammallike

reptiles, 39;

reptiles, 37, 41

Cartilaginous

fish, 33

mammals,

45, 119;

;
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Cats, Paleocene forerunners of, 45

Paleocene forerunners of, 43, 44
Cell evolution, symbiosis theory, 124-125
Cells, 123; composite, 124-125; eukaryotic,
125; of human body, 128; nucleus
Cattle, 133;

Mammals,

43-48;

26, 29, 42, 43-48;

meaning

Age

of

of term, 29;

primate evolution, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48;
timetable, 48. See also Eocene; Miocene;
Oligocene; Paleocene; Pleistocene;
Pliocene
Ceratopsians, 69-70, 80, 83
Ceratosaurus, 83
Cerebellum, 117
Cerebrum, 117,119
Cetiosaurus, 67-68

Chasmatosaurus, 67
Chasmosaurus, 70
Cheirolepis, 35

Chemical communication, 130-132, 138, 141
Chimpanzee, 10, 147; bipedalism, 15; capable
of abstract thought, 22, 119; care of young,
139, 146-147; facial expression, 121;

incapable of speech, 22; sign language
used, 20-21, 22; social behavior, 11, 137,
139, 146-147

Chlorophyll, 27
Cilia, 125, 126, 128
Ciliates, 126, 128

Clams, 101; early,

85, 88, 99;

Conifers, 32, 34; emergence

of,

behavior among,

chart 26

25, 29, 37; split,

42

75, 78, 81, 82

herbivorous, 64, 65, 72, 73, 80, 86-87, 89, 90;
herd migration, 85, 96-97; horned, 80; of

Coral, early, 28, 30; rugose, fossil, 60
Cortex, 18-19

Jurassic, 40, 65, 67-69, 72; Lakes's paintings

Countercurrent system of temperature

of, 83;

Courtship behavior, 92-93, 134-135
Creodonts, 45
Cretaceous Period, chart 26, 40-42;
catastrophe and extinction at end
88; dinosaurs of, 40, 41, 42, 69-70;

emergence of flowering

Crinoid fossils, 53
Crocodiles, 40, 43,
Crossopterygians,
Crustaceans, 101

of, 80; sizes of, 65, 67-70, 71

trackways in Texas, 85; of Triassic, 67;
weights of, 65, 67-70, 71

Cubitermes (termites), 140-141
Cultural evolution, 22, 138
Cuvier, Baron Georges, 74, 75

Domehead

Cycadophytes,

65;

34,

108

105

zamites leaf

45; panting, 115; wild, 21, 137

dinosaur, 92-93
Dragonfly, 36; vision of, 15
Driver ants, 132, 139

fossil, 57

D

Dromiceiomimus, 70

Darwin, Charles, 9
Daspletosaurus, 69-70
Dating methods, paleontological, 10

Ear, evolution of, 116-117, 118-119

E
Earth: land mass, 25, 29, 37, 42; primordial,
description of, 25-27

89, 90, 91

Denticles, 104-105

animal origins
origins

26, 31-34;

aquatic

life

land
33-34, 105; land plant

in,

in,

31-32

Digestive tract, 100
Dinichthys, 33
Dinosaurs, 40, 41, 42, 43, 62, 63-65, 66-71, 7275, 78-80, 84-88, 89-97;

anatomy,

42, 79, 85, 109, 110
Eggs, 110; amniote, 109, 110-111

Elasmosaurus, 41
Elephant, 12B; dinosaur compared to,
Oligocene forerunner of, 46-47, 48

73,

Embryonic development,

biological superiority, 84-85; brain, 80, 84;

Eocene Epoch, chart

carnivorous, 64, 65, 72-73, 78-79, 80, 86-87,

Eocrinoids, 28-29

behavior. See Social behavior
Communication, animal, 21-22, 138, 139, 142,
147; by chemical pheromones, 130-132, 138,
141; in courtship, 134-135; facial

expression, 120-121
132, 138, 141

21-22,138

;

;

insect societies, 130-

mammals,

132, 142. 147;

man,

89, 90, 91;

communal

nesting, 85, 94-95;

comparisons with mammals,

84-85, 96;

courtship behavior, 92-93; of Cretaceous,
40, 41, 42, 69-70; distribution of, 73, 85;
duck-billed, 80; duration of their
existence, 63, 85; emergence of, chart 26;
evolution, 67-70, 79-80; extinction, chart 26,

98, 108-109, 110-111

Endeiolepis, 35

Commoner,

Communal

84, 85;

Elk skeleton fossil, 49

64, 84;

ancestors of, 79-80; armored, 68-70, 71,
80; basic types, 64, 65, 80; biggest, 65;

Edmontosaurus, 70
Egg laying: amphibians, 34, 37, 108;
dinosaurs, 79, 94, 95; on land, advantage
of, 37, 79; monotremes, 42, 43; reptiles, 37,

Colpodexylon, 33
Barry, 27

longest, 72;

number

skeleton, 66, 71; sluggishness disputed, 80,
84-85, 90; temperature control, 84;

swimming

of, 33, 34-35, 105; forests, 32, 33;

37

64;

Diplodocus, 66, 71, 72
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), 10, 27
Dobzhansky, Theodosius, 25, 99
Dogs: communication among, 21; eyes and
vision, 15, 16-17; Paleocene forerunners,

65, 72, 80, 84,

Devonian Period, chart

36,

shapes

of, 42,

reptiles of, 40, 41, 42, 85

Club mosses, 33, 34
Coal, Carboniferous, 36
Coccyx, 99

Coelenterate fossil, 60
Coelophysis, 67
Colonies: coral fossil, 60; insect, 129-136; of
one-celled organisms, 126-127
Color vision, 15, 16-17, 20, 118

of, 80, 84;

of species
discovered, 64-65; ornithischian (birdhipped), 64, 65, 80; pelvic structure, 64;
saurischian (reptile-hipped), 64, 65, 80;

plants, 40-41, 43;

flying reptiles of, 40, 41, 42, 85;

Deinonychus, 69, 78-79,
Dendrerpeton, 36

Cockroach, 129, 134; Carboniferous,

limbs

meaning of word,

control, 114

Climate: Cambrian, 29; Carboniferous, 34;
Mesozoic, 38, 65, 88, 90; Ordovician, 30;
Permian, 38; of primordial earth, 25

Cochlea, 117, 119

85, 89, 93, 94, 95, 96-97,

136; habitats, 65, 85, 90; heart, 84;

Defoe, Daniel, 123

28, 30

of, 90; fossil finds, 64, 73-

hunt, 81-82;
galloping speed of (triceratops), 80; group

Conditioned behavior, 19
Continent, single,

food

75, 78, 85, 86-87, 94; fossil

Cope, Edward Drinker,

evolution, 125; prokaryotic, 125;
specialization of, 126-128

Cenozoic Era, chart

Compsognathus, 68
Conchae, 116-117

26,

45-46

Eohippus, 108
Epochs, paleontological, chart

26, 29

Eras, paleontological, chart 26, 29

Escuminaspis, 35
Euhelopus, 69, 71
Eukaryotic cells, 125
Euoplocephalus, 69, 91

;
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Euparkeria, 67

33-34, 35, 105, 108; lobe-finned, 34, 105; ray-

Eurypterid, 30, 31

finned, 33; sense of smell, 116, 118;

Eusthenopteron, 34-35;
Evolution,

9,

fins, 106;

spine, 102

chart 26, 99; of amphibians,

34,

37, 79, 108; basic stages (three), 25, 27-28,
123-124; of brain, 18, 45, 104, 116-117. 118,

119, 137-138; breathing

mechanisms,

33-34,

108; in care of offspring, 110-111; cell,

symbiosis theory

of,

124-125; cultural, 22,

138; of dinosaurs, 79-80; of

108-109, 110-111

;

embryonic

life,

of fish, 30-31, 33, 34-35,

101-105; of general

body plan and

symmetry, 100-101; of inside alimentary

Silurian, 30, 31, 104;

mammals, 38, 42-48, 108,
mechanisms of, 10, 99; by mutation,

106-107, 108; of
109;
10;

by natural

selection, 37, 99;

and temperature,

109,

Homo

sapiens, 138; sapiens,

8,

9

Hoofed mammals, ancestors

Flagellates, 126, 127

Hornets, 129
Horse, 10, 14, 15; body temperature, 112, 115;
early forerunners of, 43, 44, 45, 46; eyes
and vision, 15, 16-17; toe, 108
Horseshoe crab fossil, 57

Flowering plants, 32, 43, chart 131
emergence of, chart 26, 40-41; extinction
of many, at end of Mesozoic, 85, 88
Flying reptiles, 40, 41-42, 63, 72, 80, 85;
largest, 41 pterodactylus fossil, 56
Forests, early, chart 26, 31, 32, 33, 34-36; of
;

Mesozoic,

Horsetails, 32, 34

Howells, William, 19

Hydrogen,

65, 90

life,

27; basic ingredient of

25

Hyolithids, 29

Fossil hunt, dinosaur, 81-82

and South
of Cambrian, 29-

Fossils, 28, 49-61; Antarctic

African, similarities, 37;
30; defined, 49; of dinosaurs, 64, 72, 73-75,

from one-

of,

43-45, 46

Fleurantia, 35

Hypothalamus, 115
Hypsilophodon, 69

78, 85, 86-87, 94; fish, 54-55, 58, 105; of

celled to multicelled organisms, 125-127;
of primates, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48; of reptiles,
37, 41-42, 79-80, 108-109; of

erectus, chart 26, 138, 139,

148-149

112,114
Flagella, 125,127

canal, 100; of jaws, 104-105; of land plants,
32, 40-41; of limbs, 34, 36-37, 38, 80, 84, 105,

Homo

mammallike

reptiles, 37-38, 40, 59; of

man's

ancestors, 9-10, 46-48; Mesozoic

sense organs,

mammalian, a rarity, 42-43; Oligocene
mammals, 46-48; radioactive dating of, 10

115, 116-117, 118-119; of skull, 104, 119; of

spinal column, 101, 102-103, 104; of teeth,
104-105; of temperature control, 38, 40, 109,

Fresh-water

112, 113,114-115

Frilled lizard, 120

fish, early, 34-35, 104,

105

Ichthyosaurus, 72
Ichthyostega: body-temperature curve, 113;
limbs of, 106; spine and ribs of, 102
Iguanodon, 69, 74, 75, 84
Insects, 101, 112, 114, 128-136; agriculture

and

herding forms, 132-133; beginnings of,
chart 26, 36, 128; biomass and energy
consumption of, 136; Carboniferous, 36, 37;

Extinction of species, 63, 85, 88, 99; of
dinosaurs, 85, 88; of mammallike reptiles,

Frogs, 34

38.40
Eyes, 100, 115-118; compound, 17; man's
superior, 11, 14-15, 20, 118; other animals,

Fur, evolution of, 38, 42, 112, 114

caste regulation, 132, 141; communication
by scent, 118, 130-132, 138, 141; division of

Gametophytes, 32

128; foods of, 129, 132-133; fossils, 50, 53;
"guests" and raiders, in colonies, 133-134;

15, 115, 118.

See also Vision

Fungi, 27, chart 131

;

cultured by ants, 133

labor, 130, 139-141; external skeleton, 101,

Genetics, 10, 100

Fabrosaurus, 67
Facial muscles and expression, 120-121
Fayum Depression, Egypt, fossils, 46-48
Feet, 105, 108, 115; temperature control in,

114

Fermentation, 27

Instinct, 19, 130

Gypsy moth, sense

Intelligence, 18-19, 22, 115, 119

of smell of, 118

Fertilization: amphibians. 108; fish, 108;

H

flowering plants, 41; reptiles, 108; seedbearing plants, 40; spore-bearing plants, 32
Fiddler crab, courtship of, 135
Fish, 23, 101, 104, 108; armor-plated, 31, 33,

Haldane, J. B. S., 14
Hands, 105, 115; man's superior, 11, 15, 20;
of primates, 18, 115; temperature control
in, 114; types of grip, 18
Harvester ants, 133
Hawk, eyes and vision of, 15

beginnings

of,

and hearing, 116, 118-119;
30-31, 101; bony, 30, 33, 58,

102; brain, 104, 116; cartilaginous, 33;

Devonian,

33, 34-35, 105; diversity, 33;

evolution, chart 26. 30-31, 33, 34-35, 101105; evolution of amphibians from, 34, 79,
108; fins, 31, 33, 34, 105, 106; fossils, 54-55,
58, 105;

jawed,

31, 33, 34-35, 104-105;

jawless, 31, 33, 35, 101, 104, 118; land-going,

65;

pheromones

of, 131-132, 141;

physical

inefficiencies of, 101, 128, 136; societies,
11, 128-136, 139-141.

See also Ants; Bees;

Wasps

Termites;

Invariance, genetic, 10

Ferns, 32, 33, 34, 65, 90, chart 131

34-35; balance

instinctive behavior, 130; of Mesozoic, 41,

Gills, 34,104,108,116
Goats, Paleocene ancestors, 43
Goodall, Jane. See Van Lawick-Goodall
Gorilla, social behavior of, 137
Group behavior. See Social behavior
Growth, skeleton type and, 101, 128, 136

Invertebrates, 31, 101

I

Jawed

chart 26, 31, 33, 34-35, 104-105

fish,

Jawless fish, chart 26, 31, 33,
101, 104,118
Jaws, evolution of, 104-105

Hawkins, Waterhouse, 75

Jellyfish, early, 28;

Hearing, sense of, 116-117, 118-119
Heart, 136; four-chambered, 84
Hemoglobin proteins, 10
Herbivores. See Vegetarians
Herd life, 122; dinosaur, 85, 89, 93, 96-97
Hip structure, 106-107; dinosaur, 64, 65, 80

Jepsen, Glenn
Joints,

L.,

35,

Cambrian, 29

84

development

of, 105,

106-107

Jonkeria, 39
Jurassic Period, chart 26, 40, 65; dinosaurs
of, 40, 65, 67-69, 72;

mammallike

disappearance of

reptiles, 40
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Kangaroo, 42; bipedal motion, 12-13; care of
young, 111
Koala bear, 42

Labor, division of, 139, 148; insects, 130
Lakes, Arthur, 81, 82-83; paintings, 81-83

Lamprey,

31

Lancelet, 101, 104

Land animals: beginnings

of, 33-34, 35, 36-37,

Lobster, 101; ancestors, see Trilobites

compared

Locomotion,

development, 22-23,

12-13, 108; bipedal, 11, 12-13, 14,

107; of dinosaurs, 80, 84, 85; direction of,

number

and body plan, 100-101; on land,
beginnings of, 34, 35, 105, 108; man's

figures, 22;

superior ability, 11-14, 107; quadrupedal,
12-13, 106-107; in water, 28, 31, 104
Lothagam jaw, 10
Lungfish, Devonian, 33, 34, 35
Lungs, 136; evolution of, 33-34, 37, 108
Lystrosaurus, 37

79, 105, 108-109; biggest, 65; biggest

mammal,

M

Devonian, 34; Mesozoic, 38, 40, 41-43 (see
also Dinosaurs) Permian, 38, 39; rise of
mammals, 42-48, 64; and temperature, 112
;

(see also

Temperature control)

McCulloch, Warren, 20
reptiles, 38, 39. 40. 43, 105;

fossil, 59; limbs, 106, 108;

plants: beginnings of, chart 26, 31-33;
Carboniferous, 34-36; Devonian, 31-33, 35;

flowering, chart 26, 40-41, 85, 88; leaf

114-115; upright posture, 11-14, 15, 103, 107,

119

Man-ape,

life:

over invertebrates, 31, 101, 104; animal, 28beginnings of, 27-28;
Cambrian, 28-29, 30; Devonian, 33-34;
Mesozoic, 40; Ordovician, 30; plant, 27, 28,
31; Silurian, 30-31, 104. See also Fish
Marsh, Othniel Charles, 75, 78, 79, 81-83
Marsupials, 42
Meat eaters. See Carnivores

spine and ribs,

Mammals,

23, 136; biggest, 46; brain
evolution, 45, 117, 119; care of young by,
111, 115, 136-137, 146-147;

characteristics of, 42; comparisons with

reproduction methods, 32, 40; root
system evolved, 32; seed-bearing, 32, 34,

reptiles, 42, 43, 84-85, 96, 109; ear

40; spore-bearing, 32, 34, 40

hearing, 117; early fossils, 43, 58;
emergence of, chart 26, 38, 42, 63, 64, 65,
115: of Eocene, 45-46; evolution of, 38, 42-

Megazostrodon

48, 108, 109; extinct lines, 43, 63, 85;

Memory,

and

Leaf-cutting ants, 133

Leaves: evolution

of, 32, 34; fossils, 50, 57,

Legs. See Limbs
Lemurs, 45, 115, 119

Leptoceratops, 70
Lewis and Clark expedition, 73
Life: basic axiom of, 25; beginnings of, 9,
27-28, 123-124; fermentation as basis of
first

and

Megaceros

eyes

vision, 15, 16-17, 115-118; facial

expression, 120-121; four-chambered heart,
limbs of, 106-107; of

84; hoofed, 43-45;

59

stage, 27;

move from water

Mesozoic, 42-43, 65, 85; migration, 96; of
Oligocene, 46-47, 48; of Paleocene, 43, 4445; placental, 42, 111; quadrupedal motion,
12-13; semi-aquatic, 46-47; sense of smell,
23,

to land,

31-32, 33-34, 35. 79, 105, 108-109; original

forms

of, 27, 124;

oxygen-breathing as

basis of third stage,

28, 124;

photosynthesis as basis of second stage,
27, 124; prerequisites for, 25-27. See also
Animal life; Land animals; Land plants;

Marine life; Plant life
Limbs: nerve centers for,
control

in,

84;

temperature

106-107;

man,

22-23, 105,

107, 108, 119; reptiles, 37, 38, 80, 106, 108

Lingula, 29

Live birth, evolution
Lizards, 43, 64, 108;
frilled,

of, 42,

111

body temperature,

120

Lobe-finned fishes,

131, 136-138, 139, 142-149; spinal

34,

105

column,

102-103; temperature control, 38, 84, 109,
112, 113,114-115,136

49

67,

74

fossil,

58

Melanorosaurus, 67
19-20, 117, 119

Mesolimulus fossil, 57
Mesopithecus: limbs, 107; spine, 103
Mesozoic Era, chart 26, 29, 38, 40-43; Age of
Reptiles, 40, 63, 85; animal life, 38, 40, 4143; catastrophe and extinction at end of,
42, 85, 88;

climate

of, 38, 65, 88, 90;

disappearance of mammallike

reptiles, 38,

mammals, 42-43, 65,
term, 29; North America

40; insects, 41, 65;

meaning

of

85;

during, 65; plant life, 40-41, 65, 85, 90; time
span, 63, 85. See also Cretaceous; Jurassic;
Triassic

Metazoans, 125-128, chart 131 defined, 128;

locomotion of, 11, 12-13, 14, 15; body plan
and symmetry, 100-101; bone structure

main characteristics, 127
Methane, 25, 27

evolution, 101, 103, 104-105, 107; brain

Migration: dinosaur, 85, 96-97;

Brain)

;

;

of,

138 (see also

Mind,

care of offspring, 111, 148;

classification of, 23;

to, 10, 11,

dominance

of,

reasons

listed, 11, 20-21, 22-23, 99, 119, 123; ear

and

hearing of, 117, 119; embryonic
development, 98, 109, 111; emergence of,
23, chart 26, 48, 137-138; eye and vision of,
expression, 121; first true (Homo erectus).
chart 26, 138, 148-149; hands and grip of,
11, 15, 20, 115;

the, 11, 19.

hemoglobin proteins

mammal, 96

See also Brain; Thought

Miocene Epoch, chart
119;

11, 14-15, 16-17, 20, 115, 118, 119; facial

109;

fossil,

Megalosaurus,

apes, common ancestor of
(aegyptopithecus), 47, 48; bipedal

Man: and

chimpanzees' closeness

114

mammals,

behavior, 11, 122, chart

11, 15, 18-22, 115, 117, 119,

Limbs, development of, 105, 106-107, 108;
amphibians, 34, 36-37, 106, 108; dinosaurs,
80, 84;

117, 119, 132; social

74

advantage of vertebrate fishes

88, 90;

138, 139-148

137

48, 119,

Mary Anne,

evolution, 32, 34; Mesozoic, 40-41, 65, 85,

Language, 21-22,
Laosaurus, 69

population
117, 118, 119;

31, 33-34, 40;

102; temperature control, 38, 113, 114

Land

cells, 128;

sense of smell,

;

Marine

Mammallike

body

of

limb

105, 107, 108, 119;

sense of touch, 118; as social being, 123,
148-149 (see also Society, human) speech
capability, 21-22, 138, 148; spinal column,
103; temperature control of, 109, 112, 113,

Mantell,

46; Carboniferous, 34, 36, 37;

to other species, 10;

26,

48

Mobility, 28, 124. See a/so Locomotion
Moeritherium, 46-47

Molds, chart 131
Mollusks, early, 29,

30,

40

Molting, 101, 136
Monerans, chart 131

Monkeys,

10, 23, 119;

emergence of, chart
hands of, 18,

26,

45; facial expression, 120:

115; howler, 134; social behavior, chart
131, 137, 144-145;

temperature control, 113;
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titi,

139, 144-145

life,

Monotremes, 42, 43
Moody, Pliny, 73
Mosquito larvae, 109
Mosses, chart 131; club,
Mudge, Benjamin. 83, 82

Mushrooms, chart

14,

body

33,

cells, 125, 136;

125

life for, 28,

48;

34

Paleocene Epoch, chart
of, 43,

26, 43-45;

mammals

44-45; reptiles, 43, 85

Paleozoic Era, chart
life, 28-31, 32-33,

18

26, 29-37;

evolution of

emergence of
meaning of term,

34-39; late,

reptiles during, 37, 79;

131

See also
Cambrian; Carboniferous; Devonian;
Ordovician; Permian; Silurian
Pantothere, temperature control of, 133
29; plant reproduction, 32, 40.

oxen, chart 131, 137
Mutation, genetic, 10
bird, 21

N

Paramecium,

Napier, John, 14, 18
Natural selection, 39, 99

Parasaurolophus, 70
Parksosaurus, 69-70

Nautiloid, 30, 31

Parrots, 21

Neanderthal man, 9

Pelvis bone, evolution of, 105, 106-107;

Neck vertebrae, evolution of, 102-103
Necturus [mud puppy), embryo, 110
Nerve cells (neurons), 19, 118, 128; number

Periods, paleontological, chart 26, 29

in

human

brain, 20

Nervous system,

84, 100-101, 104, 128.

See

125, 126, chart 131

dinosaurs, 64

Permian Period, chart 26, 37-38, 67;
mammallike reptiles of, 38, 39, 105, 108

Nesting, 110; communal, 85, 94-95

Pheromones, 131-132,

Neuropteris fossil, 59
Nitrogen, basic ingredient
of life, 25
Notochord, 104

Photosynthesis,
Pig,

27, 32, 124,

126

Placental

mammals,

42

life, chart 131 beginnings of,
carbon dioxide need of, 27; of

Plant

;

27;

Ordovician Period, chart 26, 30
Organic compounds, 25, 27

Carboniferous, 34-36; characteristic life
process of, 27, 126 (see also
Photosynthesis); Devonian, 31-33, 35;
early, fossils, 49, 50, 53, 57, 59; marine, 27,
28, 31; Mesozoic, 40, 65, 85, 88, 90; move

Ornithischians, 65. 67-70, 80; pelvis bone, 64,

from water

Opossum;

Apes; Man; Monkeys
Prodryas fossil. 50
Prokaryotic cells, 125
Propliopithecus, temperature control
Prosauropods, 67-68

of, 113

Prosimians, chart 26, 44, 45
"Protein clock" dating, 10
Proteins, 10, 27
Protistans, chart 131
Protoceratops, 80, 85, 86-87, 94-95
Protostega fossil, 52
Protozoans, 128, 133
Psittachosaurus, 69
Pteranodon, 41-42
Pterodactylus fossil, 56
Pterosaur, 72

quadrupedal motion, 12-13

Plant eaters. See Vegetarians

48

See Single-celled

103; temperature control, 333. See also

Placenta, 42, 109, 133

Ocean. See Marine life; Sea
Oligocene Epoch, chart 26, 46-48; mammals
life.

of. 44, 45; of

Quadrupedalism, 12-13, 36, 106-107
Quaternary Period, chart 26
Queen, insect colony, 129-130, 131-132, 140

138, 141

Placenticeras, 40

of, 46-47,

Paleocene progenitor

Perspiration, 115

Pharynx, 22

also Brain

One-celled

expression, 120-121; hand, 18, 115; limbs,
107; of Miocene, 48; of Oligocene, 46, 47,
Pleistocene, 48; of Pliocene, 48; social
behavior, 11, 137-138, 139, 144-149; spine,

Musk

Myna

by-product of photosynthesis,

need of animal

Multicelled life, 100, 123, chart 131; evolution
of, 125-128

Muscular control,

25; as

27, 124; delivery to

life

early, 44; facial expression, 120

to land, chart 26, 31-32;

reproduction by flowers, 41; reproduction
by seed, 32, 40; reproduction by spores, 32

65

Ornitholestes, 65

Radioactive dating, 10
Ramapithecus, 48
Ray-finned fish, 33
Reasoned behavior, 19, 20
Reed, William, 82
Reproduction: as beginning of life, 27; of
early land plants, 32, 40-41; evolution from

amphibians

to

man,

genetic invariance
41;

108-109, 330-333;

in, 10;

by seeds,

32, 40-

by spores, 32

Reptiles, 37, 40, 41-42, 72, 80, 85; advantage

over amphibians,

37, 38, 79;

birds

descended from, 40; brain of, 37, 80, 84,
116; comparisons with mammals, 42, 43,

Ornithomimus, 69

Platypus, 42

Ornithopods, 69-70

Pleistocene Epoch, chart

Oryx antelope,

322, chart 131

Plesiadapis, 44, 45

also Dinosaurs)

Ostracoderms,

31,

laying, 37, 42, 79, 85, 109, 110;

Ostrich; bipedalism. 12-33, 14; courtship
dance, 134, 135

Pliocene Epoch, chart 26, 48
Plourdosteus, 34-35
Population, human, 22

Ostrom, John

Potassium dating. 10

chart 26, 37, 79, 108; evolution, 37, 41-42, 7980, 108-109; evolution of mammals from,

Prairie dog, 21, chart 131, 137, 139, 142-343

38, 42, 108, 109;

Precambrian Era,

of Mesozoic, 42, 88; facial expression, 120;

63

H., 78, 79, 84

Owen, Richard,

64, 74-75, 76-77

Oxyaena. 45
Oxygen; absent from primordial
atmosphere, 25; accumulation in
atmosphere, 27-28, 124; basic ingredient of

26,

48

chart 26, 29, 125
Primates, 23, 119; arboreal, 115, 117;
bipedalism, 14, 15, 137; emergence of, chart
26;

24,

eyes and vision,

15, 118, 119; facial

84-85, 96; of Cretaceous, 40-41, 42, 85 (see
;

ear and hearing, 136; egg

embryonic

development, 108-109, 110; emergence

of,

extinction of many, at end

flying, 40, 41. 42, 56, 63, 72, 80, 85; four-

chambered hearts

in, 84;

(see also Dinosaurs)

;

of Jurassic, 40

limbs, 37, 38, 80, 306,
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mammallike, 38, 39. 40, 43, 59, 105, 106,
nonconcern for offspring, 96, 110,
115; Paleocene survivors, 43; sense of
smell and taste, 116; swimming, 40, 41, 42,
85; and temperature, 38, 84, 109, 112, 113,
108;

108, 113;

facial

expression

of,

120

Rhinoceros, ancestors of, 46, 47, 48
Ribs, evolution of, 102-103
Rock: fossil embedment, 49, 50-61;
radioactive dating of, 10
Rodents, Paleocene, 45
Romeria, body-temperature curve, 113
Romeriids, 79
Root systems, plant, evolution of, 32

Rugose

Skates, 33
Skeleton: evolution

of, 101, 136;

man's
•

Tarsier, 45, 118, 119

Slime mold, chart 131; amoebas, 127
Smell, sense of, 100, 116-117, 118, 119; of

Taylor, Bert Leston, 84

mammals,

117, 119,

symmetry, 101

nesting, 85, 94-95; in dinosaurs,

85, 89, 93, 94, 95, 96-97, 136;

division of

labor, 130, 139, 140-141, 148; evolution of,
vs.

125-127, chart 131;

herd

life, 85, 89, 93, 96-

97, 122; of insects, 11, 128-136, 139-141; of

mammals,

11, 122, 136-138, 139, 142-149;

Sea lily, early, 28-29; fossils, 53
Sea turtle: fossil, 52; green, 110
Sea urchin, early, 30
Seaweed, early, 30, 32
Seed fern, fossil, 59
Seed-bearing plants, 32, 34, 40, chart 131
Selkirk, Alexander, 123
Semionotus fossil, 58
Senses and sense organs, 15, 16-17, 115, 116-

body

plan, 100-

See also Ears; Eyes; Hearing; Smell;
Taste; Touch; Vision
101.

Sharks, 33, 104-105
Sheep, Paleocene ancestors, 43
Shellfish, early, chart 26, 28-29; fossils, 60
Shivering, warming mechanism, 114, 115
Shoulder joint and bones, 84, 105, 106-107

of,

116

Teeth, 99, 100; evolution

of,

104-105

38, 42, 109, 112, 113,

114-115; of birds, 40, 42, 109, 112, 114;

cooling mechanisms,

38, 43,

114-115;

countercurrent system of, 114; of
dinosaurs, 84; in extremities, 114;
insulation (fur,

fat), 38, 42, 112, 114;

mammalian, 38, 84, 109, 112, 113,
136; of mammallike reptiles, 38,

reptilian, 38, 84, 109, 112, 113, 114;

Termites, 129; colonies, 129, 130, 132, 136,
140-141

Tertiary Period, chart 26

11, 137-138, 139, 144-149; role of

Thecodonts, 38, 40, 67, 71, 80
Theropods, 67-70
Thescelosaurus, 69
Thought, rational, 11, 18-19; abstract,

;

communication, 22, 130-132, 138, 139, 141;
symbiosis theory of cell evolution, 124-125
Society,

human,

123, 129, 132, 137, 138, 139,

Speech,

11, 21-22, 138;

absence

in animals,

20, 21-22

Sphecomyrma

Spinal column, 37, 101, 102-103, 104
Spinal cord, 18, 104
Spinosaurus, 69-70
Spirochetes, 124

Sponges, early, 28-29, 30
Spore-bearing plants, 32,
Squid, 30,40,101

34,

Starfish: early, 30; radial

symmetry, 101

40

69, 92-93

Stegosaurs, 68-69
Stegosaurus, 68-69, 73,
84,90
Stenodictya, 37

Thrinaxodon, 37; fossil, 37, 59; limbs, 106;
spine, 102; temperature control, 113

Thumb,

fossil, 53

Spiders, early, 33

Stegoceras,

80,

18, 115

Titanotheres, 63
Titi monkeys, pairing

of, 139,

144-145

Toads, 34; courtship behavior, 134
Toes, 105, 108, 115
Tool users, 18, 23, 137, 147,
148-149

Touch, sense of, 15, 18, 118
Tracheae, breathing by, 33
Tree ferns, 33
Tree-dwelling life, 106, 115, 117
Trees, 41; coniferous, chart 26, 32, 34
Triassic Period, chart 26, 38; animals
43; dinosaurs of, 67

115, 118
Sting rays, 33

29-30, 60
Tritoechia, 28-29

31, 104; water scorpion of, 30,
Simons, Elwyn, 48
Simpson, George Gaylord, 42

Stone Age man, 138

Trochosaurus, 39
Tucker, Wallace, 88
Tuna, temperature control, 114

104

22, 117,

119

Stenonychosaurus, 69
Stereoscopic vision, 15,

31, 33,

warming

mechanisms, 114
Tenontosaurus, 69, 89

45, 115; fossils, 43, 58; limbs of, 106;
spine of, 102
Sign language, chimpanzee's use, 20-21, 22
Silurian Period, chart 26, 30-31; fish of, 30,

Shrew,

114-115,
113, 114;

metazoan, 125-128, chart 131 of primates,

148-149

life

Taste, sense

Temperature control,

Snakes, 43, 114
Social organization and behavior, 11, 123-138,
139-149; advantages of, 129, 136, 137; and
care of young, 85, 96, 136, 139, 146-147;
colonies of one-celled organisms, 126-127;

carnivorous, 64, 80; pelvis bone, 64, 65
Sauropelta, 69, 71
Sauropods, 67-70, 80
Scelidosaurus, 68
Scorpion, 31, 33; water, 30, 31, 33, 104
Sea: beginning of life in, 27; pre-life "organic
soup," 27; of primordial earth, 25-27. See

Tadpole, 34, 37
Tarbosaurus, 90, 91

Skull, evolution of, 104, 119

Snails: early, 30; partial

Salamander, 108; embryo, 110
Salmon, 33; sense of smell, 118
Saurischians. 65, 67-70, 80; herbivorous

117, 118-119; location of, in

advantage

upright, advantage of, 11

communal

also Marine

of, 101, 102-103, 104-105,

132

coral, 60

reptiles, large, 40, 41, 42, 85

Symbiosis theory of cell evolution, 124-125
Symmetry, body, types of, 101

106-107, 108; external, limitations of, 101,

insects, 118, 130-132; of

Russell, Dale A., 84.88

Swimming

118, 123, 124-126,

life, 27, 28,

chart 131; colonies, 126-127

128; internal,

114; of Triassic, 38

Rhesus monkey,

Single-celled

Triceratops, 70,
16,

Stromatolites, 24, 28, 29; fossils, 61

Styracosaurus, 69

80,

83

Trilobites, 28-29, 30, 31; fossils,

of, 38,

160

Turtles, 43; fossil, 52; green sea, 110

of,

Tylosaurus,

spine, 102-103, 104;

40, 41

Tyrannosaurus

rex, 70, 78, 80

in

chimpanzee,

15, 103, 107,

15; of

move

Wolves,

11, 21, 137

nerve centers, 84, 104; sea,
advantage over invertebrates, 31, 101, 104;
sensory apparatus of, 116-117, 118-119

Worms,

early, 28, 30; annelid, 28-29

Xiphactinus

Viruses, 27
of, 14-15, 18, 119;

man,

11, 12-13, 14,

119

man's superior,

11, 14-15, 16-17, 20, 115, 118,

stereoscopic, 15, 16, 115, 118
Volvox, 126-127
Jane, 10-11

Vegetarians: dinosaurs,

64, 65, 72, 73, 80, 86-

87, 89, 90; insects, 128, 129;

reptiles, 39;

mammals,

mammallike

43; reptiles, 37

Velociraptor, 86-87

Vertebrae, 102-103
Vertebrates, 23, 30,

Printed

in

U.S.A.

Z

fossil, 54-55

Vision, 100, 115-118; color, 15, 16-17, 118;
119; other animals, 15, 16-17, 115-118;

Van Lawick-Goodall,

Wilson, Edward O., 132

to land, 33-34, 35,

79, 108-109;

U
Ungulates, 43-45
Upright posture: benefits

chart 26, 30, 63, 101-104; evolution of

W
Wasps, 129; colonies, 129, 130, 136
Water scorpion, Silurian, 30, 31,
33,

Yeast, chart 131

Young, care of, 110-111, 115; by birds, 110,
115; by chimpanzees, 139, 146-147; by
dinosaurs, 85, 96; by mammals. 111, 115,
136-137, 146-147; by man, 111, 148; not a
reptilian trait, 96, 110, 115;
insects, 136, 141

104

Whales, temperature control, 114
33, 101-119;

beginnings

Williamsonia, 90

Zamites leaf

fossil, 57

by

social

